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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

in Ellsworth. Owing to rapidly diminishing ranks and growing infirmities of mem**w AomTiwiuns nil nu. bers, the time has come when the poet
feels compelled to ask the towns to appropriate money to decorate soldiers’
Hancock Co Orange Fair Amo’s-Annual graves, and make arrangements with some
meeting.
local organization to see to the carrying
South Penobscot:
out of the work. The post, at its last reguI W Bowden—Farm for Bale or rent.
lar meeting, by unanimous vote decided
Boston:
Weston-Thurston Co
Commission mer- to so notify the towns named.
chants.
The play “Western land”, written by
Harold F. Moon, of Bangor, will be pre8CHEDULB OF MAILS
sented at Hancock ball Friday, Jan. 27, by
AT BLLSWOBTH FOSTOFFlCB.
a Bangor company of fifteen.
The play
In effect Dee. 5, 1910.
has been well received wherever presented.
MAILS HHOBIVHD.
The author is a son of Fred Moon, of the
Fbom Wbst—7.18amj 4.28and6^5pm.
Penobscot Exchange, a former Surry boy.
Fbom Bast-11.06, 1L45 a m; 5.68 and 10.52 p m.
A dance will follow the play, with music
MAIL CLOSB6 At FOSTOFFlCB.
by Monaghan’s orchestra.
Ooino Wbst—10.80,11.15 a m; 5.50 and 9 pm.
Mrs. Ida Jenness Moulton, of Beverly,
Going Bast-6.45 a m; 4 and 6 pm.
Mass., impersonator and musical enterRegistered mail should be at postofflee half
tainer, will appear at the Methodist church
an hour before mail closes.
this evening. This is
Mrs. Moulton’s
No Sunday mail.
third engagement here, and those who
Postofllee open on Sunday from 9 to 10 a m.
heard her on her previous visits will be
glad of the opportunity to hear her egain.
BOOST! Ellsworth Food Fair; The
entertainment is given under the ausFeb. 20-25.
pices of Mrs. Pomeroy’s Sunday school

mswoaer--

A small piece of paper in check form
will settle up any account. Isn’t that
.much better and a great deal quicker
than counting it out in bills? Not
only that, but you will sleep much
easier nights when you know your
Better open up an acmoney is safe.
count In our bank.
For further information call any time. Bemember
your money is always at your disposal
just the same.

We allow liberal
check accounts.

interest

on

|

class.
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$819,719.55 BACK OF YOUR DOLLARS
ought

to

appeal

you as being ample protection. That is the
“backing” given deposits at this inetitntlon-a
$175,000, sorplus and undivided profits (earned) of
$409,719.56, and stockholders’ additional liability of $176,000.
Combine this strong “backing” with oor modern and liberal
banking methods, and you will find every reason why YOUR
funds should be on deposit here. Liberal interest
paid, tail
or write.

EASTERN TRUST A BANKING

Donaqa’a lodge,

K. ot P., will elect
this evening.
There will be a
sapper after work.
Mrs. W. I. Olmstead and little daughter,
of Beading, Mass., are visiting her mother,
Mrs. Addle Mason.
officers
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Capt. Henry J. Joy and wife arrived
Saturday from a visit of several
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breeches at OM Tewa and

There will be a dance and sapper at
Bayside grange hall Friday evening.
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weeks in Massachusetts.
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SURANCE |

#e, shed and large stable, all cony water and electric lights, and
land. ▲ bargain on easy terms.

rth and
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Coroner Harry C. Austin was called to
Winter Harbor yesterday by the suicide of
Miss Eulalie Merchant, aged seventeen
years.
Wm. H. H. Rice W. R. C. will install
officers to-morrow evening, Jan. 12. Veterans and their wives are cordially invited.
The Thursday dab will meet this week
in the vestry of the Congregational church
at 2 p. m. All interest are cordially invited
to attend.
A basket ball game between the boys’
of Franklin and Ellsworth high
schools is scheduled lor Friday evening at
Hancock hall.
teams

Mrs. George W. Dennett received severe
injuries Saturday evening by being
knocked down by children coasting on
Hancock street.
Fred H. Gerry, of Bar Harbor, has declined the appointment as deputy sheriff.
Sheriff Webster has
made no other
appointment there as yet.

Ralph E. Carter, of Naskeag, has rented
the Hamlin building at the west end of
the bridge, and has opened a store for the
carrying on of the business of taxidermy.

STREET

Mrs. L. M. Moore, who accompanied Mr.
treasurer of the Union Trust Co.,
to Boston last week, is home. Mr. Moore
will remain in Boston a few weeks longer.

OITY

The January committee of the Congregational church will serve an old-fash-

Hssl EMPIRE WANTED!

BROADWAY,

300 TO 400 CORDS

While and Yellov Birch,

Moore,

ioned circle

supper

at the vestry next

Wednesday evening, Jan. 18, at 6 o’clock.
The annual meeting of the Hancock
County Grange Fair association will b«
held at the

worth

office of M. E. Holmes in Ellsat

Wednesday afternoon, Jan. 2S,

2 o’clock>
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SOUND SLEEP.

PARCNER SAYS:
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FOr a long time I bare been
making and selling PARCH KB'S

It

STROP

HTPOPHOSPHITK8.
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Than la

do

0

everything that la In II la printed
on the label on the bottle. I know
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Drug Store
tL-— £
IT QUIRTS THI BitRVIS.
BLUlftUtTH

—

Uo yon want a plant that will bloom
all wmwrt Tty a

PRIMROSK,
or

CTOBJkINRB,

■or AZALEA.
Wa have dot apeetmens man these at
ki.iHwoKTR

(J ri*nnhftiis<*

count]? commissioners,

at their

top end.

ELLSWORTH HARDWOOD CO.
THE—

CLARION.
Whether it's a range or a fui
nace— if it la a “Clarion”, it it
sure to meet every requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co*
Bangor. Sold by

J. P. ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth.

Main Street,

The North Ellsworth Farmers’ club has
elected officers as follows: James A.
Salisbury, president; H. F. Maddocks,
secretary; Francis McGown and Arthur
W. Clement, trustees.
Officers of Irene chapter, O. E.
installed last Friday evening
Worthy Matron Mrs. Hannah
assisted by Mrs. Zelma Wilson as
Relreshments were served after
tion.

8., were
by Fast
Bonsey,
marshal.
installa-

The hearing* in the contests for the
of John A. Peters, of Ellsworth, end
Frank L. Hodgkins, of Inmoine, in the
house of representatives, will take place
at Angnata Thursday or Friday of this
weak.
seeta

Acadia chapter; R. A. M., held a special
meeting yesterday, working the degrees of
past and most ekoellent master in the afternoon, and royal arch in the evening, on
■dNMMOIMRUMi Rot ft, ate.)
twh candidates. A banquet waa served at
at very low oat, Bond roe a trial order.
6 o’clock,
RALPH E: CARTER, um* tmAkal The
Dtrlgo etttb has elected ofBdtVa as
West end bridge, ELLHWORTff, Ms.
follows: President, E. C> OegddS; vicepresident, F. H. OegOodj wsfl-etary and
treasurer, Edward F. Smalt'; oollactor, F.
WIRING.

CAME MOUNTED

ELECTRICAL

AND FIXTURES.

■wMIIA

WM>| aid IffHa CbavMly Olvw
ANORKW M. MOOR.
M

May Nodding, mate

St..

McF-rland; chairman of
oommittee, William T. Doyle.
H.

ELECTRICAL. SUPPLIES

Slum Laundry and B&lh Rooms. V/itriCS

"■© ©At. BO WAgMtttt.'
AH klBd«*Y laesdry work dose at abort BOtlea.
Goods beBed tor and teltvmod.
M. B. UTIY A CO.,
Ellsworth. Me
Mmr Bonding mate m..

The

regular session in Ellsworth yesterday, announced their decision on petition for
Also a quantity of Rock Maple change of highway at Seal Harbor, denying petition.
Bolts. For further information call
Ralph B. Cushman, although living in
the “city”, makes a good showing among
at the office of the
his fellow-farmers of the “country” by
killing a pig the other day which weighed
dressed 418 pounds.
5 inches in diameter at the

Cliaennr

HAIR
STORE

the room

The North Ellsworth Telephone Oo. has
elected directors** follows: B. F. Msd| docks, Charles A. Dews, Eogene H. Moore,
Webster M. biggins and Emery Maddocks. B. F. Maddocks is president nod
manager, end Mr. Dews secretary.

The annual meeting of the Ellsworth
merchants’ association will bo haM at the
Manulaetu'er of
rooms in Hancock ball next Monday
ABTISTIC HUMAN BAIB NOODg Waning. OfBoen will be elected, the
at every doaerlptioa.
work of the past year will be reviewed end
Good* aent on approval to naauble partle, plana tor tha coming year discussed.
There will be light refreshments, end b
mms “smoker”.
tai nigral

818 Congress 8fc, Portland, Mo.
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to earn a beautiful pair of $4.0
shoes, it's the beet proposition ever

offered—and

we

can

pixWe It.

Buy State Hobiery to., m?.”;

INVESTMENTS.

—

^_

,,gyr? i"firm™ mmn

|

Ever since Wm. H. H. Rice post, Q. A.E.,
has been organised, it bee bald it a fluty
and privilege to decorate the graves of all
soldiers in cemeteries at Barry, Trenton,
Lsmoine, North Hancock, Beat brook,
Waltham, MazfcvWb and Otia, 'Us well as

5

•

We own and offer for sale carefully selected high grade bonds that
may be bought to return an income of,

5%
or, in

some

cases, even more.
We will be glad to specify to those
who will call or write.

Special circulars

sent upon

v

I

request.

| UNION TRUST COMPANY OF EIISWORTh"]

At the annual meeting of the Boyal
Arcanum the following officers were
elected:
F. B. Aiken, regent; W. A.
Alexander, vice-regent; C. C. Burrill,
orator; J. E. Parsons, sitting past regent;
O. W. Tapley, secretary; F. L. Mason,
collector; J. E. Parsons, treasurer; C. S.
NEW RAILROAD.
McLearn, chaplain ;| F. W. Hollins,
guide; Colin McKenzie, warder; T. E. Proposed Route Taps Up-River Section ot Hancock County.
Brown, sentry.
A new railroad scheme will oome before
Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., has elected
officers as follows:
Harry C. Austin, W. the present session of the legislature with
M.; William T.' Doyle, S. W.; Roy C. ■a request for a charter for the Eastern
Haines, J. W.; George A. Parcher, treas- Maine railroad, and will contemplate a
direct line from Bangor to Houlton, a
urer; Harry E. Rowe, secretary; Andrew
J. Falls, S. D.; Fred U. Smith, J. D.; distance of 108 miles, thereby shortening
Henry L. Moor, proxy to grand lodge; the distance from Houlton to Bangor
Henry L. Moor, J. W. Nealley, T. E. Hale, according to present connections by about
finance committee; George F. Haskell, thirty-live miles. A survey has already
tyler; T. E. Hale, trustee of masonic hall. been made under the charge of Frederick
Dan forth, a former member of the board
iin o/ivwwt uiiu auuw near
nonsey's of railroad
commissioners.
wharf was burned early this morning.
According to the plans, the road startThe house was owned by John A. Mesder’
from Brewer will run through near
who had a small insurance. It had been ing
the centre of Holden, and then passing
occupied recently by Wilfred L. Blaisdell
a corner of East Eddington, will
and Fred Brown, the families moving ont through
the western corner of the
yesterday. Ur. Brown had moved about pass through
town of Clifton; thence northeasterly
all his belongings, but a large part of Mr.
the town of Amherst, townships
Blaisdell’s remained in the house ready through
and No. 3 in the connty of
for removal to-day. He had no insurance. 32, 33,39,40
Hancock; thenoe northeasterly through
The origin of the fire is unknown.
Lakeville plantation, the
towns
of
The agricultural exhibit at the Ellsworth
Springfield, Carroll and Prentiss in tl«p
food fair Feb. 20-26 is developing into an
county of Penobscot; thence northerly
important feature. State Entomologist through township No. 8,
range 3 and
is
an
active interest in
Hitchings
taking
township No. 8, range 4, in the county of
tbis department, and will furnish a large
Washington; thence northerly through
exhibit, the first installment of which has Reed plantation and the town of Banarrived
here. Leon 8. Merrill, of croft thence to Houlton in
already
the county of
;
the University of Maine, will also assist
Arooetook.
in this department as well as the State
This route will open a section of Maine'
agricultural department. The Maine that is bound to be
opened as railroads
Central railroad has granted special rates are built
to-day. It will open some of the
for the food fair week.
finest natural farming towns in the State.
The rededication services at the Baptist Many lakeB heretofore inaccessible and
church will take place next Monday even- much heavily-wooded forest land which
ing. An interesting program is being win give a large amount of business to
arranged for the occasion. Bev. I. B. the railroad will be opened for developMower, D. D., secretary of the State con- ment.
It will meet the Maine Central at
vention, will be one of the speakers.
There will be special music by the choirs Brewer, with terminal facilities in the
of the church, assisted by Arthur W. Vnion station at Bangor.
Clifford, tenor soloist, and James
Maroyes, ’cello soloist, of Bar Harbor.
OBITUARY.
Those who were privileged to hear Mr.
AMOS
O. BOOKS.
Marcyes at the commandery Installation
The death ot Amos O. Rooks at Beechlast year will be eager to hear him again.
land, last Wednesday afternoon, removes
The public is cordially invited.
a well-known resident of this city.
He
The members of tha Recreation dab tenhad been ill for a long lime before the end
dered a pleasant surprise in the way of a
came, which was due to heart trouble.
Mother Goose shower on Mrs. Charles S.
Mr. Rooks was born in Clifton in 1844.
Grows, formerly Miss Sadie Fiileld, at her He came to Ellsworth when a
young man
home on State street last evening. The
and engaged in toe lumber business, patparty arrived promptly at 8, each one in ting teams into the woods to haul out
costume of “ye olden times”. Soon after
lumber. For quite a number of winters
their arrival they showered the bride with
he made this part of the work his chief
useful cooking utensils attached to which
occupation. He took for his wife an Ellswere appropriate verses. These were read,
worth woman, Clara J. Sargent, who surmuch to the amusement of all. As a farvives him. In tbe later years of his life
ther reminder of the pleasant evenings
he settled down to farming.
spent together, a beautiful band-painted
Mr. Rooks was much appreciated as a
dish was given. After a social time spent
neighbor. Accommodating and helpful,
by ail they departed for their homes leav- he will be greatly missed
by the little
ing^ behind them showers of confetti.
neighborhood where he spent the larger
At the annual meeting yesterday of the part of his life. The duties of husband
Union Trust Co., the following board of and fatber he rendered faithfully and
directors was elected:
William F. Camp- well, and he bore the good will of a Urge
bell, Fred A. Chandler, Henry W. Cush- circle of friends,
man, Alfred B. Crabtree, Lncilius A.
Services were held at the house Friday
Emery, John B. Graham, Myer Gallert, afternoon, conducted by Rev. P. A. A.
Henry H. Gray, Eugene Hale,W. A. Havey, KilMra and were largely attended. He is
Frank L. Hodgkins, Barney B. Havey, L. survived also
by b son—Allen P. Rooks,
Elrie Holmes, John JL tjojipes, Arno W.
bb a chauffeur in Bangor, a

WEST KLLS WORTH.
Mrs. Flora Treworgy Is with her punts
for • short visit.
All are glad to know that Mrs John I.
Carter is improving in health.
W. L. Kemp, jr., wife and little son, of
are at W. L. Kemp’s.

Bangor,

Irvin W. Carter, of BlnehlU, viaited hie
mother, Mrs. Henry A. Carter, last week.
Mrs. Henry A. Carter has gone to Biashill to visit her

son

Irvin for

a

few weeks.

Mrs. Jane McFarland visited bar stater,
Mrs. Octavia Stackpole, a few days last
week.
There will be an all-day sessiea of Lake
View grange Jan. 14, to which Harvest
Home grange is invited.
Mrs. Austin denary, who went te Old
Town hospital for treatment a tew weeke
ago, is much improved, and is espssted
home this week.
Bart T. Carter, of Ludlow, and Lara
Carter, of Presque Isle, who visited their
grandparents, Asa B. Barron and wits,
have returned to their schools.
The

new

officers of Birch Grove

sssss-

tery corporation are: President, Tta
Smith; vice-president, John Ckrter; secretary and treasurer, Delmont G. Treeworthy; directors, Henry Higgins, James
W. Carter, Albion K. Guptill.
ELLSWORTH

Harry E. Flood
to

went

FALLS.

to Bangor Monday

visit relatives.

C. J. Treworgy has purchased
mers

thirty tonring

a

Chal-

oar.

W. H. Brown was in Bangor last
where he purchased a work-horse.

week"

Earl Gray, youngest son ot George K.
Gray and wile, ie ill ot pneumonia.
Miss Sadie Jordan spent a few days recently with Mrs. Walter B. Cram in Bangor.
A party from St. John, N. B., waa here
last week and contracted with William H.
Brown for the building of two stave
machines for delivery in the spring.
Bev. C. F. McKoy, of Bar Harbor, was
here over Thursday night of last week,
and preached an able sermon to a goodsiaed audience. While here Mr. MoSoy
was the guest of Mrs. Henry Moon.
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Mrs. Maria L. Gray is visiting friends at
Nicolin.
Miss Florence Beale is spending a few
days with Mrs. Frank Moore.
Miss Addie Richardson came home from
Brewer Saturday lor a few weeks.
Miss Frances Piper, of Eaatbrook, has
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Arthur
Nason.
Miss May Haynes made a short visit
with her grandmother, Mrs. Hannah Haddocks, last week.

C. A. Dews, of the North Elllsworth
Telephone Co., was inspecting the instruAll are glad
ments on the line Thursday.
employed
there is a prospect ot the line
flag, Albert B-. Mace, Leonard M. Moore, daughter—Mrs. Mary R. Austin, at home, to hear that
to Nicolin station aoon.
Frank C. Nash, John A. Peters, Bion M. and b bister—Mrs. B. F. Hurd, of Bangor. being continued
Pike, HWSfy W. Bargtht, Elmer P. Bpofford, O. W. Tapley, John O. Whitney,
Suicide at Winter Harbor.
Food Fair,
Robert B. Holmes. The executive board <a WlKTEB Harbor, Jan. 10 (special)— BOOST! Ellsworth
as follows: Lncilius A. Emery, ArSAW.
Feb. 20-25.
Mine Eulalie Merchant, aged seventeen
King, John O. Whitney, Henry W. Cush- years, committed suicide last night by
man, Myer Gallert, John A. Psfcrs.
drowning. She left a note announcing
COMING EVENTS.
The Journal-New, of Two Harbors, her intention, which was found late in the
Minn., eaya: “Oaring the stay of Mrs. O. evening. Search waa at onoe made, and
UUWOMS.
P. DeLeittre in thia oity, the guest of Mrs. the body waa found about midnight on the
Wednesday evening, Jan. U, at Methohad
been
left
where
It
shore
back
by
bay
to
she
consented
H. C. Hanson,
kindly
dist church—Mrs. Ida Jennets Moulton,
the receding tide.
give a talk on her impressions of the
Miss Merchant was the daughter of Al- Impersonator and musical entertainer.
which
she
Pa salon Play at Oberammergau,
fred Merchant, of thta place, formerly o< Admission, 26 oents; children, l&oents.
and Mr. DeLeittre attended daring tbeii Sullivan. Temporary! inanity is the os am
Uoroner Harry C. Austin, ol
ass giied.
Friday, Jan. 13, at paytide grange ball—
Slay abroad last summer. Her presenta- Ells wot tb, was called to-day, and vlewec Dance and supper.
tion of the subject left with her aad.ton the body. He deemed an inquest unnecSaturday evening, Jan. 14, Society hall
profound impressions of the wonderful essary.
—Dance.
beaaty of the play, aa well as of the great
MOUTH Of THK RIVKH.
Wednesday, Jan. 18, at Congregational
amount of good that la being done In tin
Mrs. George Day is in poor health.
vestry-Under auspices January commitproduction of it each decade. The talk
was 'given tor the benefit of the local
Oapt. Albert Closaon is at heme for th« tee, old-fashioned circle supper at 6 p. m.
San hine
of
the
brunch
society winter.
Tickets, 26 oents.
Interested
Mrs. DeLeittre is deeply
Albert Garland out his toot badly whll<
Friday, Jan. 27, at Hancock hall—
In Suhshine work, and was the organise! working in the woods.
“Western land,” by Harold F. Moon and
in past years of the local branches of thi
Bangor company, followed by dance.
Leon Swett, of Bair Harbor, has employ'
I Banshinera who have been doing con'
ment with Chpt. Perry Alley.
Friday, Feb. 10, at; Paul Severe hall,
stderable work In charitable and saashlm
Boston—Ellsworth reunion. Tickets, InMrs. Boy Bay, of Hallowell, spent
ecu.”
_
cluding refreshments, 60 oents each.
Christmas with relatives here.
Feb. 20-26, at Hanooek hall- -Ellsworth
Earl Holt, wife and little son have gom
Fair
Food
Ellsworth
1
BOOST
food fair, under auspices of the Ellsworth.
to Portland to vtatt Mr. Holt’s father
Merchants1 association..
Feb. 20-20.
Oapt. Allen MoM.

Meting. Worthy Motor la ths ehalr,
at sixty-nine nmbm pee—nt. Altar
twain—«, th* —erstary, traoonror and A-

fflntnai Benefit Aatnmn

8

BDITBD BT "AOIII BADBB”
It,

Ihiyir Masting Tapia Far
Baginmgg Jan. 18, Wl.

TP, purposes of «Ms column ore sneclndlj
mutual
luted In the title and motto—It Is for the
Benefit, and alms to oe Helpful «n-t nepeful
com
Being for the common good. It Is for the
servant, a purveyor of In-

Waak

cipies of Christ. Such a position placed
him high in the history of the church of
God and has given him an Important
place in the history of the worhl. Such
a life should be felly read In the Bible

I

la connection with the great lessons
taught as from bis wonderfal career.
Abraham teachas ns a lesson on
faith—faith In the one living sad troe
God. la the tlmas of Abraham Idolatry held absolute sway, with very
few exceptions, and Abraham was one
of them. His people were idolater*
HI* own family, except himself, beHis
lieved In and worshiped Idols.
father’s business was that of selling
Idols, many of wbk© Abraham Is said
to have destroyed. In such an age it
took great courage to believe In one

■

and a spiritual supreme being, yet
Abraham stood the lest. Never did he
doubt, never falter in his faith. Such
faith Is greatly needed today. In our
age much doubt and skepticism are
abroad In the land. Many are confused
But no one sbonld be.
and fearful.
We should be strong, bold, courageous
In our faith -and not "tossed about by
every wave and wind wf doctrine.” If
we be we shall be kept on the Jump
most of the time. Rather let us "be
Steadfast and Immovable,” and. like
Abraham, we shall receive our reward.
Abraham teaches us a lesson of obedience. Faith .and obedience must go
hand In hand. If we believe In God
we acknowledge His right to command
na, and, being -commanded, we mnst
obey. Believing In God when Abraham,was called by Him to leave his
own country and go to a.strange one.
which He would -.show him. Abraham
obeyed without gpicstlon and without
hesitation. "Abraham departed, as the
Lord had said." How the Lord called
him we de not know, nor la It necessary to: know. He did call dilm, and

Abraham obeyed.

■

*

THE BOOK OF LIFE.
..

Over and over again.
No matter which way I turn,
I always find in the book of life
Some lesson I have to learn,
I mus< take my turn at the mill,
1 must grind out the golden grain.
I must work out my task with a resolute wW
Over and

over

again.

We cannot measure the need
Of even the tiniest flower,
Nor check the flow of the golden sanda
That runs through a single hour;
Bat the morning dew must fall.
And both :he sun and the rain
Must do their part and perform it all
Over and

over

iv

mmunity you will find women who
have been restored to health by Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. Almost every woman you meet has
either been benefited by it, or knows some one who has.
In the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn, Mass., are files containing over one million one hundred thousand letters from
women seeking health, in which many openly state over
their own signatures that they have regained their health by

again.

Over and over again.
The brook through the meadow flows.
And over and over again.
The ponderous mill-wheel goes,
Once doing will not suffice
Though doing be not in vain
Ami a blessing falling on ns twice—

May

come

if

we

taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has saved
many women from surgical operations.
Lydia E. Pinkham’* Vegetable Compound is made exclusively from roots and herbs, and is perfectly harmless.
The reason why it is so successful is because it contains
ingredients which act directly upon the female organism,
restoring it to healthy and normal activity.
Thousands of unsolicited and genuine testimonials such
as the following prove the efficiency of this simple remedy.
“For three years I was
Coloma, Wisconsin.
H troubled
with female weakness, irregularities,
|
and bearing down pains. I saw an ad| backache
E. Pinkham’s
vertisement of

try again.

'Some of you may remember (bat the
poem above has bad a place in the column
before, bat its very title is sufficient reason for as to resd it again.
Surely the
li*U9ewive*4ftiiunite in the refrain: “Ovtf
and over again,” for that is what each one
flnA. is the work in the household. If
“practice makes perfect”, what first-class
housekeepers we all should be by this

tin*?
The column is open to suggestions for
somsdtopics suitable for discussion. Who
will. ^propose something either literary,

economical, fanciful,

moral

or

—

puzzling?

iii

Vegetable
j; Compound and decided to try it. After taking
I several bottles I found it was helping me, and I
|* must say that I am perfectly well now and can
not thank you enough for what Lydia E. Ptnk| ham’s Vegetable Compound has done for me.**
Wentland,R. F. 1)~, No.3,Box 0O,
|K —Mrs. John
Coloma, Wisconsin.

welcome and enjoyable; descriptions of your outings, or experiences *nd snrroundings of home life;
experiments, with their results; books
you have read; magazine articles which
have interested you; briefly reviewed and
the new.or old recipsc that you have used
All pour letters

are

successfully.

All these and many more subjects, which
reply;
may occur to you, will give you a wide
die.
trange of thought which, imparted to us,
Weaud that will starteur ideas into motion, and re•a God. desired of him.
more anoh implicit ebedience to God sponses will be forthaoming from many
existed a moot His .people today! Too quarters.
many modern Christians are 4Sce Jonah rather than Abraham. They are
Ut was s ndfcef to my mind to locate you
ordered to onoplace and go to another; at last, M. A. B. I have*wondered where
they are told to do cme»thing, bat neg- you were this winter, and we are glad to
lect or Rfuse to do it.
hear from yoaugain.
Abraham teaches us a lessoa on
9 Ashland St., Haubrhill, Mass.
faithfulness under test God desired Dear Aunt Madae.
for His.own all wise parpose to ..put
I find myself at Haverhill tar the last two
Abraham <to a severe teat. Therefore weeks or nearly three. Have .been thinking
of
yoc all and.wiafcing to write, but have not
He called-upon Him to sacrifice Isaac,
and these is much to tdo. I lost so
his -only and long ;prornlsad son. Hat felt, wall,
much time with my sprained wrist this fall
He carried
Abraham stood the test.
that itaeems to me J must impeave time now.
-oot the comma ml of God Hht rally uaO! I
hope all enjoyed tfce holidays.
•God Himself, accepting the will for
The .weather jg not nice
first,severe cold,
rtbe deed. Invoked it-and blessed Abra
then ve^y warm and wet. 1 have been to
ham'for his stedafaatness wader such church once. The first day of the year, to the
We sac being constant- Baptist church which is near and heard a
a severe trial.
ly tested andrtried. Uet us fallow the short diseoure on fThe wages of sin is
also heard one of Boston’s male
-example of Abraham and stand the death”. We
This was a treat, I was amply
test showing an entire consecnatlon to quartets sing.
repaid for soy efforts to. dress and go oat by
•God that cannot .bo t inhoence ah about
music.
the good
us.
.It is rather noisy here. A dog is barking, a
BIBLE READINGS.
baby is crying at the nexthouse—and anr own
Gen. ill. 1-5; -*iii. 1-16; xlv. -%4-24; little girl sayg- “Auntie,! can’t go to sleep
«vli, 1-8: xvlii. Id-33: xix. 24-29; xri. with that dog barking.” A garage is near
fl-4; xxv, 7-10; Heb. xi, 1-ft. 8-12. 32-40. and autos are continually passing. However,
1 like the place and find every thing convenn<a ntn

We know of no other medicine which has been so successful in relieving the suffering of women, or secured so
r
onials, as has Lydia E. Pinkham’s

L-iihi11

Women who are

sunenng trom those disshould not lose sight of
of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegthese facts or doubt the
ability
etable Compound to restore their health.

** »*

His ftot to make
His hut to do aw

—

Lydia

tressing ills peculiar

to

their

sex

—

BEECHAM’S
PILLS
help naturally from within. They
cleanse the system and enable your
stomach, liver and bowels to wurk os
Nature intended.
Try a few doses and see how
qnlcluy you will be rid of impurities,
and how your blood and your looks
will be benefited. Thoroughly tried
and proved good this family remedy is

The Best of
Beauty’s Aids

_

408, WEST ELLA WORTH.
Harvest Home grange held Its regular
session Jsa. 7, with worthy master in the
HARVEST HOME,

snd

Par females. Beecbam’a Pills are specially
suitable. See instructions with each bra.

Said Eimjahms.

thirty-two present, inclndicg

Alter business, the officers
were installed, except Flora, by Bro. F.
W. Rollins, Sister E. W. Rollins end Bro.
A. K. Qnptill acting as marshals.
Much
credit is doe Bro. Hollins and hie marshals
tor the impressive end —tielectory manner with which the worn was conducted.
Alter the installation, e generous supper
was served in the dining hell, with appropriate ceremonies by the worthy master and worthy chaplain. A rising vote
of thanks was extended Brother and Bister Rollins for their cheerful response to
the labor assigned them. All declared it
(our

a

uplift of all humanity which I know to be
your joy. Would that under every M. B. pin
at our next reunion I could see the white
ribbon! There, enough.
A
How strong is the tie that binds!
from
A lovely Christmas
token
Annt
Mary, of Qardtner, gives proof of it, not only
as an M. B. but a white-ribboner of years
standing, and Janet, how dear to my heart is
she.
Have been too busy \o do much for
Christmas myself, but a dear sister's hands
worked long and faithfully under my directions. She did the work, and of course I expect the praise.
Have any of you been so lame that you
could not turn in bed or get up without help?
That was my condition two or three days
recently. Once, when I asked my John to
take my legs off so I could get up from the
couch where I was lying helpless, he said:
"Which do you prefer, the knife or the saw?”
Just think of that, when I was recently
bragging how good he was. Now I guess he
is only at par with the rest of your Johns.
Dbll.

3mong

tilt

Grangers.

This column is devoted to the Grange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column it open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, bnt names will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of the writer.
munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good

reason.

j
j

DATES.

Wednesday, Jan. 18-Meeting of Green
j Mountain Pomona grange with Bay View
j grange, Salisbury Cove.
!
Friday, Jan. 20—Meeting of Hancock

j

grange with
North Sedgwick.

Pomona

Sedgwick grange,

grand

Stomach Troubles
Cured by Vinol
HEBE IS PROOF
“I suffered so long from stomach
trouble and indigestion, that I lost
flesh rapidly
VINOL cured me
after everything else had failed. It
—

strengthened my digestive organs—
gave me a hearty appetite, and 1
can eat anything without the slightthing equals

MASBAPAqUA, 477, SOUTH BLUEH1LL.
Mas—paqua grange met in regular session Thursday, Jan. 6, with a good attendance. Bro. Herrick and wife invited
the brother* and sisters to the diningroom at reoe—, where they had prepared
hot clam stew and other refreshments as a
At the mee ting before the
surprise.
brother* and sisters presented Bro. Herrick with a dictionary In
token
of
their appreciation for his many services
to the grange. The brother was much surprised and plea—d. Several members visited Sedgwick grange Jan. 6 for installation of officers.

trouble and
W. E.

KIOOLIK, 3HB, NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Officers of Nioolin grange were installed
Saturday evening, Jan. 7, Miss Helen
Maddocks,, installing officer. The installation waa public.
An excellent program
was given, which, with a treat and games,
furnished a most pleasant evening.

—

PEN

POINTS.

Christian Endeavor says, *VU
try. and try in strength Christ
gives.” A good augury of success.

!

Not always the best, but always the best possible, is the
Christian Endeavor standard.
The joy of Christian Endeavor
is its unselfishness—John It.
Clements.

lumberman or farmer.
Oh. Molly, let’s enter the ranks of politics by
going to Augssta and working against resubmission this winter. Come up, and we will
take a whole afternoon and talk the matter
over, and I will wager you go home with a big
white tag.
Ob, the joy of being worthy to wear that
tag! If we are worthy, we shall never slander
our neighbor or try to do other than work for

&OOK FOR THE BEK HIVE
Ou the package when you buy Foley’s
Honey and Tar for coughs and colds. None
geuafne without the Bee Hive. Remember
the name, Foley’s Honey and Tar, and reject
an/substitute. G, A, pabchbb.

present

tures, both

news, illustrations, and pungent
comment on current events.
The price for
the whole session is (1.50.
After subscribing for yonr home newspaper,
we call your attention to the Lewiston Weekly
Journal as a paper that will supplement it for
general news. It will maintain its supremacy
gs an advocate of all Maine interests, while
the business and agricultural interests of the
State are always especially promoted. It has
a large corps of writers, always on the alert to
chronicle every occurrence of news value,
illustrating every salient feature.
The magazine, with its illustrated articles,
is especially popular, and much interest attaches to the Saturday Night Talks.
The
price in the U. 8. is $t a year. Trial subscriptions three months only BOc. Try it once
and yon will make it your home paper.—Advt.

Hamor, lady assistant steward.
PENOBSCOT. 240.

Penobscot grange held a regular meeting Jan. 6. Officers were installed in a

indigestion."
Waterhouse,
Portland, Me.

Mr. Thos. G .Wallace, of Detroit,
"I suffered for years
from a chronic stomach trouble.
VINOL entirely cured me after
everything else had failed."
It is the curative medicinal elements of the cod’s liver, combined
with the strengthening properties
of tonic iron contained in VINOL,
which makes it so successful in restoring perfect digestion, and at
the same time building up the weakened run-down system.

Mich., writes,

MARIAVILLE, Ml.
Mariaville grange met Saturday evening, Jan. 7, with fifty-four members and
four visitors present.
Officers for the ensuing year were installed by Sister Fannie
E. Young, assisted by Sister Tressa Moore.
After installation, the single members
were invited to a bountiful feast in the
lower hall.

Deer Isle

I do not believe anyVINOL for stomach

est distress.

success.

Try a bottle of VINOL with the
understanding that your money will
be returned if it does not help you.
FABCHKB. DUl’UUIST,
Fllaworth. M«.

GHO. A.

Are You Proud ol

■-Your Bread?-*
Have you a reputation as a
cake maker—is your pastry

DKSR isle, 2»6.
grange held its regular meet-

I;

ing Jan. 2. One application for membership was balloted on and accepted. A
MOUNTAIN VIEW, 484, WEST EDEN.
special meeting was held Thursday evenA special meeting of Mountain View ing, Jan. 5, to confer the first and second
Aunt Madge.
grange was held Jan. 4, with about 100 degrees. The newly-elected officers will
patrons present, including thirty visitors be installed Monday evening, Jan. 8.
Th** L«*wlston Journal.
This meeting was called
The present session of the legislature will from Bay View.
ient.
be of peculiar interest to the people of Maine for the purpose of installing the officers,
BBOOKLIN, 281.
Please tell me what church JSunice attends.
in that work has come into the hands of legis- and also the officers of Bay View grange,
Brooklin grange held its installation
Maybe 1 can find her, for all M&e churches are
most of whom have had little ex- which double ceremony was beautifully Tuesday
near. Good by.
Love to all. /’lease tell Dell lators,
evening, Jan. 3, with Past MasI wonder why she doesn’t get np a crusade perience in shaping the business of the State. done by State Master C. S. Stetson. After ter Capt. Fred Pbillipe as installing officer,
The
Lewiston
Journal
has
made
Evening
the installation, there were interesting re- assisted by Mrs. F. 8. Herrick and
against tobacco instead of using so many
Emery
arrangemeuts to give, each evening, the prowords akout temperance. I’ll halp her.
marks by W. M. Julien Emery, of Bay Bracy.
After installation, refreshments
of the day in condensed form. One
ceedings
M. A. B.
W.
and
J.
and
an inView
were served.
A
__
Wood,
grange,
pleasant evening was
of the ournal*B staff writers, constantly on
teresting address by the state master.
spent.
u. begun the New Year wolL
one re- ithe ground, will give vivid pen pictures of all
The newly-elected officers of Mountain
JOHN DORITY, 381, SULLIVAN.
ported herself to Aunt Madge by pesonal the events of the capitol, as well as illustrations of all features that will interest the View grange are:
D G Hall, master; E P
letter and us she is in .Bangor and inquires
At tbe last regular meeting of John
folks.
Elva
M
Hall,
Higgins,
overseer;
lecturer;
about “Auat Jana”, we will commission
Dority grange Friday evening, Jan. 6,
There is no way in which full and early in- C M
Rich, steward; Jesse U Mayo, assist- there waa a
her to look up that delinquent Ulster of formation of
good attendance of members
legislative and other matters ant
M
Annie
McKay,
chaplAin;
steward;
ours whose letters we miss and whom we
and visitors from Robbinston and Patten
about the State capital can be so well secured
Luella
Lorenzo
M
Sartreasurer;
Mayo,
failed to see at the reunion. G- wishes to as through the medium of the Lewiston EvenOne candidate was instructed
E E Sargent, gatekeeper; granges.
be remembered to the M.&’s.
in the first and second degrees.
ing Journal. While giving prominence to gent, secretary;
The proViola
Ida
L
PoCeres;
Mayo,
Higgins,
legislative mat prs, the ample columns of the
gram consisted of readings and chips of
Octavia
Jour al enable it to
Dear If. B.’e:
its usual fea- mona; Florence Rich, Flora;

A 'Christian -6*d«a var iHaro.
When-the city of Peking.-China. was
-etormed by the international.armies In
1900. after the Boxer massacres, the
-first to reach the top-of the-wall wa*
a boyish private soldier of the Fourteenth Infantry. His name was Calvin
IP. Titus. He was an earnest Bauleev-oaer, and the honor and promotion
-that -came to him on account t-f his
bravery—-he received a piedal tfroni
congress and Pressdent McKinley appointed him to West Point—did not
quench his religious zeal.
As he desired to enter the ministry,
*bs military authorities have prevailed
-upon him to be ordained for this wort
A Merry Christinas and Bej>py New Tear
and accept a chaplaincy in the army
to all.
ffe has been ordained In the Cnited
Now, Irish Molly .wants me ts take my;pen
Brethren church, and after be ‘has the .and she nave me a text or starfer when
she
specified ministerial experience be will said she was not a tagged W. q. 7. U. Now,
be appointed chaplain &ad' will work Molly, yo» surely ought to wear the white
ribbon tag, and every other woman who
Among -the soldiers.
knows enough to write/or the M. iL column.
If
you get tired of talking temperance, take
A Missionary Stack Company.
of the ether of the forty different deA snlque method for collecting mis- some
partments of Ibis great and noble work of
sionary .contributions has been adopted the
legions of White Ribbaners of the world.
by the missionary committee of the Truly, so great is that glorious company it
Granby society. Montreal. A neat cannot he numbered.
card baa been printed as follows:
Of late I have been reading the life ot
Application -for shares in the Granby Frances Willard, our leader, and the only
Young People’s Society of Christian En- woman .to he honored by a bush in Statuary
deavor Missionary and Educational coni' hall at the aational
capital. Yos can surely
shares
pany. I hereby subscribe for
be seen with a tag like she wore. If temperOf stock In the above named company.
ance
work
is
worn
threadbare, take up the
Shares In this company are $1.20 a year,
payable monthly (1* cents), the year to work of mercy, or the white slare trade, or
end Dec. 81. Name —-. the Red Cross work, or perhaps you would
Do not sub- like better woman suffrage.
Address -<r—...
Take your
scribe anything If It wHI reduce your oth- choice, and we will form a society at East
er missionary giving.
Surry and give you the office of superintenWith the card goes a pretty certifi- dent of your special work, whatever it be—
work for the homeless, the sailor or soldier,
cate of membership in rtfce company.

la bases 10c. mi SSc.

visitors.

—

the

quickly, certainly, inexpensively.
application will purity

No outward
your blood.

of Mas—peqas grange.
After the installation, cake and coffee
A short program followed:
were served.
Music, Mae Smell; recitation, Welland Orcntt; song, Florence Allen; reading,
Benlab Allen; song, choir; tables ox. A
general good time wee enjoyed by all.
The grange woe again colled to order
end commute— appointed (or the y—r
1811. Arrangements were msde for entertaining the Pomona meeting Jan. 20.
A rising rote of thanks was given to
Brother and Slater Henderson for their
kindne— in acting — assistants during
installation. At a late hour the grange
cloned, end all returned home f—ling as if
Sedgwick grange had started the New
Y—r on the right road lor s succeseIni
year’s work.

chair,

t!

should be a source of pride to
you.
Sallow skin, pimples, blotches and
eruptions call for immediate attention.
It should be jour aim to get rid af
these disfiguring signs of impure bleed

At races* the public was inrited in and
the installation ol tbs officers for th* saining year took place. The officer* were
installed in an impressive manner by Bro.
John Wood, of East Bloehill grange, aslisted by Brother snd Bister Henderson,
former members oi this grange, bat now

______—-

i

Good Looks

received.

Ellsworth. Me.

|

tholr Bimini to-

pacts*
Sedgwick grange naror wa* in each goad
sondition, socially and Snancially. It is
tree from debt, owna a large hall, and has
gnite a bonk account. In membership it
Bombers 112. Fir* applications wars
voted on at this mseting and (oortssa

j

from great Uvsa—L
Unjna
Papin.
Akraham.-Gen xaH.l-lS. BdUei by JBev.
non use—a public
D.
D.
Marman H. Doyle.
theInformation and suggestion, s medium for
Abraham was Uie first great rbarac- terchangeof Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
j
kr in -God's development of a special i communications,andttsaaooossdepmdalaigely
people through whom the Messiah or ! on tbs support given It In this respect Comoi
Harlots? of the world was tooome. He munications must bo signed, but the name
..Ion
Is therefore well called "the father of writer will not bo printed except by perm
will bo subject to apptovalor
she faithful.'' He was the head of Communications
the editor of the column, but none
those who were to believe la one God, rejection by
Address
will be rejected without good reason
last of all the Israelites and later on all communications to
The American.
spiritually the father of all the ©s—

eoanUtoa far*

une*

“BMpfulmnd B*p,fut."

Motto.-

your pride?
Then you are the woman
who will appreciate William
Tell Flour.
One baking day
will convince you that no ex-

pert cook can afford to waste
her skill on ordinary flours.

s

William Tell
Flour
goes farther
than most
flours—
it is also
an

economy.

Order

a

sack

today.

(f)

fun. Alton Robertson gave a comic monologue in costume which was enjoyed by
all. At the next meeting, Jan.
13, the
officers for 1811 will be installed.

NABKAMIH8IC. 224, OELAND.
manner by Bro. Heath,
master
Narramiasic grange met Jan. 7, with
Castine grange, with the assistance of
grange famiiiee and guests. Bister Fannie
Bister Hinckley, of Halcyon grange and
M. P. Wood, assisted by Mildred B. Page,
Bro. Devereux, of Castine grange.
inetaUed officers (or 19U. After supper
After sapper the following program was
the young folks all had a good time with
presented: Piano duet, Nina Varnum and
etc.
Bose Hutchins; readings, Lila Dunbar, games,
Laura Leach; duet, Mrs. Varnum and Mrs.
oahtime, 250.
Oastine grange met Jan. 7. Officers were
Cushman; songs, Florence Staples and
Frank Dunbar; reading, Liuie Staples; installed by Bro John E. Dority, aa folsongs, Algie Hutchins; dialogue, “How lows: J Wesley Bowden, master; HowMrs. Ponderous was paid;” songs, Fred ard Lowell, overseer; Norris L Heath, lecturer; Mervyn Clement, steward; George
Mitchell; remarks by Visiting members.
BOOST J K1 Is worth Food Fair,
Many thanks are extended Broe. Heath, Lowell, assistant steward; J Y Perkins,
Devereux and Bister Hinckley. Number chaplain; EC Bowden, treasurer; Emma
Feb. 20 25.
A Bowden, secretary; Francis
present, about 1G0.
Beales, gatekeeper; Laura Devereux, Ceres; Eva
Magazine and Book Note,.
Lowell, Pomona; Addie Bowden. Flora:
HIGHLAND, 364, NOBTH PENOBSCOT.
The January issue of New England
At the regular meeting of Highland Bertha Webster, lady assistant steward.
farms, issued by the Maine Central railroad, is
srticularly interesting. The grange officers were installed by Bro. J.
The Spirit of W'llter.
principal article of the moDth relates to B. Wilson, assisted by Bro. J. G. L>ach
the urogram of the agricultural colleges
The spirit of Winter is with
ns, making its
in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, and Sister Caro Lowell. At recess, ice- presence known in
many different ways—
for agricultural instruction.
“The Aban- cream, cake and coffee were served. A sometimes by
cheery sunshine and glistendoned Farmer” offers some suggestions short program was presented.
ing snows, and sometimes by driving winds
bsaed on his experience iu finding a New
and blinding storms.
To many people it
farm
auitable
for his purposes,
England
seems to take a
and Frof. T. B. Arkell, of the New Hamp8CHOODIC, 420, FBANKLIK.
oelight in making bad things
for
shire state college, has a very intareating
rheumatism twists harder, twinges
Scboodic grange held its regular meet- worse,
and convincing article on sheep-raising.
Jan. 5, with fifteen members present. sharper, catarrh beoomes more annoying, and
Editorial diacnseiou of the month includea ing
the many symptoms of scrofula are
deThe next meeting will be Jan. 19, when
an article on
>rage of apples, and suggesveloped and aggravated. There is not much
tions on fertiiisstion.
There ara the us- the officers will be installed.
Each mempoetry In this, but there is truth, and it la a
ual
on
departments
poultry, dairy, ber has the privilege of inviting a friend. wonder that
more people don't
horses, etc. The bulletin will be sent free A baked bean snpperwill be served.
get rid of
these ailments.
The medicine that cures
every month to present and intending
them
farmers who aend their names and adHood's Sarsaparilla
it easily obSEDGWICK, 244.
dresses to
the Industrial Department,
tained, and there is sbundsnt proof that its
Maine Central railroad, Portland.
On Jan. 6 Sedgwick held its regular cures are radical and
permanent.—Adel.
most able

WHITCOMB,

HAYNE8 *
Ellsworth rails, Me.
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Make Cooking

Day A PleasurJ
Try then and Prove it!
Prepared full strength and pure
all the popular flavors.
So Good—

jam a Few Drape
Meet All

THURSTON
* r-

BAMGOR, MAINE.

t

in

-i

QQVEBNOB’H M188AQB.
ABD

BBO-

VSOBS BOONOMY
QRB88TVB LBQI8LATIOB.

bbtibwi rnumuii »rroAnow—raoHIBITtO* AKD UMTBMiano*grnaau uw ittrounD.
hit mesGovernor Fred W. Ptaieted, In
wid in port:
the
to
legislature,
Mge
been inThe pcMratadminiitmtion bon
of adtrusted with tb« responsibility
State of
ministering the nflhin of tfan
The party
Maine (or the next two year*.
Is rein control of the Stata government
end tor every
spond ble tor all legislation
The
expenditure of the public money.
the responsibility
majority cannot shift
The people will hold
upon the minority.
accountable
the dominant party strictly
thla legislature. We oan
tor every act of
discharge oar obligations only by bringservice a fall maaaare of
ing to tbe public
Every
sarnest zeal and honsat effort.
by
promise made in the platform adopted
end npon which it
the democratic party,
waged its campaign, moat be kept
and fairly, without evasion or

squarely

equivocation.
strict aooaoMT mcwiit.

One of those promises, and not the least
we would adminin importance, was that
with strict
ister the affairs of this State
are not only bonnd in
economy. We
we are
honor to keep that promise, bat
forced by stern necessity. The financial
condition of tbe State is aaoh as to seriat its
ously embarrass the administration
moeption and to oompel the most rigid
economy.

Tbe large increase in the estimated

ex-

and institupenditures by departments

demonstrates that the moat exbe
measures of economy mast
practised. These estimates so fur exceed
the poasible revenues of tbe Stpte daring
tbe next two fiscal years, end tbe targe
deficit in the form of unpaid warrants and
never
temporary loan present n situation
before encountered in tbe history of tbe
.State by an inooming administration.
During tbe last two years tbs net debt
tions

treme

the State baa mcreaaea fi,wi,oui.f», or
than doubled. Tbe deficit tor tbe
rear 1909, as will appear by tbe official report of tbe State auditor, was (970,737.98,
and for the year 1910, (180,773.81.
We have the right to borrow (300,000.
That is tbe limit of the borrowing capacity of the State. Beyond tbat limit
it cannot legally go; has no moral right to
go. Notwithstanding this we find that
ol

more

negotiated
year ago
full limit prescribed, which loans remain unpaid, maturing January 20, 1911,
and that in addition thereto an indebtedness of over (<00,000 bae been permitted
to accumulate which must be taken care
of out of tbe current revenues for 1911,
unless, indeed, the custom of carrying
illegal debts is to become a part of the
settled policy of the State, an alternative
to which I shall not assent.
No amount of persuasion should influence your judgment as to the necessity
tor sweeping reductions in expenditures,
and yet no public serving branch of the
government need suffer tor want of means
to properly conduct its affairs.
Departments and institutions should be supplied
with only thoee appropiations which are
absolutely necessary for conducting thsir
sflairs upon a reasonable and economic
nearly

loans

a

to

were

the

basis.
ill gratuitous appropriations and enlarged expenditures must be set aside
pending the enactment of those neeeasarily

incident to the administration of tbe State
government. There must be discrimination between measures whicb are deserving and those less deserving. It is plain
that our favor cannot be distributed without stint, and that the demands of the people for less burdens of taxation cannot
longer be ignored. Tbe situation which
we are facing is so unusual tbat we must
adopt unusual remedies to obtain reasonable resultB.
You are now facing a deficit created by
the laat administration of fl,151,501. One
method of meeting this deficit would be
by levying a special tax of two mills upon
til the
property of the State aa an emerleacy measure, and which by its terms
would produce such revenue within a
•pacified period and in time to liquidate
nor pressing
obligations. This legislature
■•Dot responsible (or the serious condition* now confronting us, but you are
charged with the duty of meeting it if we
we to maintain
the credit of the State.
I urge you to bear in mind the fact that
Whatever direct tax may be assessed, according to the practice heretofore prevailing, cannot be available for the current
year’s expenses, aa
only a small portion
c*n reach the
treasury before Jan. 1,1912.
The total revenues of the State of Maine
lot the year
1911, based upon all known
sources and
upon present tax rates, will be
•bout fl,071,000. The total
probable Slate
expenditures for the same period, includ■og also a reasonable
provision for State
beneficiaries and the return to the cities
•od towns of
about 1700,000 increased
•chool and mill fund authorised
by the

Ml* of liquors,
the (Hands of MM mast. In granting charters, however*
temperanos and those who belisvs that aa » companies daalring to develop water*
indulgence In the use of intoxicating 14- powers, 70a should inaisU on certain reJn°r* is on* of tha natural rights of mon itrWiona.
The power* ehoald not bo
which should aot bs abridged by legisla- panted out of the State. Maine should bat
tion, but simpl) whether tbo const it n- > greet manufacturing Stata, not merely*
tiooal amendment prohibiting the manu- power station.
facture and sals of intoxicating liquors
Many of the con tests between new
should bo submitted to popular- vote by a companies desiring to do business and
resolution of the legislature.
oidi companies occupying in whole or lm
I believe that a majority of the voters past the field which sttraete ths newcomer
of our Blots have registered a desire that might be settled ontside of the legislathis be dona, and in view of the impor- ture if we had in Maine a. public utilitiee
tance which it has had in the public commission, and I suggest that you cowmind for many years and the further fact eider the advisability of establishing one.
that a resolution has been so often before The present railroad commission could be
the legislature, action now which will abolished end its powers conferred open
plaoe this question before the people of Mae new board in addition to inch other
Maine that their will may be determined, powers ss would be granted it.
cannot b* considered as hasty or lli-adVALUABLE BCSUESB ASSETB.
vlaed.
While new resources ere being develIf a small part of the energy which has
end new avennee of business activity
been expended in our Slate in an attempt ! oped
we should not forget the value
to lessen the evils of intempeiance by law opened up
ef the older and morn fully developed rehad been directed to the creation of a
sources of Htate nor neglect to increase
strong public sentiment against intemper- i
their value. Our timheriands are of imance a greater advance would have been !
mense and growing value, not only to the
made. Instead of relying npon the good
owners but to the general
public. Our
judgment and intelligence of onr fellow- State
system of lire protection should be
citizens, and their desire to make the
sad extended.
moat of life and its opportunities, we have j perfected
uur
coast
nsnenes are or
enormous
pursued the false course of relying upon; value.
They constitute a business asset
law.
which, properly conserved, need not be
BTUROIS LAW REPUDIATED.
diminished in a thousand years. Tney
This attempt at regulation by law
have attracted entirely too little attenreached ita culmination in tbia State in
tion in the. past. .Statutes designed to
the enactment six years ago of a statute
protect them have been looeely drawn and
which created a special commission to be
still more carelessly enforced.
appointed by the governor and charged
The Bute agricultural department will
with the duty of enfoicing the prohibiJustify its existence if it can succeed in
tory liquor law in those sections of the
farmers in conserving
our
Appropriations made by the legislature State where in its opinion it was not be- interesting
their lands and in developing this great
should be oertain in amount. The present ing enforced by the local authorities.
and important industry to the limit of its
provisions of law with regard to the apThis statute, wrong in principle, opThere can be waste in agripropriation of money for the use of the posed to local self-government, supplant- possibilities.
culture as well as in forestry, and while
State highway department and by the ing officers elected by the
those
people by
of the presnational guard are not satisfactory. In appointed by the commission, aroused at agriculture is the cornerstone
the one case the law imposes a tax of the start the opposition of our citizens ent prosperity of our State, when comwith what it might be, it is in its
three-fourths of a mill ou ail the property which increased rather than diminiabed pared
infancy.
of the State, in the other one-tenth of a with lapse of time.
This so-called
Maine ought not to depend upon the
mill. In place of these provisions I be- “Sturgis law”, declared unconstitutional,
beef trust for a pound of meat. We ought
lieve that there should be appropriated a in part, by the supreme court, has not
to raise enough for our own consumption.
fixed am mat, sufficient for the needs of only failed to prom >te the cause of temWe should be independent of tne whole
these departments. Then the people will perance but has created a feeling of strong
world so far as any product of the soil
know whet we are spending. 1 suggest resentment in every county where the
which our climate permits us to grow is
that a reasonable license fee be collected commission has operated, disturbing the :
and
every
encouragement
from owners of automobiles coming into the orderly and friendly relations which concerned,
possible to make ns so should be extended
our State, and that the money thus obought to exist between the State and to the farmer.
tained be expended in the maintenance county governments, so that to-day the
| Legislation of special intereat to those
of the highways which the State hss alauthority of the State to enfore payment who labor in our mills and factories
uum.
of
reiuj
the expense incurred in the execution 1 should be
undertaken by you. Our laws
At present, the fines and licenses col- of this statute is questioned and litigation
relating to child labor need revision and
lected by the fish and game department which promises to be long protracted may
after being revised should be enforced.
are appropriated to the use of that departbe carried to the supreme court of the
The present employer’s liability law needs
its
income
uncertain and United State.
ment, making
radical amendment. The law concerning
variable. These floes and licenses should
The people of Maine have unmistakably the
attachment of wages by trustee process
be turned into the the State treasury and set the seal of condemnation
upon this shoud be changed. In the hands of unsuch amount of money appropriated as law, and by the moat potent means at
scrupulous attorneys this law, as it now
yon deem necessary to pay the expenses of their command, the
ballot, have em- stands, is a source of hardship to the poor
this important department.
phatically repudiated it. 1 trust that you and is of little real use to creditors.
will not be un nindful of their wishes but
PBOGKE8BIVB LEGISLATION PROPOSED.
j
EQUALIZE TAXATION.
Besides promising the people of Maine an as their chosen representatives register I
Our present system of taxation presents
their
will.
economical government,
conducted on
Leaving aside the question of whether many unnecessary inequalities and works
business principles, we promised to enact
the present law affords the best regulation much injustice. To equalize, so far as may
certain progressive legislation for which
the tax burden, is a serious work to
a
question over be,
there appears to be a popular demand. of tbe liquor traffic
which
there is an bonest difference of which you should dedicate your best
We are bound to enact a direct primary
effort. The work of tax reform should go
law. Guided by the experience of other opinion—there can be no question that it
every vestige of
is tbe duty of every official to enforce the on in this State until
states, I believe it would be wise in enactlaw so long as it remains up- special privilege disappears from our tax
ing such a law to apply the principle of di- prohibitory
laws.
on the statute books.
rect popular nom nations to those offices
For more than half a century we have
only in which the people feel the deepest
“My child waa burned terribly about the
interest and the candidates for which are had upon our statute books and for a face, neck and cheat. 1 applied Dr. Thomas’
of
a
in
the
constitution
of
century
Eclectric Oil. The pain ceased and the child
likely to be well known to the mass of the quarte.voters.
Nominations for governor a id our btate prohibition of the manufacture sank into a restful sleep.”—Mrs. Nancy M.
and
sale of intoxicating liquors; and, Hanson, Hamburg, N. Y.—4dot.
representatives to Congress may well be
back over these years, no fair- ;
made by direct primary. In my opinion looking
minded man can refrain from feelings of
it would be unwise to go farther than that
afcbmusrmrntB.
until the new system had been fairly disgust. Not only has the purpose failed
of accomplishment, but hypocrisy, corruptested.
We
without
other tion and disrespect for law have been

j

j

shall,
asking

°°u*e‘t<,d lan«*

Mg prioes.

THE FAIOUS
PORTLMD
POULTRY FOODS
“I fell and sprained my arm
and was in terrible pain.
I
could not use my hand or arm
without intense suffering until
a neighbor told me to use
Sloan’s Liniment The first
application gave me instant.
relief and I can now use my
arm as well as ever.”—Mrs. H.
B. Springer, 921 Flora St,
Elizabeth, N. J.

Cracked Bene
Meat Scraps

Bone Meal
Bone and Meat MeeL
can be bought from your local

us direct
Don't
are genstale and unwholesome.
Portland Poultry F~

dealer or from

erally
Try

at once.

PORTUF
Portland

ittaine,

SLOANS

LINIMENT
is

an

killer

excellent

antiseptic

and germ*

■

heals cuts,
bums, wounds, and
contusions, and will
draw the poison
from

—

sting

sonous

of
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The Bettes Herald. New England’! Repeentatrre Newspaper, should be- takes is,
the homes of every see who enjoys and appreciates a progressive, clean and interesting newspaper. The Boston Horald cavers
thoroughly every department of' BOWS 1
gathering. It areata sensationalism.

CATARRH
Cream Balm
Ely’squickly

«ABL At Newt Ifafi Wertk Wkile”

absorbed.
is
Gives Relief it Once.

THE

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the__
Head quickly. Be.
|| AU rrUPO
stores the Senses of KIMT ■ ’KlewfcKl
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 eta*, at Druggists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.
Advertieera in THE
avturino the trade.
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flany

The State has before it a rich and
splendid future.
Wonderfully endowed
by nature, ours is a State of undeveloped
resources.
I believe that the near future
is full of promise for Maine and that during the next ten years we shall show a
greater increase in wealth and population
than has ever taken place during a like
period in our history.

\

necessary Deaths.
r
If people could only

systemic

catarrh is

an

understand that
internal

disease

external applications cannot cure,
they would not need to be warned so
often about this malady, which, when
that

HOME

Make The Boston Herald your Newspaper for 1911a Order of the Newsdealer, or send* remittance hs the Pnblieation Office.
Liberal commiasiesa to Pbstmastem.
Newsdealers* should saad is regular
THE BOSTON HERALD.
Harald BuOliDg.Boston, Maas*
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TRUE CONSERVATION.

tion.

>

accept substitutes, whiob

k
I
f

Eyes'

agnail, concentrated light
It puts an unequal:
over one shoulder,
strain on your eyes. Usee diffused, soft,.
mellow light that cannot flicker, that equal-lzes the work of the eyes,.such as the Rayo
Lamp gives, and avoid; eye strain.
The Raya, is designed to give the;
best light, and it doe*
It has a strong, durable shade-holderthat Is held Arm and true. A new burner
gives added strength. Made of solid:
brass and finished, in nickel. Easy to.
keep polished. The Rayo is low priced,.
but no other lamp, gives a better light atany price.
Once a Rayo. User, Always One.
use

a.

f
*

>

Company

i

100

Old This

JOHNSON'S
LINIMENT

a

kV**

aggs to sell at

Year

material Increase in our
public
be expected aa a result of
Gauges in our tax laws. Taxes
may be

oouffk

t

Don’t

1

“ue can

*

laying

Years

reduction in

CBre®

?

Giro your

able quarters and proper
V food, and yon will hare pi
1

1

tax.

*

j;

mer.
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Legislation alone cannot create prosperity, but legislation can do much to enJ
neglected, paves the way oftentimes for
courage thrift and enterprise, equalize opj
at the cost of millions of
consumption,
and
portunities, safeguard investments
Dmitri Everywhere* (f not at ymtra, write for deseriptivey
Yet catarrh may be
circuktr ta the naareakggawey of the
protect legitimate business. Maine ought j lives every year.
to be and eventually will be a great manu- cured if the right treatment is employed.
j
Standard Oil
facturing State. Our water powers must
The only way to successfully treat caOur government was be developed and our transportation fa- |
should be kept.
tarrh is by employing a medicine which
Maine needs more I
supposed to have that right and, indeed, ciiities increased.
is absorbed and carried by the blood to
exercised it up to a very few years ago. miles ot railroads, steam and electric. |
afforded for their all parts of the system, bo that the muIn approving the proposed amendment we Every facility should be
j
building.
cous membrane or internal lining of the
are not conferring any new ngnt on the
of our water powers Bhould
we
Development
are
nor
any
right
taking
away
nation,
body is toned up and made capable of rebe encouraged. The advance of science
l'he State still
now reserved to tbe State,
sisting the infection of consumption and
has made it possible to utilize many water
if
deit
tax
incomes
to
the
right
possesses
inaccessible by transmit- ; other diseases.
^
sires to do so, and so far as tbe nation is powers hitherto
we
are simply
affirming tbe ting them, over electric lines, to points fa- | We have a remedy prepared from the
concerned
These powers
existence of a power which it was sup- vorable to manufacturing.
1 prescription of a physician who for thirty
are attracting tne attention of industrial
posed to have until very recently.
studied and made catarrh a specand financial interests. Undeveloped they years
PROHIBITION AND BR8UBMI8SION.
ialty, and whose record was a patient reare worthless; developed they will support
I
The democratic party also promised to a
TW® family liniment has stood the test of generations,
population many times as large as that stored to health in every case where his
Taken inwardly it has cured thousands of Colds, Coughs,
submit to popular vote the question of now within our borders.
adr
was
followed
as
treatment
prescribed.
is
difficult
Sore
It
Throat, Croup, etc., and has always been the best lini
constitutional prohibition
Much has been said with regard to the
That remedy is Rexail Mucu-Tone. We
ment for Bruises, Swellings, Rheumatism and Lameness.
to approach the consideration of this iin- conservation of
these
They
powers.
will
that
it
so
completely
positive
portant question without encountering should be conserved, but true conservation are
prejudice and blind fanaticism. It is your lies in using them, not in letting them lie overcome catarrh in all itB various forms,
view
in
duty to consider it fairly, having
idle. Our water powers can only be made whether acute or chronic, that we promof the
present conditions and the welfare
valuable by being developed by private ise to return every penny paid us for the
Anodyne
State.
enterprise and capital. The State will medicine in every case where it fails or
of
reason does not satisfy the user.
for
The issue presented to the citizens
a single water
a
any
as
State,
develop
never,
a
We want you to try Rexail Mucu-Tone
dam or erect
this State an^j which has been given
power, build a single storage
prominent place in political campaigns a single power station. We welcome those on our recommendation and guarantee.
been
not
The remedy in emergencies. Sold everywhere.
for the past twenty years, has
who come in good faith to invest capital We are right here where you live, and
and
between the supporters of prohibition
in making these powers an aid to industry. you do not contract any obligation or
the
25c and 50c bottles.
other methods for the regulation of
The speculator who asks privileges of risk when you try Rexail Mucu-Tone on
We have Rexail Mucuthe State simply that he may dispose of our guarantee.
1. S. JOHNSON fc CO., Boat on, M
them at an enhanced valne to those who Tone in two sizes, 60 oents and fl.00.
FOLKV KIDNEY PILES
desire to conduct business enter- Very often the taking of one 50-cent botactually
inresulte.A
in
action,
quick
tonic
▲re
aid blvd<u r prises should receive no consideration at tle is sufficient to make a marked impresMany advertisers forget that advertisspecial medicine for all *bftaey
Advertising is like learning to swim
N. H.,
Of course in chronic ing space in a newspaper is valued acdisorders. Mary <J. Abbott, Wolfelwro,
our hands, but the legitimate business sion upon the case.
case of
mi
to the circulation of that paper. Have confidence, strike out and you wife
M...
wa0 afflicted with a bad
cording
The
a
treatment
is
cases
liberal
be
necessary.
longer
thM
kidney,
encouraged by
man should
“7
rheumull.m, cue 10 uric acid
Advertising space in a journal without surely win.
I was so lame
failed to clear out of my blood.
average in such instances is three fl.00 circulation is dear at any price the pubthat it

o

hi

Yon might jartw wail h*T» t)u
btoket Full io-jwinte- — *- --—-

Does Not Strain the

Many matters of business interest af- An Awful Toll Collected by
fecting the material prosperity of our peoby educating ple will receive your careful consideraUnConsumption

that is certain, and that is
tbe voter to appreciate the value of the
ballot and by creating a sound public
sentiment which will make the man who
bays his way into office an object of public contempt. But something can be
accomplished by legislation. The proof of
the purchase of a single vote in favor of a
member of the British House of Commons
vitiates the election and seat of the member. A like provision in our laws might
the
effect an agreeable change in
method of carrying elections in this State.
The people have been promised that we
will approve the proposed amendment to
the national constitution authorizing the
levying of an income tax. That promise

"venues, I shall feel it my duty to
,BC*1 appropriations without my
By keeping within these limits

Cough Hemedy is
very
^hamberuin-s
medicin® tor throat and lung
Iron
r*U*T" *“d
!»“>IW^t’k<!0i0k‘y
*nd ds'Xkwxooaly sounding

Millions of Lives.

begotten.
The time is ripe for a full, free and
honest discussion and consideration of
this question, which affects our standard
of citizenship and the well-being of all
classes.

care, and honestly enforced. It may
not be possible by legislation to prevent
bribery at elections. There is one way

great

venues be exoeeded. All
appropriations
u»tbe made
having these revenues in
II appropriations oallad for exceed

a

an

corrupt practices act snoutu ue euftcted. This law should be drawn with

will approximate fit,000,exclusive of the payments necessary
liquidate the unpaid warrants and the
mporsry loan. These figures do not inode any amount now
being paid direct
our institutions
from outside sources,
which may hereafter be
paid into the !
"late
treasury and applied towards the expenditures of those Institutions.
!
Under no circumstanoee must these |

k® Possible to make

for

A

legislature,

‘“direct State

doubt, join

amendment to the
national constitution permitting the election of United Btates senators by direct
vote of the people.
stites in

i:

j

—

°

..

narMrinfn

niMd la room directions, in the interest o<
•quality, bet in others they may properly
be lowered, so that tbe net result will be !
to leers things about ns we M them so
tar as tbe ieenme of tbe State ie concerned. I
Tbs situation most be met {net u we
wonld meet s tike oondition In onr private
•Hairs- by • redaction in expenditures.
No unnecessary appropriation of money,
however small, should bt passed.
TIOJOtTS FIHANCB OONDXmtKD.
In connection with the condition of tbe
State treasury and eloaaly related to it, I
call your attention to the importance bt
ascertaining tbs financial standing ol our
State institutions. Tbs custom o( financing those institutions on trustees’ end
treasurers’ notes, thus adding, indirectly,
•n nnknown amount to the liabilities of
the State, it a vicious feature of tbe
ayatem under which onr State government
baa bean conducted, and is another custom
which should be changed.
Before an appropriation is made by tbe
legislature for the nseof s State institution,
yon should consider it your duty to ascertain tbe exact state of its finances. Their
requirements should be fully canvassed so
ss to first establish the amount of aid to
be gained by tbe State an J to thereafter
remove tbe
each
necessity for any
borrowing in violation of the constitutional law. Means mast be found to prevent tbe contracting
of excessive or
illegal debts by State officials on behalf of
tbs -tate.
The iacome of all inatitutions and departments abould be paid directly to
tbe State treasurer, and all expenses, after
proper audit, should be paid from the
State treasury.

in my feet, joints end back
Pill®
for me to step. 1 used tfoley Kiduey and move
three days, when 1 was able to get up
this
all
were
gone.
i about and the pains
I owe to Foley Kidgreat change in condition
them to anyone sufrecommend
and
Pills,
nay
Pabch««.
faring as I have.” O*

1

|

For either acute or chronic kidney disorders, for annoying and painful uriuary irregularities, take Foley Kidney Pills. An honest
and effective medicine for kidney and bladder
disorders, ti. A. Pabohbk.

bottles. Remember you can obtain Rexail
Remedies in Ellsworth only at our store—
E, Q, MOORB, cor.
The Rexail Store.
opp. postoffice.

lisher may demand.
Without circulation
there can be no results, and without
results the money which the advertiser
invests is lost -Leavenworth (Kansas)
Tunes.
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News ot Interest to Hancock County Readers.
The joint democratic caucus for the
nomination of State officers and United
States senator was held Wednesday even-
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of The

This week’s edition
American is 2,300 copies.
A verage for the year of 1910,
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WEDNESDAY JANUARY 11, 1911.
Obsdiah Gardner has got his. GovPlaiated passed him out the State
asseeeorship Friday. It isn’t the U.
S. senatorship pie, which Mr. Gardner
even if flavored
wanted, bnt it’s pie
ernor

—

with lemon.
The “Waterville bunch” captured
three of the fattest pinms on the
political tree—United States senator,
eeoretary of state and attorney-general. The entire, ate of the demofrom
cratic
controlled
machine,
Waterville, went throngh. and the

showing

made by those who had tbe
to oppose the machine was
pitiful. Sore spots previously existing in the party were aggravated, and
■antterings of tbe defeated faction
foretell the downfall of democratic
control in Maine two years hence.

temerity

COUNTV GOSSIP.
Evans Crabtree, of Hancock, shot
goose Dec. 26.

a

wild

_

was seen at North Ellsworth
It could not be learned whether
late sojourner or an early arrival.

A robin

Sunday.
it

was a

From four Jersey cows Mrs. W. H.
Grass, of North Hancock,made 1,420 pounds
of butter during 1910. She wants to know
if the record has

ing.
For senator, Charles F. Johnson, of
Waterville, was nominated by a vote of 67
for Johnson, 21 for Gardner and 17 for
Pennell.
For secretary of state, Cyrus W. Davis,
of Waterville, received 62; Fred B. Wiggin, of Saoo, 42.
For treasurer, James F. Singleton, ol
Bangor, received 63 votes; Edward E.
Brady, of Ellsworth, 41.
William R. Pattangall, of Waterville,
received the unanimous nomination for

been

beaten in this

county.
Oliver Bowley, of Swan’s Island, has
been in Augusta looking over the situation in both branches pending the probable renewal of the old fight between the
weirmen and seiners, or the fishermen vs.
the sardine packers.
The meat of the
present contention, Mr. Bowley says, is
that the weirmen claim that there are too
many seiners and the seiners contend that
there are too many weirs.
It

is understood that the wholesale
lobster dealers of Portland will make an
effort this session to put through a bill
placing a close time on lobsters in Maine
from June 1 to Sept. 1, or during the
summer resort season, on the
plea that
thereby the lobster would be given a
chance to multiply during the good old
summer
time when the Maine resort
hotels are filled with guests from lobsterless lands and keen lobster appetites.
Many of the lobster fishermen believe
that if such a law is passed the wholesalers will be the gainers, as they would
fill their lobster pounds at low prices before June 1, sell the lobsters during the
three following months at winter
prices,
while the poor lobsterman could meanwhile go catch herring or dogfish during
the three months of vacation from the
lobster school.—Ke nebee Journal.

For commissioner of agriculture, J. P.
Buckley, of Westbrook, had 59; W. T.
Guptill, of Topsham, 32, and W. G. Hunton, of Readtleld, 9.
For members of governor’s council, the
following nominations were made by acclamation: 1st district, Alfred S. Kimball, of Norway; 2d district, Edward B.
Winslow, of Portland; 3d district, Charles
L. Turgeon, of
Auburn; 4th district,
Weston Lewis, of Gardiner; 5th district,
Dr. C. G. Kilgore, of Belfast; 6th district,
Willis Y. Patch, of Bangor ; 7th district,
Frank A. Peabody, of Houlton.
In the republican joint caucus, Frederick A. Powers, of Houlton, received the
complimentary nomination for United
States senator, the votes being as follows:
Frederick A. Powers, of Houlton, 49;
William T. Cobb, of Rockland, 4; Edwin
C. Burleigh, of Augusta, 1; B. F. Hamil-

readings under suspension of rules and
passed to be engrossed.
In the House Thursday Rep. Mace gave
formal notice that the seats of John A.

—

—

—

and

a

dome for the feeble- minded costthe same sum.

tireen Mountain Pomona.
Following is the program for the meetlog of Green Mountain Pomona with Bay
View grange, Salisbury Cove, Jan. 18:

Chadbourne Dead.
Benjamin F. Chadbourne, of Biddeford,
B. F.

for several years a State railroad commissioner and a former State assessor, died at

Portland yesterday, aged sixty-two years.
SEDGWICK.

Opening song
Address of welcome.Charles Shand
Response.Elva Hall
Music
Topic: Is the grange trying to do too much?
Opened by H Q Small id ge
Report of State grange—Worth Master Foss
Topic: Shonld the U of M college of agriculture be endorsed by the Patrons?
Opened by Frank Libby
Recess
Music
Conferring fifth degree
Manic
^Question box: Written questions to be
submitted to each patron present
touching upon present day question of
fan), civil government and home
'Topic: Has the grange in Maine been
Justly treated by the critics?
Opened by F A Noyes

Cloning song.
===
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1C lit* worth Food Fair,
Feb. 20-25.

Bill

—

Reciprocity Senators and Representatives In the
State Legislature.

with Canada and Maine Interests,

Dr. A. G. Carter left Friday for Phila-

delphia.
A fine horse

recently purchased by Jay

Small died to-day as the result of a fall.
Mlrs. S. R. Johnson is spending the
winter here with her sister, Mrs .H. O.

F.

Young.
W. E. Sylvester and wife entertained a
party of friends Thursday evening at
Harbor View.

SENATORS.

Washington, D. C., Jan. 9 (special)—
The thing in Washington this week is the
apportionment bill, in which Maine is
probably more keenly interests, at least
in a sentimental way, than in anght else
that Congress will do this winter. The
fight which is to determine whether
Maine will have tour representatives in

Leach, Burke, ol Bucksport, comes to
the legislature for his first term in that
body as a senator from western Hancock
county. He was born in the town of
Penobscot, Aug. 13, 1869, moving sixteen
was
ago to Bucksport, where he
first engaged in the grocery business,
working for the firm of Pinson & Brown
He severed his
as clerk for eight years.
connection with that store to become a
solicitor for one of the large life insurance
companies. In 1903 he was elected, by the
town of Bucksport as collector of taxes,
and he has been re-elected to that office
every year since. He has been unusually
successful in that office, making his collections promptly and rupning the office
in a businesslike manner. He is a democrat in politics, and has served the county
as a deputy sheriff under Sheriff B. H.
Mayo. He is a charter member of Court
Alamooeook, I. O. F., and is treasurer of
Fort Knox lodge, I. O. O. F.
Mayo, Byron H., one of the democratic
senators from Hancock, is a resident of
the town of Southwest Harbor; was sheriff
of Hancock county from 1905 until 1909,
and the 1911 legislature will be his first.
Mr. Mayo was educated in the public
schools and is now a wholesale fish dealer
in his native place; he has been interested
in and connected with the fishing business
in Massachusetts and Maine for thirtyfive years. He is married, fifty-four years
of age, and a member of the masonic
order. His religious preference is with
the Methodist church. As sheriff of Hancock county, Mr. Mayo came prominently
into the public eye by his strict enforcement of the prohibitory law. He is a man
of strong personality and will be a leading figure in the upper branch of the j
Maine legislature.

now almost any day.
Representative Burleigh, of the third
Maine district, came to town right after
the holidays and has been up to his ears
in this apportionment fight. The first
skirmish was won on Friday in the House
census committee,
where Gov. Burleigh

cided

who voted to
present a bill to the House providing
for 433 members. He has not rested on
that, however, for the big tussle will
come wben the House votes to accept or
was

one

reject

The Yankee Knack

of the members

the committee

R EPRE8ENT ATI V ES.

story of American industrial development has no mo re
fascinating or impressive chapter than that devoted to the
discoveries and improvements resulting from the extraordinary inventive genius of the New England workman.
He is never content with things aa they ate. He is forever
he find*
experimenting and successfully. He searrhes until
the soul of the machine, and from this intimate acquaintHe accomplishes
ance he beginsjto eliminate and improve.
the paradox 'of Jpcrfceting a perfect article. If there is
work of two,
a practicable »ny*to make one part do the
if some added device will simplify a process or improve •
product, he will not rest till he has worked out tlic problem.
This passion for invention has been from the first a vigorous
characteristic of the New England mind. The early settlers
a
were artisans rather than tillers of the soil; and when by
bitter struggle with an undeveloped country they had supplied
to
manuturned
again
their immediate wants they naturally
facturing; and this mechanical bent, stimulated to alertness
course of time in an alin
resulted
climate,
a
vigorous
hy
*'

THE

years

the national House during the next ten
years or only three is on, and may be de-

report.
And in the meantime Gov. Burleigh is
and has been hustling for votes. He is
pulling after democrats as well as republicans to vote with him, for the apportionment bill is not a party question. There
are democrats for and
against it and repu blicans for and against it. Many of the
older members of both parties are unalterably opposed to increasing the size of the
House. But it has generally been that
way and the older members have almost
invariably been defeated. It is difficult to
fight against a measure which retains the
present members of a state delegation, as
ton, of Dayton, 1.
The present incumbents of the other far as its number is concerned, or that increases the size of a delegation.
State officers were renominated.
Thus far Gov. Burleigh has been sucSENATE.
cessful in winning many, probably most,
In the Senate at its opening session,
of the New England members of the
Nathan
Clifford, of Cumberland, was House to
support the, proposition that
elected president.
Maine favors. Hardly any other New
HOUSE.
England state is very much interested
In the House Frank A. Morey was
directly in increasing the House memberelected speaker, he having 82 votes to 57
but there is a very general willingMr. ship,
for John A. Peters, of Ellsworth.
ness to “help Maine out”.
Gov. Burleigh
Morey was conducted to the chair by Mr. has also been
invading the haunts of the
rewsrs.
New York and Pennsylvania delegaMr. Harmon, of Stonington, was ap- big
tions and getting some help from that
pointed a member of the committee to
quarter. He and all the Maine men at the
canvass the vote for governor.
are now very hopeful of winning
In the drawing for seats in the House, capitol
the apportionment fight.
Mr. Peters drew one of the best in the
front row.
A notable son of the Maine seacoast is
The inauguration of Frederick W.
Bojonrning here this week in the person
Pi a is ted as governor took place Thursday
of Pearl Wight, of New Orleans. He is
morning. Immediately after his inaugu- erect as a schoolboy, although crowned
ration, Gov. Plaisted announced the with the snows of
many winters, and
appoinment of his staff as follows: Elliott looks quite like the conventions and
C. Dill, of Hallo well, adjutant-general; , courteous
Southerner. He is none the less
James L. Moriarty, of Lewiston, inspector- a native of
Rockland, and very proud of it.
R.
of
John
Mason,
Bangor,
judgegeneral;
When he comes to Washington he
Blaine
of
chief
Owen,
advocate;
Augusta,
invariably seeks out Maine people of his
commissary; John J. Dooley, of Portland, acquaintance, and
makes
occasional
cheif ordnance officer; Edwin N. Fuller,
journeys to Boston. Last summer, while
of Bath, chief surgeon; Charles B. Day, of
he was up there, President Taft asked him
Richmond, Llewellyn L. Cooper, of to come out to Beverly for a talk. He is a
B.
of
Augusta, George
Freeland,
Bangor, staunch, oldtime
republican, and has
George B. Heath, of Calais, aides-de camp; held
up the party banner in Louisiana for
Everett G. Scully, of Portland, naval aide.
years in spite of discouraging odds.
At the joint convention Thursday, the
Some years ago Mr. Wight was in
candidates nominated for State offices at
Washingon for a time as commissioner
the joint democratic caucus Wednesday
of internal revenue, which is an importevening were elected, except attorney- ant office under the
treasury departwhich
was
deferred
degeneral,
pending
ment. He has long been a member of the
cision, whether Mr. Pattangall should serve republican national committee from
through session of legislatuie as represen- Louisiana and had attended a number of
tative, or resign to enter at once upon of- national conventions. Now he is one of
fice of attorney-general. The election of
the substantial business -men of New
United States senator will take place
Orleans, who have come here to boom the
Jan. 17.
location of the Panama canal exposition
The first piece of legislation introduced
in that city, as against San Francisco. He
in the legislature was a bill for repeal of
has been around to the Maine members of
the Sturgis law, which was given two
the House for aid and support in that re-

Peters, of Ellsworth, and Frank L. HodgState Finances.
kins, of Lamoine, will be contested.
The Senate and House adjourned ThursFigures were given out last week from
ihe State auditor’s office in regard to the day until Tuesday afternoon.
State deficit for the past two years, placCOMMITTEES.
ing it at $1,161,501.79. These figures
At the session of the legislature yestersupplement the financial statement given day, committees were announced. The
oat from the State treasurer’s office.
assignments of Hancock connty members
According to the figures given oat from are as follows:
the auditor’s office the net debt, Jan. 1,
Senator Mayo—Shore fisheries, military
1909, was $1,054,981.89; net debt, Jan. 1. affairs, public buildings and grounds, taxa1910, $2,025,689.87; net debt, Dec. 31, 1910, tion.
Senator Leach
$2,206,463.68; deficit for 1909, $970,727.96;
Commerce, pensions,
defioit for 1910, $180,773.81; deficit for two mines and mining, labor.
years, $1,151,501.79.
Representative Peters, Ellsworth—Legal
In regard to these figures, it stated by affairs.
one in dose touch with the administration
Rep. Shea, Eden Appropriations acd
that while they are correct so far as they
financial affairs, labor, house committee
go, there are some things which shonld be on elections.
taken into account in order to understand
Rep. Gross, Orland
Manufactures, libetter the actnal situation. There are brary.
more unexpended balances to the credit of
Rep. Harmon, Stonington—Shore fisherthe various appropriations than in many ies, State school for boys and industrial
previous years, and in addition the sum of school for girls, counties, house commit$35,000 is likely to be paid by the counties tee on county estimates.
sooner or later in
connection with the
Rep. McBride, Mt. Desert—Towns.
operation of the enforcement deputies.
Rep. Mace, Great Pond—Claims, taxaHo notice is taken in the figures of the tion, house committee on bills in third
valuable State assets in the way of perreading.
manent improvements which have been
Rep. Hodgkins, Lamoine—Insane hoscreated daring the two years of Gov.
Fernald’s administration, which include a pitals.
statehouse costing $349,929, insane hospiRep. Snow, Buck sport—Insane hospitals.
tal improvements to the extent of $200,000
ing about

Apportionment

atbnttaraunta.

HANCOCK’8 DELEGATION

FROM WASHINGTON.

STATE 8ULON9.

—

q

the I ankce Knack.
most incredible mechanics! ingenuity
This genius for simplification of processes, this wonderful
knack of devising machinery which will do the work of the
human hand, has multiplied the output of our factories: and
this in tum has increased wages and decreased the hours of
labor, and so brought a great uplift into the lives of our
workmen; gisen them the power to provide better homes for
their families, better education for ‘heir children, and greater
leisure in which to work out a broader destiny for themselves.
"
YanAs in the past, so in the present and the future. The
kee Knack," which long since turned New England into a vast
simplifying, improvworkshop, is still *1 its age-long task
ing; lowering cost of production, ever raising quality of
the
end
that
all
to
the
average American famand
product
ily shall enjoy today what were luxuries but yesterday, and
in thevr turn the yet undiscovered desire* of tomorrow.
—

—

'gratify

Pilgrim.Publicity Association,

I

Peters, John A., of Ellsworth, was one
married and thirty-nine years of age.
the prominent republicans in the House orat,
He was educated in the common schools
at the last session of the legislature, and is
semione

of the foremost leaders of his

party in eastern Maine. He would in all
probability have been the speaker of the
incoming House had the republican party
Mr. Peters is
not lost its majority.
married, and is a leading member of the
He is a graduate
Hancock county bar.
For a long time
Bowdoin college.

of

he
in

judge of the municipal court
Ellsworth, but resigned his position
was

when

first elected

as

a

member

and at

THE

the East Maine Conference

£ptcial

is a Royal Arch Mason and
Methodist
Eastern Star council; is a
in 1900 he was overseer of the poor and is
second selectman and assessor. In 1889,
1900 and 1902 he was a member of the
school committee, and in the last named
year was chairman.

sentatives;

most
that

occurred in Hancock county that
Peters won out in the legislaHe received the
tive contest last fall.
certificate of election, but it has been
announced that his opponent, Harvard C.
Jordan, will take the matter before the
legislature on the ground of error in the
count which returned Judge Peters by a
ever

Judge

THE

single vote.

Hodgkins, Frank L., of Lamoine, is a
republican and has been politically ac-

SOUTH QOULD8BORO.
A. F. Hooper has gone to 8hirley Mills,
where he has

employment.

C. L. Bunker fell on the ice Sunday and
bruised his shoulder badly.

Ellsworth, Me.,

John McGregor has returned to Wooda few weeks with

NOTICE.
CURTIS A CO.

I

ber of the legislature from the Orland class.
He is now serving his seventh term as seAdvertising brings the customers and
lectman, an indication of the estimation assists the salesman.
in which he is held by his fellow-townsDu the right thing If you have Naa*l CaHe was educated in Orland and
men.
tarrh. Get Ely’s Cream Balm at once. Don’t
Gloucester, Mass., and is a ^farmer by oc- touch the catarrh
powders and snuffs, for
they contain cocaine. Ely’s < ream Balm recupation. Mr. Gross is fifty-eight years leases
the secretions that inflame the uasal
old, is mirried, and is a member of the passages and the throat, whereas medicines
Patrons of Husbandry and of the masonic made with mercury merely dry up the secretions aud leave you no better than you were.
order.
In a word, Ely’s Cream Balm is a real
remedy,
Harmon, Joseph Cummings, the rep- not a delusion. All druggists, 60 cents, or
Bly Brolliera’ 66 Warren Street,
resentative from Stonington, is a demo-

mailed^bjr

give notice

hereby
that they will not receive lumber at their
CH.
mill
Water street, for the purpose
yard
•

or

on

of

having it sawed or otherwise manufactured, until further notice.
C

Ellsworth.

!

H. Cohtis A Co.

Me., Jan. 7, 1911.

SttmtieraunU.

|

Wm. O. EMERY
TITLES
ELLSWORTH,

MAINE

•sarcliss mads ami abstracts
and copies fhrnlshod on short
notIco, and at IUMUU PUCES.
OFFIOEi

MORRISON, JOY i CO. BLOCK,
•TATB

STREET.

?**■■». nu

r. i.

ARTESIAN
W
TY KIJI. S

tm. m.

5-5

towns, cities,

eor-

porations and inwater supply, heavy

dividuals about
and light duty pumps, either steam or
gasoline for power, in all sizes.

Kewanee Pressure
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L.

A.

REED &

SON,

Westbrook, Maine.

might result in encroachments upon

Canada. All these, of course, have a bearThe remains of Jacob Orcutt
were
ing upon the Maine railroads in their
brought from Boston last week. Mr. transactions with the Canadian Pacific
Orcutt went to the hospital for treatment and the Grand Trunk, as well as a great
number of shippers and receivers of
a few weeks ago, and succumbed after an
He was fifty-two years of freight in Maine.
operation.
The visit of the Canadians at this time
aged and unmarried. He is sorvi.ed by
several brothers and sisters.
Funeral is regarded as of unusual importance.
services were conducted at the home
Efforts are being made to give them a
Thursday afternoon, Rev. E. Sanderson
officiating. The floral tributes were many splendid welcome and to utilize the occasion to the utmost to promote trade prosand beautiful.
Jan. 9.
H.
pects and good will.

Secretary.

THE

Morton and Jessie Bunker, who have
been visiting their grandparents, have returned to Brighton, Mass.

position he has filled with fidelity and tial shock; since then her health had been
their market.
ability. He is a member of several secret steadily failing, and on Wednesday she
No details are yet available regarding orders, belonging to the Odd Fellows, passed peacefully away.
During her long illness she was a patient
the prospects, but it will undoubtedly be Masons, New England Order of Protection
sustained by a strong but simple
a subject of discussion.
If there should and the Ancient Order of United Work- sufferer,
faith in her heavenly Father. Mr. Durgain
be any agreement that struck too hard at men. His religious preference is Methofeels keenly the separation, since tothe agricultural interests of Maine her dist.
Shea, Charles W., representative from gether for forty-four years they had been
senators, along with other senators from
New England, would make it exceedingly Bar Harbor, is a democrat and is thirty- companions.
The funeral was held at the home,
difficult to ratify .auch an instrument. three years of age. He is married and is
Rev. Charles Hargrove,
of
Bluehill,
The manufacturers of agricultural imple- a Catholic. He received his education in
ments are urging Canada to majie a con- the Ellsworth schools, and is now one officiating.
A husband only remains to mourn his
cession in the duties imposed by the of the leading business men of Bar Harloss.
Mr.
Durgain is deeply
Dominion government. There is a great bor, being a contracting mason. He is great
of the kind helpfulness of
farming region in the northwestern a prominent Mas^n and Odd Fellow, but appreciative
friends and neighbors during the illness
provinces of the Dominion that has aided has never held any political office.
in voicing that demand.
McBride, Albert K., is the representa- of his wife.
Jan. 9.
tive from the Northeast Harbor class, and
'_Spec.
The parleys in Washington this week is a republican in politics. He is thirtyBAR HARBOR.
Mr. Mcare of some
minor interest also to the three years of age and single.
Word has been received here of the
Maine fishermen.
The hardy fisherfolk Bride attended Worcester academy and
death of Capt. Benjamin Parker, formerly
attended a college for two years in Bosof Gloucester, Mass., are more concerned,
of this place, at Sailors1 Snug
Harbor, New
however, in the efforts to adjust details ton. He is in the hotel business and has
York, Sunday, Jan. 8. Capt. Parker was
incident to the award of The Hague tri- never held pplitical office previously. Mr.
nearly eighty-one years of age. He leaves
bunal last autumn. These details are to be McBride is a past grand commander of
two sons Charles Parker, of Bar Harbor,
discussed here this week, as are matters the Odd Fellows and is also a member of and
Capt. William H. Parker, of Winter
of joint rate-maxing and the like that the masonic fraternity.
Harbor, and one dangher Mrs. William
affect railroads in the United 8tates and
Gross, Joshua E., is a democratic mem- R. Keene, of Southwest Harbor.

Jannary 2,1911.

ANNUAL MEETING.
annual meeting of the Hancock County Grange Fair Association will be held
at the office of M. E. Holmes, in Ellsworth.
Wednesday, Jan. 25, at 2-p. m., for the purpose of transacting such business as may
properly come before said meeting.
Rot C. Haimm,
Jan. 10,1911.
Secretary

land, after spending
his family.
%

_

Cotters.

ELLSWORTH LOAN AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION.
Shareholder*' Meeting.
annual meeting of the Ellsworth Loan
A Building Association will be held
on January 16.1911. at 7JO p. m.. af the office
of the association in the First National Bank
Bnilding, Ellsworth. Maine, for the following purposes:
1. For the election of a board of seven directors.
2. For ths election of nn auditor.
8.
For the transaction of any other business that may properly come before said meetO. W. Tapi.it,
ing.

of the

legislature. It was after one of the
hotly-tontested political battles

Co let.

or

Wm. Springer farm, Latnoine. on R. F.
D. route No. 2. Apply to I. W. Bowden.
South Penobscot, Me.

nary, and is a wholesale lobster dealer. He
w as a member of the last house of repre-

William Hanna, wife and two children,
tive in his section. He is married and is of East Sullivan, spent a few days here
x
fifty-six years of age. Mr. Hodgkins was last week visiting relatives.
Mrs. May Bunker and daughter Beulah
educated in the Castine normal school
and at Poughkeepsie business college. were called suddenly from Seal Harbor
He is one of Maine’s energetic fish last week by the death of Mrs. Clara
wardens, is the chairman of the town Bunker.
committee and secretary of tbe county
The sudden death of Mrs. Clara Banker
He is a member of the on Christmas morning was a shock to her
committee.
Patrons of Husbandry and by religious friends and relatives. Sympathy is expreference a Baptist. Mr. Hodgkins was tended the family.
a member of the legislature of 1901, and is
Jan. 9.
H.
a
director of the Union Trust *Co., of
EAST
SULLIVAN.
is
Dr.
contested by
Ellsworth. His seat
Otis Littlefield, of Bluehill.
January 10, and two vessels in the bay.
Mace, Frank E., member of the lower
Nathan Dunbar and wife will entertain
gard.
Hancock
branch
from Great
Pond,
informally this evening with whist and
It goes without saying that the recounty, has long been prominent in the sixty-three.
sponse of the Maine men to his request
democratic party in his section and will
will be cordial. The House will vote upon
Mrs. John Farrin was called to Winter
make his influence felt during the session.
the claims of the two cities now in a few
Harbor this morning by the death of her
He is forty-six years of age, married and
sister, Miss Merchant.
days. Washington is waiting with no is a
merchant, besides doing more or less
little interest to see what the outcome
Miss Beatrice Johnson is home from
m
no
««#
me
iu m wring,
euuutieu
will be.
Salisbury Cove spending her annual
common schools of Aurora and Ellbworth
with her parents, Theodore
The visit of the Canadian cabinet at Ot- and at the Maine Central institute. He vacation
tawa to Washington this week has a bear- has been postmaster of hiB town
and Johnson and wife.
The supper and entertainment which
ing upon topics of Maine interest. One of twice received the democratic nomination
the errands has to do with Canadian reci- for senator from Hancock county, making was postponed to Monday evening on
procity, and it is supposed that the negoti- very strong runs each time. He is a account of the storm, was largely attended
ation of a reciprocity treaty is not far Mason and his religious preference is and a success financially and socially.
distant. Presumably such a treaty, if Baptist.
Rev. C. E. Bromley preached a tempernegotiated and ratified by the Senate,
Snow, Dr. Horace E., of Bucksport, is ance sermon Sunday morning, suggesting
will have some
effect upon the du- one of the well-known members of the new thoughts on an old subject. A large
ties on agricultural products. This con- medical profession in Hancock county.
proportion of men were in the audience.
cerns people in Maine different ways. The
He iB a republican. His age is fifty years
Jan. 10.
H.
city populations, in some degree, argue and he is married. Dr. Snow prepared for
NORTH SEDGWICK.
that the removal of a part of the duties on the study of medicine at East Maine conOBITUABY.
potatoes, eggs, vegetables and the like ference seminary at Bucksport, and afterAnnie E., wife of Rowland Durgain, died
might make those articles cheaper to the wards studied at the Maine medical school
consumer.
The farmers of the State have at Bowdoin. He was appointed United Wednesday, Jan. 4, after a long illness.
been on the alert regarding such action, States pension examiner in his district, a Several years ago Mrs. Durgain had a parlest it
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Boston.

^ICasrrista. isvsl'

Commission iflcrdjants.
The advertisements below represent some of
the leaduiL* houses of New
England. Our
readeis will doubtless find them m value.

BOSTON

-c.

Commission merchant

APPLES
BUTTER AND EOQS

POTATOES
DRESSED LAMBS and CALVES
LIVE

and

DRESSED

POULTRY

VEAL AND POULTRY
wanted

WESTON-THURSTON CO.,
New Panwull Hall Market, Boston.

£V>hipplug lags furnished

ou

appllealiou^JB

HALL 6l COLE
Fruit and

Produce Commission Merchant*.

APPLES, POTATOES AND CRANBERRIES our Specialties.
100-102 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston.
Send tor Utenclls and

Weekly Market Report

I

......
_

Ibbnwimtnt*.

Ellsworth Food Fair, Feb.
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of nutritioo and methods of
managing the
(UXY wan as
various kinds of stock. As a
rule, the
will
succeed poorly with any
Kails to “Make beginner
wL'ht He Usually
kind of livestock. About the only
thing
Good’’.
that is left, therefore, is the production of
the U. 8. Department o» staple farm crops, such as corn, wheat,
tw J sp'lim.n.ot
oats and hay. Hay production is
especAgriculture, in UtUt't Weekly.]
ially a profitable type of farming when
of
eoet
in the
living,
The recent inereaee
intelligently followed, but dnless the soil
with the glowing acconhle Is
taken together
wiseiy managed this type of farming
been published in recent
hate
hich
But it is a
In vsrious rapidly depletes fertility.
sbout successful farms
of farming to
have influenced many comparatively easy type
country,
the
of
rte
and requires much less labor than
form their burdens learn,
men io seek relief
other kinds of farming.
The fact that the many
firm.
tbe
to
bv going
For the reasons I have given, I have refarm
products has recently
prioe of
cently been recommending to the large
has induced many
increased
materially
number of city people who
inquire about
think that profitable farming
city men to
farming that if they engage in the busimatter.
simple
a
be
comparatively
would
ness at all they undertake the
simplest
is a serions mistake.
This, however,
kinds of farming, based on standard farm
most complex business we
the
is
Farming
in
crops,
those
and,
especially
regions
must a farmer have an
hive. Not only
where hay is high-priced, to make hay
ol detailed information
enormous srnount
one of their principal market
products.
and animals that can be
sbout soil, cropt
To show the difficulties that a beginner
but he needs at
gained only by experience,
without experience must meet, let us conof half a
least a rodimentary knowledge
sider for a moment hay production, which
such aa physics, plant
dosen sciences,
is perhaps the simplest of all
types of
chemistry, mechanics, animal
physiology,
farming. Speaking in a general way,
like.
and
the
physiology, bereditywhen scientific know- land cannot be devoted indefinitely to hay
There was a time
because this type of farming peron the farm.
It crops,
ledge was not neceseary
mits certain weeds to get a foothold,
new
and
would
waa
soil
wts When the
which soon ruin the quality of the hay.
without any particuproduce large crop#
Not only that, but, unless a great deal of
This
time
its
fertility.
lar attention to
fertilizer is used, the yield of hay very
the
eastern
states
In the
hie passed.
soon decreases to a
point where its provirgin fertility of,the soil was exhausted duction is
hardly profitable.
As a result, the agriculmany years ago.
The hay grower must, therefore, know
tural population of the extreme north- what kind of fertilizers his soil
requires,
eastern part ot the United flutes had de- and how
much.
He must occasionally
pressed very materially during the last grow some cultivated
crop, for the purthirty years.
pose of ridding his land of weeds. The
Daring the twenty-year period between
crop best suited to this, under the condi1890 and 1900, the area of improved farm tions we are
assuming, is corn. He must,
land in the state of New Hampshire detherefore, know the details of corn culcreased fifty-four per cent., and in the
ture; how to prepare the soil, how to
whole of New England the decrease was fertilize
it, how and when to plant corn,:
Even on western prairies
38.1 per cent.
kind of tillage it requires, when and how
firming has now continued a sufficient to harvest the
crop, and how to utilize it to
length of time to exhaust, in a very large best
advantage.
of
the
the
fertility
soil,
original
degree,
ubj viwjm UIUUUV UC
and the Iowa farmer now finds himself
conveniently sown after corn, because of
confronted with the necessity of going to the
time of year when the corn crop is
s good deal of expense to keep his soli in
harvested, it is usually necessary to folcondition to yield large crope. There is
low corn by some small grain crop. Here,
no
left in the United
karmkh.

Tears
TTtv

|

IWVV

place

practically

auv

Dinauunku

again,
required
special
s farmer ean reap abundant
ledge about the fertilizers the grain
merely by plowing op the soil
the
best
kind
of
seed to
requires,
snd scattering seed, aa he could do fifty
when and how to sow and harvest,
in the middle Weet.
is

States where
harvests

years ago
The city

haa

man

one

advantage

over

lived on the farm all bis
that he is ignorant of
the principles of agrionltare and is not
only willing to take advice, bat will even
the

man

who has

He realizes

life.

Unfortunately a large number of
farmers not only do not seek advice, but
resent it w hen it is given to them. Hence
it is that the average experienced farmer

seek it.

labor income very
little if any bet’er than the wages paid
ordinary farm hands. This being true ot
men experienced in farming, the city man
who expects to go on the farm without
toy experience is doomed to almost certain failure. But if he oan hold out until
be has gained the necessary experience,
snd if he happens to be endowed with the
type of mind that enable# him to acquire
experience rapidly, there is a chance for
him to succeed.
Some of the most successful fsrms in
this country are conducted by city men.
In nearly all cases, however, these men, in
their early experience on the farm, suffered
the severest kind of
hardship; bnt by
in this

country has

persistent effort,

a

snd

especially by close
application to s study of the principles
involved tn farming, they finally acquired
the knowledge
necessary to success. After
they had reached this point, the business
training they had had'in the city enabled
them to surpass the ordinary farmer, who
has had little business
training.
--

.uu

vikj

iuau

luahCD

id

in

uc-

lieving what he reads about the possibilitie«of a few acres devoted to fruit.
It is
true that in
exceptional years a single
hereof fruit of the
proper kind, in a locality where there is a good market, may
bring a return of one or two thousand
dollar#; but if we were to take the average income per acre of fruit in this country> it ib probable that the profit would
not be any
larger than it is from ordinary
Min cr°paKecent investigations among
“mail fruit farmers
recently from the city
indicate that as a rale they are not sucand in most cases the farms are
or

sale at

for them

There
mil

prices

even

less

than

of

most

were

paid

originally.

is

no

shortage

kinds of

a

lot of

know-

of

never

^•ted

do'|C

'ti!™1”
*

'ncr®“*e

ttsni*
Pie farm

therefore,

a

oon-

i“ the production of
Theee are also easier to

crop*.
th““ the more epeoinl
crops, each
hmt and
vegeubles.
“entioned
the
various types
ofi
Iwestock farming, because theee allre"Dl* thorough Knowledge
®ot
“ly of breeding, bat of the
principle#

««?

om1*0.*1

There will be an amateur drama, dance
and supper at Evergreen hall Tuesday
evening, Jan. 17. Music by Monaghan’s
orchestra.
_________

Think

of

thinking

of

not for

one

good that you may avoid
evil. The mind of man can
moment remain in a state of

inactivity.—Saint Epht aim.

Hunting.
•‘Do you enjoy burning?"
“No."
“Perhaps you have never had favorable opportunities for enjoying the
■port. What have you bunted mostly?”
"Before I was married I generally
Since
bunted for a boarding place.
then most of my hunting has been for
flats.”—Chicago Record-Herald.

Putting It Gently.
Heniteck— I bear that

Mr.
young
Jones and his wife are not getting
is.
Henpeek (aualong very well.
thoritatively i—Jones should never have
He was too
married when he did.
young to realize the step he was taking. Mr. Henpeek-Ves, I know. But
1 like the boy. We have many tbings
in common.
We cannot but (eel tba as between the
man who mortgages the home to buy an

auiomobile and the man who rocks the
boat, there is, it not actual relationship,
at least

a

sympathetic understanding.

Arthur Cole and family returned Wednesday from a visit to Nocth Btoehill.

a

has gone to Bangor.
Garland is much, improved in

Ralph Garland
Frederick

health.
Everett Franklin shot

a

laege

otter

re-

ceatly.

Eugene Hamilton and wife returned to |

Miss Edna Warren, of Otia, is at Mrs.
Dorchester, Mass., Monday, j Ellen Franklin’s.
Fred Hamilton is getting out material
Clarence Garland cut bi» foot recently
to bniid a bungalow on his shore for Mrs.
while cutting wtxxi.
Lawrence Manchester and wife have reBoyden.
Charles O. Garland is daaring the land
turned from their trip.
A reception was
Hattie and Mae Redman, who have been which he
held at their home Friday evening.
purchased last spring.
visiting friends in Boston and Providence,
Ralph Sargent has been loading a car
Luther Phillips has returned to Yale R.
L, are home.
with pressed bay at Ellaworth Falla.
university after spending the holidays
Jan. 9.
Xenophon.
Vernal Frazier has been at home from
with his parents, F. I. Phillips and wife,
the railroad, where be has been at work.
their home in

J. L. Grindle has gone to a hospital
in Portland for medical treatment.
Dr.

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

ABticou.

at

Willie Grindle and wife are comfortably
settled in their new bungalow.

Rev. N. B. Rogers, A. L. Manchester, F.
I. Phillips and R. F. Lurvey attended a
meeting of pastors and laymen at Bar
Harbor Monday.

Rev. Mr. Carter gave

thoughts

on

the “New

excellent

some

Year,

or

Present

Life” in his Sunday sermon.
Mrs. Fannie Hutchins has returned from
West Penobscot, where she spent several
days with her daughter, Mrs. Mary Deve-

Cards have

been received announcing
marriage of Miss Eolia Bray, of Skowhegan, to William S. Holmes, of this
place. Mr. and Mrs. Holmes will be at

the

reux.

Raymond Hutchins has added a neat
Sunday morning Rev. N. B. Rogers sign in raised letters to the front of his
aChristmas gift from a friend in
preached his sepond sermon in a series on store
“Letters to the Seven Churches of Asia”, Guilford.
the subject being “The Letter to the
Burke Leach, one of the new senators, is
Ephesians”. At the evening service Mr. a native of Penobscot. His father once
Rogers spoke on “The Deceptive Quesrepresented this town in the legislature,
—

tion”.

was for years a member of the board
of selectmen.
Burke is a pretty levelheaded fellow of excellent moral character.
H.
Jan. 9.

and
NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE.

meeting of

will be held here

in

the Boy Scouts council
Thursday evening.

_

Northeast Harbor defeated Seal Harbor
a poorly played game of^basket ball Fri-

GOULDSBORO.
James H. Gray, of Stouington, is visit-

day evening. Score,!45
ing his son Lyman.
Bowling appearsi;to {be the {fad among
Charles Tracy and wife have spent two
the maie memoers, and] so me’high‘scores
weeks with their son Harvard in Lewisare being rolled. D. J. McEachern recently
ton.
rolled a total score of 349 pins in three
Thursday there were several accidents
410
in
and
four
men;rolled
straigni games,
in town. Lyman Gray had his arm badly
one game.
Galen
cut while chopping in the woods.
J. Caesar.
Jan. 9.
to 7.

Stevens cut his face with an axe, and
Harry Foss fell in the schoolyard and cut
his head severely.
Jen.
Jan. 9.

WINTER HARBOR.
Mrs.’C. H. Davis is ill.
Dana R. Hammond returned to New
York Saturday after a two weeks’ vacation

_

Violet—I never had such a streak of
luck. He fell in love in Paris, proposed
in Rome, and bought the ring in Naples.
Pierrot—Did your luck end there? Violet
While we were at Monte Carlo
—Oh, no.
we won enough from papa for us to get
married on.

in town.

Joseph MacKay and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a daughter, Jan. 7.
Parties from| Eastpori^nave^leased the
fish stand formerly occu*pied~by ttieTate
F. R.'Bunker, and expect to do an extensive business'this season.

The day before she was to be married
the old negro servant came to her mistress
and entrusted her savings in her keeping.
“Why should I keep it? I thought you
were going Jto
get married,” said the

The members of Winter Harbor lodge,
F. and A. M., commemorated St. John’s
day* by appropriate services at the Baptist
church Sunday morning. Rev. E. S. Drew
delivered an able address.
ninth grade of the Lincoln gramschool has chosen class officers as
President. Htrmon Morrison;
follows:
The

vice-president, Randolph Smallidge;*

Julia,

sec-

4wife]*of

Peleg
long

a

L. n Tracy,
and

painful turning

was a

held at the home

to

the

gentleman,

Ar Jan 5, sch Mertie H Perry
Ar Jan 8, U S revenue cutter Woodbary
with disabled ga s Nickerson in tow from
Cross island
Sid Jan 7, U S revenue cutter Woodbury
Sid Jan 8, sch Mertis H Perry

eyes with his hands as he exclaimed in
well!
And
my sister

married

one

of them!”

________________

officers of Grindstone'lodge, I. O. O.
installed Friday evening, D. D. G.
M. N. T. Bunker installed officers. The
officers are N. G., Elmer B. Torrey; V. G.,
Bert Rand; R. 8. N. G., William Coombs;
L. 8. N. G., C. H. Davis; warden, George
Childs; conductor, H. H. Hanson; chaplain, A. E. Small; R. 8. 8., Arthur Torrey;
L. 8. 8., William Childs; R. 8. V. G., J. B.
Webber; L. 8. V. U., Lester Merchant; I.
G. William Perkins; O. G., J. Giles.
Kelley’s orchestra furnished music for
the ball which followed.
E.
Jan. 9.

ELLSWORTH

MARKETS.

were

The

George Davenport.
were served.

Ice-cream and

cake

Rockport
The basket ball
an
Friday, steamer Golden Rod running
of
themselves
availed
Many
excursion.
the trip. Owing to the storm, they were
obliged to remain over night, arriving
home Saturday morning at 9 o’clook.
GJan. 9.
team went to

range of

Tracy.

ROOKS—At Ellsworth, Jan 4, Amos O Rooks,
aged 66 years. 2 months, 21 days.
WEBSTER—At North Penobscot, Jan 8, Mrs
Sarah B Webster, aged 78 years, 6 months,
24 day 8.
WHITTAKER —At
Franklin, Jan 4, Mrs
Charlotte Gordon Whittaker, aged 72 years.
YORK—At Orlaud, Jan 4, Mrs Roxana York,
aged 76 years.

Hubrrti0nntm&

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

Acts directly and peculiarly
on the blood; purifies, enriches
and revitalizes it, and in this
way builds up the whole system. Take it. Get it today.

In usual liquid form or in chocolate
coated tablets called Sars&tabs*

Product-

It Grows Hair,

Not After the Hair Root U Dead
(}. A. Parcher will tell you that he
sells a great many bottles of Parisian
Chickens.18322
Fowl.13318 Sage because it gives satisfaction.
He guarantees it to eradicate danHR}
druff, stop falling and splitting hair
Best loose, per ton.12<j14
Baled.16 <jl8
and itching scalp, or money hack.
Mma
Parisian Sage will make hair grow if
Loose.10312 the hair root is not dead; it puts life
15
Baled.
and luster, into dull and faded hair,
Vegetables.
and is the most delightful hair-dress15 Onions, tb
04<j05
Potatoes, pk
ing in the world
Only 50 cents a
62 Carrots, tb
02
Beets, th
tb
10
03
large bottle.
Lettuce, head
Cabbage,
02 Parsnips, tb
05
“I have used Parisian Sage and it is
Turnips, th
08
Squash, tb
the best hair-grower and beautifier,
Fruit.
dandruff cure, and scalp-cleaner I have
35 345
40360 Lemons, doz
Oranges, doz
ever used.”—Mrs. H. I. Fulton. Oak20g30 Cranberries, qt 12315
Apples, pk
ley Ave., Lynchburg, Va., June 0,
Groceries.
1910.
Rice, per th
O63O8
Coffee—per tb
16 325 Vinegar, gal
20335
Rio,
laid, per doz.30a35
Poultry.

1

!
The Busy Workers met with Miss Flora I
35
Mocha.
At the close of the
Ricker Saturday.
35
Java,
were
cookies
and
lb—
lemonade
Tea—per
meeting,
45y65
Japan.
served.
30a65
Oolong,
tb—
Mr. Mayo and family, who have been Sugar—per
Graduated, 05^306
06
Yellow. O
occupying the camp at Hatch’s point six
08310
Powdered,
months, returned to their home in Deer Molasses—per
gal—

The relief corps at its last meeting
worked the degrees on two candidates—
Mrs. John Thombs and Mrs. Will Steele.
After work officers were installed by Mrs.

give the

Kgs*'
Fresh

[

Mrs. George Patterson left Monday for
Washington, D. C., to spend several weeks
with her daughter Margaret, who is attending school there.

D1KD.
COLLINS—At Lamoine, Jan 8, Nancy, wife of
luring O Collins, aged 70 years.
DURGAIN—At Sedgwick, Jan 4, Annie, wife
of Roland Durgain, aged 62 years, 10months,
8 days.
GRAY—At Dedham, Jan 8, infant son of Mr
and Mrs Ellery Gray, aged 0 days.
HASTINGS—At West Franklin, Dec 81, Elisa
A, wife of Ellsworth W Hastings, aged 82
years, 4 months, 20 days.
MERCHANT—At Winter Harbor, Jan 9, Miss
Eulalie Merchant, aged 17 years.
ORCUTT—At Hyde Park, Mass, Jan 2, Jacob
Orcutt, of Sedgwick, aged 62 years, 14 days.
PAINE—At Salisbury Cove, Jan 4, Theodore
T Paine, aged 76 years, 7 months.
PHILLIPS-At Denver, Col, Dec 28. Harvey
Phillips, of Franklin, aged 84 years.
TRACY—At Winter Harbor, Jan 8, Mrs Peleg

345
Dairy.30335
Oleomargarine.20328

1

Saturday.

MARRIED.
MILES—ALLEN—At Patten, Dec 28, by Rev
S H Sargent, Miss Cecilia L Miles, of Patten,
to Frank W Allen, of Sedgwick.
TORREY-HERRICK —At 8outh Penobscot.
Jan 5, by Rev J N Palmer, Miss Alice E
Torrey to Merrill C Herrick, both of South
Penobscot.

Creamery per 1b.40

Mrs. J. M. Vogel! and son Earl, after 1
live weeks among friends in Boston, are !

kins street.

BROWN—At Southwest Harbor, Dec 2fr, to* Mr
and Mrs Harry A Brown, a daughter.
COID—At Stonington, Jan 2, to Mr and Mrs
Samuel B Coid, a son. [Philip Warren ]
HOWARD—At North Brooksville, Jan 8, to
Mr and Mrs John Parker Howard,a son.
PHILLIPS-At Bluehill, Jan 4, to Mr and Mrs
HowardT Phillips, a son.

Batter.

CASTING.

Everett Redman has moved his family
from Brooksville to the Rea house on Per-

below

Country

Ray McAllister spenl Sunday in Bangor.
Raymond Warren is in town on busi-

borne.

quotations

retail prices in Ellsworth:

_

ness

BORN.

asked,

Thursday, horror, “Well,

The

Isle

he

Hatti*

Loring

kind of animal is that?”
“Oh,”
replied the gentleman, “that is a native of
Australia.” The countryman covered his

most

funeral
Rev. E. S. Drew officiating.
was

s’pose

do you

“What

estimable
a
woman, and will be greatly missed by
large circle of relatives and friends. The

F.

Hancock Coant>|Ports.
Southwest Harbor—Ar Jan 4, sch

In an English town a gentleman and a
countryman approached a cage in the
traveling zoo from opposite directions.
This cage contained a very fierce-looking
kangaroo. The countryman gazed at the
wild animal for a few minutes, with
mouth and eyes both open, and then,

retary, Mildred Jordan; treasurer, Letetia
Joy. Class colors, orange ana oiack.
died Tuesday, after
illness. Mrs. Tracy

“Solis, missus;

mistress.

I’d keep all dis money in the house with
that strange niggar.”

mar

C.

MARINE LIST.

Northeast Harbor after Jan. 26.

home in

A

Ellsworth Food Fair,
Feb, aa-as.

BOOST!

Beulah Leach, Amy Hatch and Leone
Dunham returned to their schools in
Presque Isle Saturday.

Ocean; lodge, I. O. O. F., held a public
installation at its hall and a dance at the
Neighborhood house Monday ^{evening.
Kelley’s orchestra.

I

Realism.
“When 1 was Id London." said Miss
how to utilize the crop.
He can sow his Warner to the little group of friends
round the dinner table who were lisgrass seeds for the hay crop with the
small grain, but he must know what seeds
tening to her account of some amus'
<
to use and how much.
He must know at ing experiences she bad abroad last
what stage to cut the grass for hay, and summer, "1 tried to be as British as 1
how to manage the cut grass in order to
could, but I was constantly getting
make good hay out of it.
He must also mixed In my English phrases.
know how to dodge rain storms, which
“You know one of the underground
would spoil his hay, and this puzzles even j railroads In London Is always spoken
the most experienced farmer. Such farmof as the *tu'penny tube.’ so one day
But even that | when 1 wished to be transported In a
ing is the simplest of all.
is an exceedingly complex affair.
hurry from one side of the city to the
Since practically all of the good farm
other I astonished a big. pleasant faced
land in this country is now occupied, and bobby by asking where was the nearsince our population continues to increase,
est station of the ‘twopenny tub.'
especially in the cities, it follows that fuEvery one at the table laughed exture demands for farm crops must be met
cept the young Scotch guest. He leanlargely by increased yields. It is hardly ed across the board and said, very sepossible that these increased yields are to riously. “Ye know ye caan get a bawth
be secured by the transfer of any considIn Lunnon for tu'peDce.”
erable number of city people to the farm.
be
a
use
of
farm
mamust
There
larger
Helped Out the Gunner.
chinery, the rural schools must be suppleGadebusch. in the grand duchy of
lural
in
mented by good
high schools,
Mecklenburg-Schwerin. In celebration
which the young people shall be taught
of the birth of a grand ducal heir dethe rudiments of they science of agriculcided to fire the regulation salute of
An ancient caDnon was
ture, and the profits of farming must be 101 guns.
made Urge enough to permit the farmer
hauled out for the purpose, and the
to pay wages that will compete with the
firing began. Unfortunately the powIt Iwill der ran short after the ninety-third
wages paid in other industries.
take many
years to bring about these shot, and there was no means of obchanges.
taining any more In the town. The
Partial relief to city people might be
burgomaster was in despair, especially
found in better organization for the mar- as ninety-three shots Indicated that the
keting of farm products. There are too grand ducal baby was a girl. At this
moment
the municipal bandmaster
many cases in which the retail price paid
by the city consumer is two or three came forward with a luminous protimes, and in some cases five times, what posal. which was eagerly accepted.
the farmer receives. By a proper system
He dispatched his big drum major to
of marketing, not only could the cost to the market place, where be struck
the city consumer be greatly reduced, but
eight powerful strokes on his Instruthe price received by the farmer could be
ment to make up the 101 shots, and
considerably increased—the one to relieve thus the situation was saved.—London
the pressure on the man in the city, the I Standard.
other to enable the farmer to compete
Malayan Tree Dwellers.
with othe^industries for labor.
The Sakais or tree dwellers, of the
Malay peniusula build their bouses iu
M’KINLEY.
forked trees a dozen feet above ground
Grace Gott left Friday for Charleston, to
and reach them by means of bamboo
attend Higgins classical institute.
ladders, which they draw up when
Schooner Lula discharged a load of
safely housed out of harm’s way. The
shavings at the cold storage plant last house Itself is a rude kind of shack
week.
made of bamboo, and the flooring Is
D. L. Richardson returned to college last
lashed together piece by piece and
week, after spending the holidays at bound securely to the tree limbs by
home.
ruttun. These curious people are rathMisses Zelma and Lila Thurston, Lula er small and lighter lu complexion
Richardson and Letha Carter left Monday tbnn the Malays, though much uglier.
for Portland. Miss Zelma intends to re- They have no form of religion at all—
not even Idols no written language
main for the winter. The others will stay
and speak a corrupt form of Malay.
for a short visit. Miss Letha is to receive

ha! kiPle

Charlie Barr has retained to Coburn
institute.

IjAKKWOOD.

to

Mrs. IBUen Paris and youngest son, of
North Btoehill, visited here Sunday.

classical

Mias Katherine Foster i» home from
visit to friends in Bangor.

20-25/11.

laboring here for a few days, has gone
Sedgwick and Sargentville.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

Tha Rod and the Child.
1 do not believe In the government
of the lash. If any one of you ever expects to whip your children again 1
want you to have a photograph taken
of yourself when you are In the act
with your face red with vulgar anger
and the face of the little child, wltb
eyes swimming In tears and the little
chin dimpled with fear, like a piece of
water struck by a sudden cold wind.
Have the picture taken. If that little
child should die I cannot think of a
sweeter way to spend an autumn afternoon than to go out to the cemetery
when the maples are clad in tender
gold and little scarlet runners are coming. like poems of regret, from the sad
heart of the earth and sit down upon
the grave and look at that photograph
and think of the flesh, now dust, that
you beat. 1 tell you it is wrong; it la
no way to raise children. Make your
home happy. Be honest with them.
Divide fairly wltb them In everything.
—Robert U. Ingersoll.

use,
and

*ujuer

COUNTY NEWS.

Couldn’t Hoar Thom.
“I've been worried about my hearing
for some time," aald a local banker,
who tells the story on himself, “and
finally the fear of getting deaf became
a sort of obsession to me, and 1 decided to go over to New York to consult a specialist I got over there and
went to see the doctor, and he looked
so grave I was more scared than ever,
and 1 was feeling pretty blue as I
walked down Fifth avenue with a
friend.
“Suddenly I saw two ‘special trolleys’ coming down a cross street filled
with children waving flags and apparently having an awfully good time,
but I couldn’t hear a sound, in an instant. without stopping to realize that
I could hear all the other noises of the
traffic and my friend’s voice, i turned
around and seized him by the arm and
ahouted:
“‘Heavens, Jo, I’m deaf! 1 can’t
bear those children at all.'
“‘Neither can I,’ said my friend,
wltb a roar of laughter.
‘They're
mutes.' ’’—Philadelphia Times.

crop

truck crops in this country, and
will be, except in unusual j
•*Mons. Except in the case of a few !
ku,<*8 °f fruit, the
country is already well !
■opplied with food of this class, although !
only about three per cent, of our cultiland is devoted to its production.
1 **
easily seen that there is ample room !
or
producing vegetables and fruit for a
Population many times greater than we
°ow have.
and ear inThis is not true of apples and treatment at the Maine eye
P^rs, but the reason is that these crops firmary.
,fe
P. M.
Jan. 9.
very difficult to grow, because of inpests and fungus
and it is
diseases,
HARBOR.
SOUTHWEST
B y the
exceptional farmer who is capaSeth Lurvey bis been very ill of pleurisy
of
producing these two classes of fruit a month
past, but iB better.
iwfactorily. I would not advise a beHorace Mann and wife,of Massachusetts,
to
undertake it.
here is an actual
a few days recently with Roderick
shortage of most of spent
far“ cr°P®’ and a® • result there Clark and wife.
been a great increase in
Mrs. Thomas Robinson has had a trouble
prices. Only
e" •',e,r®
•*<> e°rn in the mindle West in her head for some time, and by the
^ *H>u**,t ,or
thirty cents a bushel. advice of her physician went to a hospital
Dn
r‘og the past three years the
rating for consultation. A surgical operation
L~®. h*s been near sixty cents. Hay, was not deemed necessary, and the pains
W*8
*ormerlJ’ “U tor six or seven have subsided.
* ton in the
Spray.
Jan. 9.
East, now nets the
„
twelve to Osteen dollars a
ton
TRENTON.
here is room,
for
or

1 e*e

Sbbcrtisrauntt.

|

Ciacktd wheat,
Oatmeal, per lb

05

04

Buckwheat, pkg

Graham,
Rye meal,
Gran meal, th
Oil—per gal—
Lins*ed,
Kerosene,

20

04
04

02^2
115
10 a 12

Corned,
Tongufe,
Veal:

Steak,

Roasts,
Lamb:
Lamb,

Tongues, each

25

t§5E ECZEMA

CAN BK OBTAINED.

BROOKSVILLE,

SWASEY BEANPOTS and
crocks are the best.
0*r
•iaine is on

BEANPu is

are on

E. SWASEY &

05

every
substitutes.

'no

15318
12 330

MAINE.

DO YOU KNOW BEANS?

20322
20330
15
28«3o
15317
I63I8

Lard,

WRITE T©

MRS. URRIN HUTCHINSON,
SOUTH

40
55
Meats and Provisions.
Pork, tb:
18jj35
Chop,
Ham. per tb
123*25
Shoulder,
103I8
17 318
Bacon,
Balt,

Havana,
Porto Rico,
Beef, lb:
Sieak,
Roasts,

But

sale

at

CO.,

one.

Accept

SWASEY

all first-class stores

Portland, Maine.

Fresh Fish.
Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,

50
15
25

06 Oysters, qt
06 Smelts, tb
12320 Clams, qt

40
Flour, Grain and Feed.
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
6 5036 50
Shorts—bag
125 Mix teed, bag
Corn, 1001b bag
1 25
Corn meal,bag
Middlings,bg
1 25
Cracked corn,

■

PA • I

H

f»

ii If I

ADVICE.

LLUlnlm

Scallops, qt

1
1
1

56360
4031 50
6031 60
&O3I 80

Send

statement of facte
and $1.00 and reeeivc
written

expert

opinion by

Boston

lawyer.

munications confidental.
1963, Boston, Mass.

All comP. O. Box

_

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS

AND MEASURES.

NORTH BROOKUN.
Etta Young visited relatives in Sedgwiok last week.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushei of Turk's Istand salt
shall weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in go d order and fit for shipping, is 60
recoverof apples. 44 pounds.
has
Giles
pounds;
Lattle Clara Elizabeth
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
ed from her illness.
good oroer and fii tor shippin <• is 60 pounds;
f wheat, beets, ruta-haga turnips and peas.
Frank Hamilton is in GalveBton, Tex., 60 p >unds; of coin. 56 pounds; of ouions, 52
of carrots English turnips, rye and
in the interests of Bartlett BroB.
ud au meal,50pou ds; of parsnips. 45p unds;
Sal- o!
aud buckwneat, 48 pounds; of oats.
Emory Mathew Winchester, of the
barley
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
vation Army, Portland, who has been

founds;

>

JfhofcMional Cates.

AL

ie E

H7

SCOT T,

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL

WORK.

Agent ol ttie Union Safe Deposit & Trust.Co., of
Portlaud, Met. for furnishing Probate
aud

Surety

Bonds.

Cor. Main and Water 8ts. (over Moore's Drue
Store). Ellsworth, Me.

Clough, of New York, and Mrs. Maurice
Ballard, of Manchester, N. H.
A friend in Cleveland, O., Mrs. V. P.
Kline, sends tbe following appreciative
sketch of Mr. Clough:

COUNTY NEWS.
BLUEHILL.
Dr. Otis Littlefield was in Augusta tc
attend the inauguration of Governoi
Plaisted.
The academy opened Jan. 3 with several
new students and the same corps of in-

Announcement of the death of George A.
sorrow and a sense of personal loss to a wide circle of friends and ac-

Clough carried
quaintances.
Mr. Clough

The past week was observed as a week ol
prayer, the two churches holding union
services.
A. J. Long, formerly of this town, who
lumbering in China, Me., called on hie
many friends here last week.
is

The basket ball game Friday between
Bluehill academy and Brooklin bigh
school resulted in favor of Bluehill, 28-8.

attracts the attention of many strangers, who
pronounce it “the prettiest town hall in all
the New England villages".
Again, when the town decided to repair the
old academy building and save it from ruin,
his wise counsel was sought and not in vain,
for he contributed in many ways to the substantial restoration of that old structure,
which is dear to the hearts of so many of the
old pupils. He loved every brick in it, and
his whole heart went into the work.
Many of the summer residents have been
the more willing to contribute to these improvements, because they were in the hands

Mountain Rebekah lodge has elected officers as follows: Mrs. Lena Snow, N. G.;
Mrs. Addie Gray, V. G.; Miss Sadie Snow,
secretary; Mrs. Susie Abbott, treasurer;
Miss Maude Bacon, financial secretary.

meeting Saturday,

town

of so competent a man as George Clough,
which insured good, thorough and faithful
service. One more familiar voice is stilled,
and one more helpful hand laid low.

Jan. 7, Forrest B. Snoww as chosen chairman of the board of selectmen by a large
majority. Henry B. Darling was unanimously chosen auditor to succeed I. W.

H.

Jan. 9.

_

Dow, resigned.
were

where Mr.

in

wife and F. L. Stover

Stover,

district

master, and Mr. Herrick,

as

Tuesday. Dec. 13. 1910, the community waa
shocked aud saddened to hear that Brother
Frank P. Greene had suddenly passed away.
The garment of his years, tightly worn,
though numbering fifty-nine, fell silently
from him, like a mantle, aud his soul wakened
to see not the setting of tbe sun but tbe light

week,
deputy grand

Ellsworth

last

district

Baynes.

▲ daughter was born to Wallace Small
and wife Dec. 27.

Will

dep-

Eben D. Warren has recently bought of Health is Worth Saving and
handsome span of black j
Some Ellnworth People Know
horses.

Chips.

Jan. 6.

Mary A. Bragdon has returned to
resume her position at G. H.
on Christmas morning
Tracy’s.
at the age ot seventy-three years.
its
The embroidery
club enjoyed
The new organ which the Helping Hand meeting at “Green Gables” Thursday,
society has given to the chapel association Mrs. L. F. Springer hostess.
The many friends of Mrs. Lucy Baynes

grieved to
Fitchburg, Mass.,
were

is at the home of
as soon as

the

learn of her death

at

Bangor parties a

Mrs. A. F. Snyder, and
is ready, it will be put

chapel

in and

an organ recital will be held.
Competent judges pronounce the instrument a
good one.
Saturday evening the M. W. B. society

gave

a

There

Christmas festival for the children.
was

Christmas tree loaded wilh

a

gifts

and every child in both
lower Sunset received a bag of

upper

anu

George W. Black left Friday for an extended visit witn friends and relatives in
Bangor, Castine and other towns.
Mias Warren is lamenting the loss of her
maltese coon cat, Otha. She is twelve
years old, and a loved member of the family. Word of her whereabouts will be
i gratefully received.

Mrs.

Sullivan to

The

Ciass

parts assigned to members of

graduating class Thursday are
as follows:
Valedictory, Hazel Biaisdell;
salutatory, Marcia Bragdon;
oration,
Cnarles Hulbert; prophecy, Geneva Bragdoo; nistory, Marion Bragdon; poet,
Lleauor
Dyer; presentation of gifts,
Frances Dyer; address to undergraduates,
Meta Springer; essays, Sadie Lawrie and
Flora tiulbert; will, Mary Mayo.
the

hem or

and

a

candy

from

BROOKS VILLE.

was

to

courts

Olio H. Cl088on is having
with his eye.
Arthur

serious time

Jones cut his foot badly while

chopping

wood

C. Roberts

over

was

the

guest

of

Sunday.

Harold Herrick and wife, of Rluehill,
were at L. H. Billings’ over Sunday.

Bentley G. Grindle and L. H. Billings
provide buildings for municipal are smelting on Bag&duce river. They refor South Boston, East Boston, port fine catches.

Jan. 2.
A.
Brighton and Charlestown.
During his term of office many notable
MARLBORO.
buildings were erected by the city from
his plans.
Prominent among these is the
Miss Inez M. Ford has gone to Brewer
English high and Latin school building,in to teach.
which he first introduced the German
Daniel Gray, of Hancock, conducted a
system, constructing the edifice around meeting at the chapel Sanday.
thus
courts,
affording ample light
open
Newell Hodgkins, who has been in
and ventilation to all parts of it.
Mr.
Portland the past summer, is home.
exerted
a
marked
and
beneficial
Clough
Nahum Hodgkins is suffering from a
influence upon the school architecture of
fail which he received a few days ago. Mr.
Massachusetts.
The pumping station at the West boro Hodgkins will be ninety-one years old
insane hospital and the
Suffolk county next month.
Jan. 9.
Are.
court house at Boston are of Mr.

Clough's

_

designing. He designed more tnan twenty
of Boston's best achoolhouses, and many
libraries all over New England, as well as
In Pennsylvania and New York.
Mr. Clough was a Mason, and had
served

as

Roxbury,

master of
Maas.

In

WEST SURRY.
wife visited friends
East Orland Sunday.
Albert Willing and Miss Grace Moore,
of Orland, spent New Year’s with Mr.
Willing’ parents, Hollis Willing and wife.

Eugene

1876

he

married

Amelia M. Hinckley, daughter of Lyman
Hinckley, of Thetford, Vt., who survives
him, with three children—Charles Henry
Clough, of Roxbury; Miss Annie L.

Leach and

in

Washington lodge,

|

Charles O. Wit ham is moving into the
house with Josiah Coulter for the winter,
while Mr. Witham ia hauling his pulpwood.
Jan. 9.
L.

from nasal catarrh aaj they
Many aaff rent
results by using an atomizer.
For taeir benefit we prepare Ely’s Liquid
An Appreciation
Cream Balm. Except that ft Is liquid, it is in Foley’s Kidney Remedy
all respects like the healing, helpful, pain-alL. McConnell. Catherine 8t., Elmira, N. Y.(
laying Cream Balm that the public has been I writes: “I wish to express my appreciation
No cocaine nor of the great good I derived from
familiar with for years.
Foley's Kidother dangerous drag in it. The soothing
ney Remedy, which I used for a bad case of
spray is a remedy that relieves at once. All kidney trouble. Five bottles did the work
drug gists, 75c., Including spraying tube, or ; most effectively and proved to me beyond
mailed by Ely Broe.. 56 Warren 8treet. New doubt it is the most reliable kidney medicine
1 I have ever taken." G. ▲. Pabohsi.
York.

get

Roland Haslem and Earl Jordan, with
their teams, have gone in the woods at
Rocky pond for Stephen Jordan.
News of the death of Mrs.

splendid

wortb citizen’s recommendation.
Jettison, Water St., Ellsworth,
”1 gave a testimonial for publication some years ago in taror of Doan's
Kidney Pills, after they had cured me of a
stubborn case of kidney complaint. 1 can
only add to-day that the cure then effected has been permanent. My caae was
so severe that I was laid up for several
days almost helpless. There was a constant pain in the small of my back, and at
times an almost complete retention of the
The nae of
kidney secretions existed.
four boxes of Doan’s Kidney Pills, procured at Moore’s Drug Store, rid dm of my
trouble."

Bella

Hast-

Davis.
DEER ISLE.

Haskell and wife were in
Warren Iasi week visiting relatives.
Capt. William H. Burns and wife, of
Atlantic, are visiting relatives and friends

Edgar

W.

of

with sadness

New York,

by

was

received

amount of
there is

no

N.

(JOTT’S ISLAND.

Holsey Moore

has

put his power

boat

into winter quarters.
Mrs. Albion Murphy is the guest of Misi
Peterson at her cottage.
Miss Ijama, who has spent a few monthi
in Massachusetts, arrived here Thursday

—

Chamberlain's

Cough

Remedy

nevei

disappoints those who use it for obslinaU
coughs, colds snd irritations of the throat
and lungs, It stands unri"alled as a remedy for all throat and lung diseases. Sold
by all dealers.

remain in

For sale by all dealers. Price GO cents.
Foster-Milburn Oo., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents for the United States.
tiemember the name Doan’s—end take
no

other.

Sailroadf anti *mmfian>

the winter.
The

was conferred on
Pin4 Tree chapter

Royal Arch degree

three candidates in the

Friday evening.
Capt. Walter P. Gray

In Effect Dec. 6, 1910.

Norman
are at home while their schooner is unloading in New York.

|

and

Mr. Ellinwood, of Boston, who has beeu
holding a series of meetings in the Congregational church, is an eloquent and
forceful speaker.
He will continue the

meetings

one

week

At the annual

F. and
officers

more.

meeting of Marine lodge,

M., Tuesday, the following
were
elected:
W. M., H. W.
Small; 8. W., Emery W. Pickering; J. W.,
Paul W. Sco t; treasurer, A. O. Gross;
secretary, M. D. Joyce; 8. D., Charles A.
Preasey; J. D., E. 8. Pickering.
Jan. 9.
Rsz.
A.

MANSET.

Harry Brown is building a large power
boat for Albert Staples, to be used fishing.
Rev. E. A. Trites, pastor of the Baptist
church, conducted revival meetings last
week.

Schools began Jan. 3. The primary is
taught by Mary Whitmore, of Southwest
Harbor, and the grammar by Verna
Lawrie, of Franklin.
The fishing schooner Nickerson, of
Manset, Capt. Fred Birlem, while inward
bound from a fishing trip with 20,000
pounds of fresh fish, was caught in the
southerly gate of Jan. 1. Near Libby
island the rigging gave way, and both
masts went over the side. Owing to the
it

necessary to cut the
wreckage away to save the vessel. The
vessel was sighted by the Cross island lifesaving crew, who quickly went to her
assistance, and helped work her to a safe
! anchorage, where she was later taken in
tow by the revenue cutter Levi 'Woodbury, and towed to her home port.
Jan. 9.
A. B. C.
high sea,

BAR HARBOR TO BANOOR.

son

Harbor View chapter, O. E. S., will hold
its installation Wednesday evening. The
retiring matron, Mrs. F. A. Gross, will be
the installing officer.

was

**

BABHAR....1,. •
10 10
Sorrento.
4 60
Sullivan.
Mt DesertFerry. II 10
5 20
• 60
WaukeagS Fy. 11 17 6 *7 9 68
Hancock. 11 20
6 89 10 OB
Franklin Road.Ml 28 15 88 10 14
Wash’gt’c June. 11 00 fll 87 15 46 10 4*
ELLSWORTH. 11 06 11 44
6 66 10 62
Ellsworth Falls. °il 10 11 49
6 66 10 67
Nicolin. °11 22 Jll 02
6 14 11 10
Green Lake. *1130 <2 11
6 24 II 19
Phillips Lake. 11 37 J12 18 {6 82 11 28
Holden. *11 48 12 25
6 40 11 64
Brewer June.
.2 00 12 44
6 66 11 58
BANOOR.... ar. 12 06 12 SO
7 06 11 59
PM

_

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

PM

AM

Portland.ar.
4 60
6 40 12 50
Boston.ar.
8 00
9 06
6 16
BANOOR TO BAR HARBOR.

Boston.lv.I

!

Portland.lv.,

10

8 00

00
M
1 20
AM
600

A

AM
4 60

8 80

w 00
PM

11 15 12 86
P M

P M

BANOOR.lv.
10 80 324 625
Brewer June.j 6 07 10 86
3 80 6 81
Holden.; J6 29 10 56, |8 49 16 60
Phillips Lake. !« 36 ;il 02 p 66 15 »7
Green Lake.; 6 44 11 10 4 02 16 06
Nicolin. 16 53 11 22
16 |4
Ellsworth Falls.j 7 06 11 87 4 28 6 28
ELLSWORTH.j 7 13 11 45 4 28 6 86
Wash’gt’n June. 7 26 11 66 4 84 (6 40
Franklin Road. J7 88 J12 06
6 48
Hancock.i J7 41 12 15-. 6 56
7 44 12 18
6 89
Waukeag, 8 Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry.j 750 12 26.
706
Snlllvan..
8 20
Sorrento..
8 46
BAR HAR... .ar.
20
9
1 19
7 69
•

Commencing Dec. 6 a steamer will leave
Bar Harbor at 6.60 a m. arriving at Mt. Desert
Ferry at 7.30 a m, Sundays excepted.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.18 a m and 4.28
p m. and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m. 19.62
p. m. connect with Washington Co. By.
I Stops on signal to conductor.
°
Stops only to leave passengers from points
on Washington County Railroad.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.

Passengers
cure

are
earnestly requestly so protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Fulls to

Mk^>eciaH£

F. E. BOOTHBY,
General Passenger Agent.
morris McDonald.
Vice President A General Manager.
Portland, Me.

1

Eastern Milt company

Frank Carleton ia in Livermore Falls.

;

Sorosis will meet Friday. All are cordially invited.
Mrs. W. H. Seavey and Vera will return

Esther Qott has gone to EllBworth to
work.

Clarence Lord has returned from
Boston.
F. W. Billington, of Ellsworth, visited
Mrs.

Mrs. Viola McCartney, ol Meriden, N
H., was called here last week by the death
of her brother, Oscar O. Orcntt.

to

K.

this week

Reduced Winter Fare.
Bar Harbor and Boston 93.00.

from Portland.
Steamer Booth bay leaves Bar Harbor 10 00
Monday and Thursday for Seal Harbor,
Harbor, Maueet, Southwest Harbor,
Stontngton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.

a m,

Northeast

Steamer Catherine leaves Bluehlil 9 00 a tn,
aud Thursday for South Bluehlil,
Monday
Brookll •, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Satgentvllle,
South Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.

RBTU&NINe
Turbine

j

Steamship Bel that.

5pm Tuesday and Friday for

Leave Rockland 5.15

a

m,

or ou

arrival of

steamer from Boston, Wednesday and Saturday. for Bar Harbor, Biueblil and Intermediate
landings.

E. L. Smith. Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M.

Hrbbicu, Agent, Bluehlil.

Banking.

la what your money will earn if
Invested in share# of the

Six applicants have applied to the
selectmen for permits to build weirs on
the east shore of the Bagaduce.

Miss Grace D. Jones entertained the
This community was shocked by tbs
sudden death of Oscar O. Orcutt Tuesday ladies’ circle Thursday.
Their annual
of last week, sfter an illness of only a few business meeting was held, and the foldays of pneumonia. He leaves two sis- lowing officers were elected: Miss Lncy W.
ters Mrs. Viola McCartney, of Meriden1 Jones, president; Mrs. Kate Davis, vlceI president; Mrs. Maggie Blodgett, treesN. H., and Mrs. Olive Bliss, ot Kansas.
Jan. 9.T.
{ urer; Mrs. I. A. Rose and Mrs. Ida Farnham, committee on work.
Jan. 9.
A Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Tomson.
Year to all will come if they prepare the
way for it. Those who are drunkards oi
Don’t use harsh physics.
The reaction
inebriates should go at once to the Keeley
weakens the bowels, leads to chronic constiCure in Portland, Maine, and be cured ol
Get
Doan’s Begulets. They operate
pation.
their diseases and made ready for the coming of those holidays for a pleasant family easily, tone the stomach, cure constipation_
Artei.
gathering ard reunion.

Steel

Leave Boston
Rockland.

_

academy.

nor

Me., says:

Mrs. Ed. A. Richardson and daughter
Mattie left this week for Boston to spend

her many
born in

the Brooklin boys first game.
Unk Femme.
Jan. 9.

need to suffer

here.

Fred Black has accepted a position in
Boston, and left last Thursday.
friends here. his mother one day last week.
Dr. Henry Hawkins was a recent guest
Mrs. Dana was
Waltham and
Clyde Withee and wife are in town, of his mother, Mrs. Moses Hawkins.
spent her childhood here. Hers was a
Withee’s
brother
boarding with Mr.
Dallas Ashe and wife, of Goulds boro, are
bright, cheerful disposition, carrying sun- Albert.
with Mrs. Asbe’s mother, Mrs. Carleton.
shine wherever she went. Relatives have
The grammar school, taught by W. E.
the sympathy of friends here.
Lay service was in charge of Mrs. Lena
Clark, closed Dec. 30. All the other schools Joy Sunday. Rev.
Jan. 9.
H.
C.
E.
Bromley
in town closed Jan. 7.
preached an interesting sermon on temball
in
the
fishermen’s
There will be a
BROOKLIN.
perance in the evening.
Orange hall Monday evening, Jan. 16.
O. R. Allen is quite ill.
A flve-cent sociable will be held Wedbe
served.
Fish chowder will
H. M. Pease is having a piazza built on
nesday evening at Miss Josephine HawJohn Brown gave an interesting and in- kin’s. It is planned to continue these
the front ol his house.
structive lecture on smelting and the laws gatherings through the winter; meeting at
Charles Parker was called to Boston
pertaining to smelling in the town hall different homes, for the benefit of the free
Monday by the illness of hiB wife.
Thursday evening.
magazine library.
Mrs.
Hattie Redman and Miss Mae
Jan. #.
H.
Surry primary school, Miss Lena A. !
came
Reduian
home from Boston Satur6.
closed
Jan.
Pupils
Sperry, teacher,
day.
WEST
BROOK
UN.
Ida
Anderson,
perfect in attendance:
Misses Nash, Billings and McFarland Blanche Carter, Helen M. Crocker, Naomi
Mrs. Charles Nichols and Mrs. Leonard
and Clifton Stanley went to Bluehiil Fri- F.
L.
Jordan, Theo M. Green are iU.
Clough, Quy
day to attend the basket ball game.
Villa
E.
Pomroy, Augustus Treworgy,
Charles Rose, of Nova Scotia, ia visiting
Brooklin high school basket ball team Treworgy.
his brother, Rev. I. A. Rose.
went to Bluehiil Friday to play the BlueAnon.
Jan. 9.
The annual roll-call of the
Congregabill-Qeorge Stevens academy team. Score,
tional church will be held this evening.
NORTH FRANKLIN.
in
of
28 to 8
favor
the
This ia

ings Dana,

recently.

Miss Stella Farnbam
Mrs. L.

a

and relatives here, her former
The remains will be brought for
interment in the spring, in the plot in
Evergreen cemetery, with her aged
husband and children.

Jan. 9.

_

draftsman in a shipyard drawing the
sweeps upon the floor and forming the
model for ship timbers. In March, 1863,
Mr. Clongh went to Boston to study
architecture with George Snell, remaining with him until 1868, when he went
into business for himself.
In 1874 he was made the first architect of
the city of Boston, and held the position
One of Mr. Clough’s first
many years.
duties after he was appointed city architect

are responsible for a vast
suffering and 111 health, but

friends

home creatures.

_

as a

their lima

home.

The unlawful trappers who came into
this vicinity setting traps almost in

—

________

take

danger when all diseases and aches and
pains due to weak kidneys can be qnickly
| The death of Lydia, widow of George and
permanently cured by the use of
Jordan, sr which occurred at Trenton last
Here is an E.lsweek, caused profound sorrow among her Doan’s Kidney Pills.

—

_

Many Ellsworth people

in their hands by neglecting the kidneys
when they know these organs need help.
Sick kidneys

slice of real Christmas

gotten up to please the children. The of the season in the way of entertainments.
uty grand marshal, installed the officers of
“Mother Goose” postoffice was a pleasiug Kt hearsals of the chorus «re being held
the Odd Fellows lodge.
feature. One gentlemin furnished oranges weekly and excellent progresa is being
F.
and
A.
has
elected
Ira Berry lodge,
M.,
of the eternal day.
The
and dolls for the girls and carts for the made with tbe different selections.
the following officers: Forrest B. Snow,
In the springtime and summer of his years
music is
bright, catchy and tuneful.
boys.
of
the
duties
he
had
fulfilled
husband,
W. M.; H. H. McIntyre, S. W.; Frank L.
richly
Several specialties are to be introduced,
Jan. 3.
Sadie.
Stover, J. W.; I. E. Stanley, S. D.; A. M. father and citizen, and his ueatb leaves a
and apart from the chorus selections, the
in
our village and many
vacant
large
place
SALISBURY COVE.
Herrick, J. D.; A. C. Hinckley, secretary;
program will consist of solos, duets, part
hearts in mourning.
M. R. Hinckley, treasurer.
Capt. P. H. Young is in Dexter visiting songs, etc. A children’s chorus will be
Resolved, That we recognize in his death a
one of the features of the entertainment.
heavy loss to our Rebekab lodge and its mem- his daughter, Mrs. C. C. Palmer.
OBITUARY.
bers.
Thomas
J.
DeLaittre
has returned from The next rehearsal will be on Monday
was
Lord
funeral
of
Mrs
Roscoe
Q.
The
Regolved, That we ever cherish a fond re- a
two-weeks’ visit with friends in CjIIs- evening, when announcements of interest
held at her late home Tuesday, Jan. 3.
membrance of him, and while we mourn with
wni be made, and also the names of those
Mrs. Lord was a woman of many fine sadness the loss of our brother, we also re- worth and Mariaville.
wno are to represent the typical charGeorge French and daughter Mildred
qualities and sterling principles. Of a member the deeper sorrow of the bereaved
acters. A great feature of the affair will
sympathetic nature, she always found op- family, and extend to them our heartfelt have returned from Bangor, where they be the decoration of the hall.
sorrow
have been visiting relatives.
portunities for doing good and lending a sympathy in this, their sad hour of
and mourning.
helping hand. She was greatly interested
Waldo S. Verrill and wife, of Biddeford
OBITUARY.
Retolved, That our charter be draped in
in all church work, and faithful in her
Four funerals here during last week
mourning for a period of thirty days; that a Pool, are spending the winter with Mrs.
labors in the church, the Sunday school,
Verriil’s
W.
and
the
be
entered
of
these
resolutions
parents.
George
Hopkins
upon
was an unusual and a saddening experi| copy
the Y. P. S. C. E., and other church so- records of our
lodge, a copy bent to the wife.
ence.
Tbe remains of Harvey Phillips,
cieties.
bereaved family, and copies sent to the BanM.
a
student at Hebron who died in Denver, Col., arrived MonHarry
Trott,
For many years she had served as secre- gor .Vwi and El^swortb American for pubhas
returned
to school after day, the funeral oeing held that afternoon
academy,
Fannie H. Parker,
tary of the ladies’ circulating library in a lication.
Rev. Gideon
spending the holidays with his, parents, at tbe Baptist cburcb.
Eliza L. Herrick,
most efficient way. She will be missed in
Henry E. Trott and wife.
Rose Babson,
Mayo officiating. Mr. Phillips was for
many places and in many ways, and the
Committee.
Theodore T. Paine, an aged and respected some time employed in New York. When
|
vacancy in the home will cause much
citizen, died at his home. Old Home- his health 'ailed, his employer generously
loneliness.
furnished the means for travel, hoping he
Mrs. Lord is survived by her husband, BOOST! Ellsworth Food Fair, stead Farm, Wednesday, Jan. 4. He leaves
a
wife-Elizabeth (Higgins) Paine and might overcome the tendency to tuberone sister—Mrs. Harriet Hooper, of New
Feb. 20-25.
three children—Wesley T., of Bar Harbor, culosis. He made a brave struggle, and
York, and a brother
Wellington McMrs. Walter W. Sargent and Mrs. Daniel tbe bereaved ones feel that a life of proFarland, of Bar Harbor; also a niece
WfcST BROOKLIN.
McKenzie, of Salisbury Cove. Mr. Paine mise has gone out.
Mrs. Carrol Olds, of this town.
On Tuesday the funeral of Mrs. Ellshad always been a resident of this town,
Mrs. H. W. Bridges is ill.
The floral tributes were many and
worth W. Hastings took place at the
Windsor and Gaynell Bridges have re- and until recently had been extensively
beautiful. Rev. R. N. Barker officiated at|
engaged in market gardening. The fu- West Franklin church, Rev. Mr. Mayo
the funeral. A. C. Stevens, Pearl At her- : turned to Hebron.
floral
tributes
Beautiful
neral was held at the old homestead Sat- officiating.
ton, W. I. Partridge and Henry Stevens j Mrs. John Hall visited her sister, Mrs.
urday afternoon. Rev. A. W. Lorimer of- mutely expressed the love of many friends
were the bearers.
D. A. Bridges, recently.
Mr. Paine was a member of for the deceased, whose death came as a
ficiating.
Mr. Lord is deeply appreciative of the
Jesse Eaton, of Oceanville, is visiting his the Eden
Baptist church and always con- personal loss to a large number outside
many kindnesses shown by neighbors and
mother, Mrs. Martha Eaton.
of family connections.
tributed generously to its support.
friends during Mrs. Lord’s illness.
Mrs. Charlotte Gordon Whittaker, who
William Sellers, of Oceanville, is visitJsn. 7.
R.
The following resolutions were passed
had been in feeble health for some time,
ing his nephew, Sidney Sellers.
by the Y. P. S. C. E.:
NORTH SULLIVAN.
died Tuesday night. Her funeral service
Mrs. Benjamin Fogg spent a few days at
MEMORIAL resolutions.
Colds are prevalent. Some of the vic- was at the Methodist church Thursday
Whereat, Our Heavenly Father hath, in Brooklin recently, the guest of Mrs. Hiram
tims have been ill for weeks.
afternoon, Rev. C. E. Bromley, of West
His infinite wisdom, seen fit to call from this Bartiett.
Whittaker
Mrs.
Arthur Hall, of Harrington, recently Sullivan, officiating.
earthly life to a higher life oar beloved and
Miss Maud Willey, who has been visitfaithful secretary and treasurer, Carrie J.
visited his parents, Zemro Hall, 2d, and leaves two brothers and a sister, the latter
relatives
at
came
home
ing
Sedgwick,
Lord, be it
wife.
residing here.
Rmolved, That we, the members of the Con- Wednesday.
Friday the funeral of Otis Orcutt was
Allred
and
Gilbert
will
Pettee
Leighton
Mrs. Izora Bridges, who has spent a few
gregational Y. P. 8. C. E., express our sorrow
held at his late home in Beechland, Rev.
leave
for
the
woods
near
at our loss; that we extend to the bereaved days with her
to-day
Machias, Mr.
daughter, Mrs. Lena LurMayo officiating. Mr. Orcutt was an
with their teams.
family our sincere sympathy; that a copy of vey, came home Friday.
esteemed citizen, and his sudden death
these resolutions be sent to the family and
Master Carroll Butler, who has been from
Jan. 9.
B.
pneumonia was a shock to relatives
that they be published in the Ellsworth
quite ill, is much improved in health, to and friends. Two sisters ourvive him—
Ambrican.
Ethel M. Stover,
the gratification of all.
NORTH HANCOCK.
Mrs. Olive Bliss, of Kansas, and Mrs.
Eliza Herrick,
The many friends of Daniel Osborne are Henry McCartney, of Massachusetts.
Etta Springer spent Sunday with her paGrace Littlefield,
Committee.
glad to know that he is gaining after a
rents, J. D. Springer and wife.
Jan. 9.
W. E. Tracy and daughter Marvel were recent operation for appendicitis.
FUNERAL OP GEOROE A. CLOUGH.
Kll»worth Food Fair,
BOOaT!
Robert Petrie was recently committed to
guests of Mrs. Charles Googins Sunday.
The funeral of George A. Clough was
Feb. 20-25.
the insane aslymn at Bangor.
Much
Everett
and
wife
are
visiting
Googins
held in the Congregational church Wedrelatives here. Mrs. Googins was formerly sympathy is expressed for the family.
nesday, Jan. 4. Rev. R. N. Earker offiSURRY.
Jan. 9.
M.
Effie McKinney, of Fort Fairfield.
Miss
ciated. The bearers were W. 1. Partridge,
John U. Eldridge, (or forty years in the
David Springer is building a large workA. C. Stevens, H. H. McIntyre, F. P. MerWALTHAM.
painting and paper-hanging business in
shop and a piazza on his house and mak- ;
rill, W. M. Howard and E. C. Barrett.
Mrs. Arvill Jordan visited relatives in Bangor, died Thursday, aged seventy-five
He was born in Bluehill in 1844, the son ing other improvements. Edgar Kief is
Brewer last week.
Mr. Eldridge was a native of
years.
of Asa and Louisa (Ray) Clough, and at- doing the work.
The sewing circle met with Mrs Nettie Stockton, and for a few years lived in
Anon.
Jan. 9.
tended school at the Bluehill academy.
Surry.
DeBeck Thursday.
He worked with his father for four years

How to Hare It.

Mrs. Harriet Salisbury, sn aged lady
suffering from a partial shock, was
gladdened last Sunday by friends calling
to see her, leaving gifts and tokens of
love and wishes for a happy New Year.
who is

;

people’s dooryatds, as it were, then
leaving them for weeks at a time unMuch interest is being taken in the attended, should be prosecuted to the
cake made for them by the president of
tbe society.
It was decorated with holly “Festival of the Lanterns”, to be presented fullest extent of the law for the useless
and candies, and Mrs. A. D. Lufkin cut in the town bail about tbe middle of slaughter not only of the helpless things
and served it. The entertaiument was February. It will undoubtly be the event of the woods, but valuable dogs and other
society,

KeepThe Kidneys Well

wife.

day.

week.

cards.

Christmas

the

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

A. M. Herrick and
and wife

liam

OTIS.
Misa Orenus Grindle and friend, of Bar
Harbor, are guests of Sanford Grindle and

Traak and M. V. fiabhidge
went to McKinley lor e load of coal Thurs-

Capt.

Simeon

time, ability and strength that tbe building

Bluehill lodge, I. O. O. F., has elected
officers as follows: George ‘A. Morse, N.
G.; Alonzo Witham, V. G,; Charles E.
Greene, secretary; I. E. Stanley, treasurer;
J. Henry Morje, janitor.

special

SUNSET.
The circle met this week with Mrs. Wil-

COUNTY NEWS

will spend t
Voter with Mias
Elisabeth Peterson at x4tit PlaiaenU.
R. M. Ramin, supervisor of schools, visited our school Thursday.

and

Dow, of Stonington, is visiting
was a genius in his profession.
FRANKLIN.
bis laiber-iu-iaw, Pearl Siiusou.
Monuments of his artistic taste and skill are
Mrs. Priscilla and Mrs. Maud Crabtree
Mrs. Fanny ▲lien has taken Samuel
to be found in aud around Boston and many
are ill.
other New England towns. The public-spir- Dunham to Sloniugton to care tor bun.
ited character of his foudness for Bluehill is
The Crabtree house at Shipyard point is
▲ new hardwood door is being laid in
evidenced in many ways. When the old
the chapel, which is a great improvement. occupied by Mr. Foss and family, of Dexchurch of his ancestors needed repairing aud
Miss Lillian Knowiton, who is io Phila- ter.
redecorating, he drew plans and superintendand
Mrs. Carrie Bragdon
ed the work without charge. When the town delphia, remembered all of her former
daughter
needed a new hall, he gave so largely of his pupils in the school here with pretty Della were in Bangor on business last

structors.

At the

COUNTY NEWS.

A MEW MERIES
is

now

open.

Shares, 81 each. monthly pay
monte, Ml por share,

WHT

PAT RENT
wheu you can borrow ou your
share., give a first mortgage mod
reduce it every mouth? Monthly
payments aud interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying lor
rent, aud In about ten yean you
will

OWE TOUR OWE HOKE.
Por

particular, inquire ol
(). W. Taptar. Bec’y.
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
A- w. Koto. President.

(

Js E W>.

oUNTY

BEAL COVE.
Carter and little ion, ol
Ella
git,
friend* here recently.
Hooch hill, visited
ot Bar Harbor,
Her Stephen H. Oreen,
the Thartday evening service

conducted

Jan.#.
Herbert Sawyer

ha* filled hi* ice-hona*.
leaa than a foot In thickTh. ice ia a trifle
clear.
ness and very
went to Bar Harbor
Ckpt. Salem Lnnt
a successful
Tuesday, and baa undergone
for abscess in the right side.

operation

FARM

AND FACTORY.

World-Wide Distribution of AmeriProducts.
The contributions which the
people of
the United States are miking to the comfort* and requirements of the
daily life of
those in other parts of the world are
scarcely realised even by those supplying
the articles so contributed.
How little does the girl or woman employed in the factory realise that the cotton cloth being manufactured with her
co-operation is to become a holiday dress
for some other girl or woman in China, or
India, or the Philippines, or South Africa,
or the islands of the East or West Indies!
How little does the boy or man who engages in the daily round of farm life realise that the bacon to be made from the
pigs which he feed is to go into the
homes of Liberia, and Portugese
Africa,
and French Oceania, and Asiatic
Russia,
can

aaaiatant at
Hrs. Frank L. Hodgdon,
made up the quarterly
(inter poatofflce,
here last week.
cooords at the poatofflce
from inEdwin Bobbin* baa recovered
a fail at Beal Harbor,
juries received by
in a few day*.
»nd will return to bis job
wife and children, of
Owm Lurvey,
or tbat the eggs Which he collects
may be
Southwest Harbor, are visiting Mrs. Lur- exported to British
Guiana, or Peru, or
Bobbins and wife.
Edwin
vey’s parents,
or
Central
Cuba,
America, or the various
Irving Ashley and wife, of Northeast countries of Europe!
of
week
with
Mr.
last
part
spent
Harbor,
Yet these and many other curious and
Ashley's parents, Boland Aahiey and wile. interesting incidents of the neighborly
little
with
daugh- interchanges between our own people and
Bra. Sadie Murphy,
visited her sis- those of other and distant
parts of the
ter, ol Southwest Harbor,
and
Mr*.
George world are shown as part of the everyters, Mrs. W. J. Harper
year, all-tfae-year-round routine of trade
Callahan, last week.
recorded by the bureau of statistics of the
Severe colds are prevalent. W. W. A.
of commerce and labor.
Heath and wife, also Mias M. J. Heath are department
Its annual volume, “Commerce and
ttose Bobbins, Mr. Lunt
quite ill. Mrs.
Navigation of the United States," which
tod several others are also 111.
is supplied free of ebarge to thoee desiring
A pleasant and entertaining Christmas
it for study of our foreign commerce,
service was held at the hall Thursday
shows many curious things about our
Rev.
8.
H.
of
Dec.
29,
by
Jobe,
evening,
trade with toe various parts of the world.
St. Saviour's, Bar Harbor. A short illusIt is interesting, for example, to see that
trated talk was much enjoyed. The room
the American
mule
goes to Africa,
wta prettily and appropriately decorated
Australia, the islands of Oceania, British,
a number of
assisted

byJ.J. Heatb,
men.

young

by

Every

person

received

pretty card.
Jan.

a

_

suffering from

is

au

attack

Owen Lurvey
of sciatica.
Asocial and supper for the benefit of tbe
Baptist minister, Rev. E. A. Trites, was
held at the hall Friday evening, Jan. 0.
Proceeds, |8.60.
Jan. 9.

By C.
iCoprrlght,

V. GKaGORY.

1B0. by American Frees Asso-

ciation.)

ODR

moat

appreciated blessings

seldom tbe ones tbat are
closest at band. Jnat as tbe
country bred boy sometimes
gets an Idea tbat be bas a genius too
broad to be confined between tbe bound
arles of bis father's farm, so tbe girl
wbo baa grown op in tbe country
sometimes geta a longing for a glimpse
of tbe unknown world wltbln tbe city's
walls. Tbe Imaginative girl often feels
tbat ber talents will be more appreciated In tbe city tban In tbe little
are

for service

the roada and

on

American candies,
oi wmcn exportations amount to from three to eight mil-

lion pounds a year, are lighting homes in
Japan, Korea, Siberia, Tasmania, Venezuela, the Dutch West Indies, Salvador,
the Philippines and French possessions in
American

brooms

brushes

and

making clean the floors and dusting
the garments of dwellers in Turkey,
Koumania, Malta, the Azores, Egypt,
Spanish possessions in Africa, German
islands in the Pacific, Hongkong and
are

Ellsworth Fund Fair,

BOOST!

Feb. 20-2A.
SWAN’S ISLAND.

Santo

Oliver Bowley was In town last week.
He has gone to Augusts.
Mrs. Dode

Stinson

was

called to Augusta

by tbe illness of ber huebaml.
About fifty of the fishermen met at Uapt.
Herrick's Wednesday night to talk over
lut week

the

herring question.

ball given in I. O. R.
M. hall Dec. 30, netted about (35. Music
was furnished by Singleton’s orchestra, ot
Rockland.
Spec.
Jin. 8.
The second annual

Domingo.
peanuts, of

American

which

the

ex-

five to seven
British India,
the Guianas in South America, the Danish
West Indies, Guatemala, labrador, the
island of
Bermuda and the Belgian
Kongo in Africa. American boots and
shoes, of which the exports range above
$10,000,000 a year, go in increasing quantities to every part of tbe world
Hongportations
million

range

pounds

a

from

year, go to

I

Ml —-7i

—

OIBL FINDS A LARGE SHARE
kong, Siam, Japanese territory in China, ! THEOfCOCNTBT
HEB CAREER IK HER OWN HOME
|
Java and Sumatra, the Straits Settlements,
Australia and New Zealand, German ! borne town.
She imagines berseif
PARTRIDGE COVE.
possessions in Africa, Liberia, Brazil, burning with a genius for acting, perCanada and practically haps, and longs for the glare of the
William Kelten was at tbe Sound over Paraguay, Mexico,
every country of Europe.
footlights and the plaudits of the
Sunday.
American windmills, of which more crowd, or perhaps It Is art in one of
Arthur Eaton has returned from Norththat $1,000,000 worth are exported every its many disguises tbat is calling her
east
larbor.
year, are seen in South Africa, the Canary
to tbe artificial life of paved streets
Sirs. Ethel Eaton is in Northeast Har- Islands, Turkey in Asia, French China, and brick walla
boi or a few weeks.
Haiti, Santa Domingo, Turkey in Europe,
Occasionally it is the lights, the
Greece and music and tbe pleasures of a swiftly
Y
m and > ditba Webber are (pending
itoumania,
Switzerland,
Greenland.
ah a- <la>a in Bar Harbor.
flowing city life that attract the girl
And so we might go on extending the from the country, but not often. The
»■ an began this morning, after a twolist indefinitely, enumerating products of girl who is a true daughter of the counwe.
vacation, w ith the same teacher.
the American farm and factory which are try is Beldom deceived by the glare of
J
3.
A.
being sent to other parts of the world, and a light whose shadow covers tears and
would include sewingthese articles
sorrow or tbe pleasure that is but a
Nonitl LAMOINE.
machines,
typewriters, motor boats, mask for pain. We are told that tbe
a
A. L.
It, Who spent several days
organs, pianos, pianolas, soap, perfumery,
a
"glamour” of the city life is the force
r n nne hr., has returned to East
oranges, raisins, prunes, chewing-gum,
that draws the country girls to town
La
ne.
There is little
toys and many other equally curious and Nothing of the sort.
I
r Young
returned to Waterville
interesting articles, to say nothing of tbe glamour about the city for the healthy
W
esdiy in resume his studies at Co- great classes making up the grand total of
girl. The first thought of tbe country
burn das deal institute.
more than $767,000,000 worth of manufacgirl when she finds herself in the city
SI
Anna Young, who spent Christraw materials
of
worth
tures, $665,000,000
Is "how dirty" or "how awfully crowdinaeek at home, bss returned to her and
$370,000,000 worth of foodstuffs. Of ed." But notwithstanding the dirt and
wor< as teacher at
A
the
alone
exports
year’s
Stratton’s, raw cotton
She
Bryant
the crowds she often remains.
Bo-tun.
amounted to $460,000,000; of meat and stays because she Is ambitious to have
Jau. 9.
wheat
and
of
Y.
There is a true hearted
dairy products, $130,000,000;
a "career."
in the
corn, partly in the grain and partly
farmer boy back home probably who
MT. DESERT FERRY.
and
form of flour
meal, nearly $125,000,000; would be glad to take her into partMrs. Oalen Dow and little Alton Jettiof iron and steel manufactures, $180,000,- nership.
But in the past the girl has
son are ill.
000; of petroleum and other mineral oils, seldom been taught to look forward
Mrs. Blanche Shaw, of Brewer, visited $100,000,000, and of copper manufactures, with
pride to becoming a farmer’s wife
her aunt, Mrs. I. L.
Wardwell, last week. nearly $90,000,000, and so on down the lisu or to regard a life on the farm as beterriother
and
The countries, colonies
Alonzo Lee and wife are receiving coning a career worthy of her ambition.
■

••

gratulations on the birth of a twelve and
one-half pound son, born Jan. 7.
Mrs. Clarence Nickerson went to Boston
last week with ber little
Belle,
who will receive

daughter

treatment there.

Jan.9.

C.

K1TTKRY
Senator James
died suddenly in

fltty-uine

to
B.

CARIBOU.

Mullen, of Bangor,

Augusta Thursday, aged

Mullen was for
several years local
manager of the Penobscot Chemical Fiber Co.a' mills at Great
Works. He was one ol the pioneers of the
Pulp business on the Penobscot river.
He was the contractor and builder of the
entire plant ol the Great Northern
Paper
®°' at Millinocset and East Millinocket,
»nd had built
on
dams
the
Penobseveral
scot and Kennebec rivers.
He was a
“ember ol the Honse in 1906 and 1907, and
*as a member of
the last Senate.
1. Melvin
has been
years.

torial divisions to which these articles go,
and
as shown in the volume, “Commerce
Navigation of the United States,” above
alluded to, are over one hundred in numin
ber, and it would be difficult to find
in which
any part of the world a country
some article or articles of American production are not being sold.

Senator

BLUEHILL FALLS.
Alden Conary and aon Lester
spiling tor their new weir.

are

catting

Mrs. Angie Candage is spending a week
Frank Mason’s in Bluebill.
Petitions lor a law to protect smelt and
herring the bays are being circulated.

at

George Pert aud wile spent Sunday
Pert
here with their daughter. Mr.
is much improved, alter a long illness.
Cue MBS.
Jan. 9.
____________

comThey were discussing ages with a
“Well,
mendable degree ol frankness.
declared elected sheriff of Oxford county now that you have brought the subject
“a decision
by Associate-Justice A. K. up, Miss Dabbson,” Baid little Fribley,
bs'sge, of the supreme court, by a plural- “how old are you?” “lam as old bb 1
hj ol three votes over Sheriff Bertrand F.
look,” smiled Miss Dobbin. “Really?”
McIntyre, democrat, who on the face of the said Fribley. “1 am astonished. Yon
“turns received 3718 votes as against 3707
really don’t look it, yon know.”
:w Mr- Bartlett. Mr. McIntyre, who on
Jsn. 1 qualified as
sheriff, assumed the otMEDICISE

Bartlett, republican,

uce

and

appointed some of his deputies,
snnouuced that he would appeal to the

ull bench of the Maine
supreme court.
"
bagadshoc county, where there was
"so a
recount, John W. Ballon, of Bath,
“Publican, is declared elected.

®008T!

Ellsworth Food Fair,
Feb. 2 0-20.

Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy is
common, every-day cough mixture.
*

not

a

It is

“eritorious remedy lor all the trouble•ome and
dangerous complications reeult*°g from cold in the
head, throat, chest or
aBg». Sold by aU dealers.

A RELIABLE COUGH

Is a valuable family friend. Foley's Honey
Mrs.
and Tar fulBIls this condition esactly.
Charles Kline, N. 8th 8t„ Easton, Pa., states:
been
have
of
family
members
my
"Several
of
cured of bad coughs and colds by the use
am never withFoley's Honey and Tar, and I
reand
soothes
It
house.
the
in
out a bottle
loosens
lieves the irritation in the throat and
found it a reliable
up the cold. I have always
Pabohar.
A.
cough cure." G.

Have you a weak throat? If so, you
cannot be loo careful. You cannot begin
Each cold makes
treatment too early.
and the last is
you more liable to another,
If you will
cure.
always the harder to
the
take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy at
trouble.
outset you wiU be saved much
Bold by all dealers.

This Is the natural outcome of the
conditions for the quarter of a century when farmers were selling their
a

a

a

rr> l_

to

or tne mil-

respects
many
lionaires' residences sbe saw In tbe
Her
city.
girl friends Id the city were
coaxing their father to bny them an
automobile so tbat they could “go
somewhere." The country girl and her
mother have a horse and buggy tbat
are sacred to their use. The horse la so
gentle tbat be will not even bat bis
eyelid at an automobile and tbe buggy
so shiny that they are proud to be seen
anywhere In it. They can hitch up
and go where aDd when they please
The laundry In tbe basement has taken away the terrors of wash day.
The
conveniences In tbe kitchen have greatly lessened the work of feeding the
hungry men folks.
The farm reading table Is strewn
with the latest magazines, and the girl
ha- a piano or at least an organ.
A
piano dealer in one of tbe middle west
ern states recently told me tbat be
sold fifteen pianos to the farmers Id
one township last year.
If the farm
er's daughter wants a piano be Is going to get It for ber. Be may have to
raise a few more bogs next year to pay
for It, but that Is easily done.
essential

plantations.

Africa.

N.

Career.

Dutch, and French Guiana, Ecuador,
Brazil, Haiti, Costa Rica, and British
Honduras

N.

7.

VIIL—The Country Girl’s

llkiwim at all for Interest aa their
money or for tbe fertility which they
are selling sway from their land that
they ran hardly believe that the time
has come when the farmer Is getting
enough for bis produce to enable blm
to pot farming oo a oast ness Oasis
Probably Ibis change baa affected do
one on tbe farm more tbao tbe women
Tbe couutry girl bas a different Idea
of a career now. Sbe lives in a modern farm borne, or If abe doesn’t sbe
hnows that such bomea exist and are
well within tbe range of possibility for
ber
Sbe has bad ber longing to see
the world satisfied by visit* to city
friends and relurlvea.
Sbe baa seen
that all the conveniences of city homes
are duplicated to tbe country.
Sbe
baa admired tbe spacious lawns and
beautiful grounds of some of tbe best
of tbe city bouses, but sbe bas been
observant enough to note tbat sucb
bouses belong only to tbe few.
Sbe
baa gone to tbe theater wltb ber
friend* and enjoyed It. but no more
tbao sbe enjoys ibe botgemade theatricals Id her borne' town or tbe plays
and lectures sbe bas attended In tbe
larger country towns by trolley. Sbe
bas been surprised to And tbat ber
i friends in tbe city do not know their
next door neighbor.
Tbe excuse tbat
"they are not in our set” baa puzzled
ber democratic little soul.
It Is different In tbe country, where every one
sympathizes wltb every one else’s sorrows and laugbs wltb all In tbelr Joys
Tbe girl comes back from a trip to
tbe city better satlsHed than ever wltb
her country borne.
Ber father may
Dot be worth more than $5,000 or $10,000 or $15,000 measured In money, but
bis house and grounds are equal in all

Taking everything together, any com
patisons that the country girl may be
able to draw are favorable to the farm
Sbe has been raised In the open air
The pigs and the calves and the chick
Tbe colts will
eDS are her playmates.
come when sbe whistles, for who ever
beard of a country girl who couldn’t
whistle? She can name all the trees
In the wood lot. and she knows tbe
note of every bird that sings In tbelr
branches.
Every day Is full of sunshine. and she sings for the very Joy
of living where air Is free aDd room Is
not bought and sold.
Sbe still longs for a career, but It Is
a career of a different sort. She wants
to live the rest of her life on the farm,
and she looks forward to the day when
she will go into partnership with some
ambitious, resourceful young farmer
To be a successful wife, to help make
tbe most out of the old farm and to do
her part to make ber community the
most progressive In the country—this
Is the career that appeals to the mod
Schools have been
ern country girl.
provided to teach her the things she
needs to know about her coming bus!
If she Is In one of the most up
ness.
to date communities, sbe begins to
leant sewing and cooking In the rural
school.
If not given there. It comes
In the high school or the preparatory
All of
school or tbe small college.

aIa/a

They

were

of the city and the city people saw
only the worst side of the country.

The change that has come about in
country life In the past decade and a
half is so great as to be almost unMany of the country
believable.
people themselves refuse to believe it
They read the reports of high prices
skeptically, and not until the produce
is sold and the money In their hands
will they really believe their good
Even then they will shake
fortune.
their heads and say that prices will
surely go down before they have anThey
other crop ready for market.
have so long been content with a
small return for their labor and no

A

recommendation of a redaction of
(10,880.46 a year for tbe next two years,
from the appropriation of the department
in 1908 and 1910 is the feature of the annual report of the commissioners of inland fish and game. The amount asked is
(75,000 per year. This year tbe department had for its use (91,880.46 of which
amount

(47,600

was s

direct tax.

Chairman Hrackett of the commission in
discussing this recommendation says that
the estimate is the result of careful investigation on the part of the members of the
commission. They have endeavored to
handle the affairs of the department in the
same
manner
that
would
they
their own private business. They have become convinced that they can get along
with less money, so are not asking for so
much.
Carefully prepared articles on the artificial propagation of fish and the history
of the introduction of the Hungarian
partridge into the State, together with the
various opinions of the attorney general
on questions of law coming
before the
members of tbe commission, make very
interesting features of the report, which
will be
illustrated with appropriate

photographs.
Cases of men killed by being mistaken
for game while hunting are handled without gloves. The report says that something should be done to prevent such
accidentB. The report then suggests that
a law be enacted which will require every
person who shoots another, while hunting,
to pay a heavy fine to go toward tbe support of the family of the victim. The re-

port

then

takes tbe

coroner’s

juries

in

hand and declares that in cases of this
kind, they are a distinct hindrance to the
county attorney investigating these cases.
“The juries,” says the report, “are
usually made up from tbe neighbors, and
it is not in the nature of things for the
verdicts to be other than what they always have been in this State, virtually an

expression

of

for

who has

a

man

sympathy and friendship
carelessly shot an-

STATE OF MAMIE.
ADV1BTMIMINV OF SAM #P
OWMf.
taxes
on
lands situated In ths town of
Unpaid
Trsmont, In ths county of Hanoock, for tks
year 1910.
TWE following list of taxes on real estate
X of non-resident owners In the town of
rremont. Maine, aforesaid, for the yeas 1910,
sommltted to ms for collection for ihM town
>n the 2d day of May. 1010, remains unpaid;
ind notice Is hereby given that if eaid taxea
with interest sod charges are not previously
paid so much of the real estate taxed as w
luffleient to pay the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sol#
without farther notice at public auction at
VIt. Desert hall In said town, on the Brat Monlay in February, 1011, at 0 o’clock a. m.
Amt of
tax due
incld In
Name of owner, description of
k chgs
property.
fUbee, Annie, laud and buildings at
Bernard, formerly the Lewis Freeman easts.
$14 89
Brawn. Homer, wood lot situated in
09
Tremont containing 10 acres,
Br gham, Frederick W, 6 acres land in
1 2k
district No 12,
Dough, Ezra D, land and buildings at
Bernard, formerly the Daniel Cough
14 87
estate,
Cough, A Bird, land and buildings at
Bernard,known as the school building, 12 68
Dodge. Thos K O. land and buildings at
bead of Bass Harbor, the John 8
18 87
Dodge estate,
Eaton, Medbury M. land and buildings
on Bar Island, BluehiJl bay
1210
Emery, t has A, hi of lot as per reg
1 0k
deeds, vol 212, page 048,
Friend, Sarah, widow of and devisee of
Lewis Friend, 51-70 of 140, a lot as per
reg of deeds, vol 214. page 118; also 87
acres as per reg of deeds, vol 214,
28 26
pave 620,
Green, Harriet C, land at Bernard,
bounded on south by road leading
to Leffin^well cottage, east by land
of T W Jackson, west by the beach,
7 5k
Goi t. Beniamin, land in dist No 9. a
part of the late John M Gott home10 18
stead,
Herrick, S W, land and buildings in
dist No 12, formerly the Harlan
1187
Harper place,
Higgins, Robert B, land and buildlnga
dist No 12, formerly the Wallace
1212
Hodgdon place,
Hodgkins, Isaac L 16*a acres as per reg
of deeds, vol .213, page 818; also 1C
acres as per reg of dee^s,
vol 218,
of undivided 6% a lot, reg
page 543;
of deeds, 2 2. page 648,
7 83
Kaighn, Robert, 60 acres wood lot near
9 76
town line,
Pettigrove, Frank, land and building
ai head of Bass Harbor, homestead of
18 Ik.
Carl Pettigrove,
Rich, W W, land in dist No 10, ten acres
69
more or less,
Hbnby T. Webster, Collector
of taxes of the town of Tremont.
December 20,1010.
WUMTOI'I

oilier.

It is the opinion of the commission, as
expressed in the report, that these cases
should be taken directly before the grand
jury, without any coroner’s inquest.
This, they conclude, will have a deterring effect upon the
every moving twig in
deer or a moose.

man who shoots at
the hope that it is a

The report declares that while moose are
doubtless increasing in number, the
strength of the animal is on the wane, and
that the condition can only be changed
by a close time. It also urges a reduction
of the number of birds which hunters
shall be allowed to kill.

The report contains the following
recommendations for legislation at the
coming session of the legislature:
The law providing that the commissioners shall remove
beaver that are doing
damage to timber land, on complaint of
the land owner, should be revised to
allow the commissioners to declare an
open time on such townships as are being

damaged.

The

trapping

should then be

open to all licensed trappers for the time

specified.
That non-resident hunting licenses and
special tags be sold through the town

all

clerks

the

of the

State,

and

such others

as

direct, and that the
tags be furnished by the
direct to the agents;
secretary
that agents be paid 10 cents each for the
sale of bird licenses, 25 cents each for
the sale of big game licenses, and 10 per
cent, for the sale of transportation tags.
This should make a saving of about |500
a year to the State.
That the legislature make an appropriation of |500 to encourage the propagation
oMhe Hungarian partridge.
It is set forth in the report that at the
time of the filing of the document, recommissioners

licenses

and

of state

turns

snowed

that

two

licenses

were

issued

UVBI OF XOX-IMWm

COLLECTOR’S NOTICE OF SALE.
on lands situated in the town of
Penobscot, Me., in the county of Hancock,
for the year 1910.
following list of taxes on real estate
rpHE
X of non resident owners, in the town of
Penobscot, Me., for the year 1910, committed
to me for collection for said town, on the 18th
day oi December, 1910, remains unpaid; and
notice is bereoy given that if said taxes,
interest and charges are not previously
paii', so much of the real estate taxed as la
sufficient to pay the amount due therefor,
ineluding interest and charges, will be
sold at public auction at the Town hall in
said town (the same being the place where the
last preceding annual town meeting of said
town was beta), on the first Monoay of February, 1911, at 9 o’clock a. m.
Tax on
Names of owner, de No of No of
Beal
scription of property, lot. acres. Valne. Est.
Geo M Warren, est,
Farnbam lot,
80
68
$178 $4 99
Joab Gray, wood lot,
160
49
Alonzo Bisaet, home890
8 49
stead.
Fred W Leach, heirs,
Hiram Leach farm.
160
806
8 49

Unpaid taxes

Harvey Cunningham,

wood lots.
Ill
286
9 68
Herbert M Leach, Mt
Joab lot,
80
80
9 91
Frauds A Stella Per80
100
9 80
kix.s, Perkins est,
Elisha Leach, wood land,
12
86
101
Roy F. Lbach. Collector
of taxes for the town of Penobscot, Me., for
tbe year 1910.
December 26,1910.

subscribers, Walter Trimble and Bichard Trimble, both of the Borough of
X
Manhattan, city, county and state of New
York, hereby give notice that they have been
duly appointed executors of the last will and
testament, and codicil thereto, of
MERRITT TRIMBLE, late of the city, county and state of NEW YORK,
deceased, and given bonds as the law direct#.
Mot being residents of the State of Maine,
we have appointed Luere B. Deasy, of Bden,
Hancock county, State of Maine, whoee postoffice address is Bar Harbor, Maine, our agent
and attorney for purposes specified in revised
statutes of Maine, chapter 66. section 43. All
persons having demnds against the estate of
said deceased are desired to make settlement,
and ail indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
FT'HE

December 19,1910.

Waltbb Tbimblh.
Richabd Tbimblb.

subscribers, Walter Trimble and Rich-

THEard

Trimble, both of the Borough of
Manhattan, city, county and state of New
York, hereby give notice that they have been
duly appointed executors of the last will and
testament, and codicil thereto, of
MARY S. TRIMBLE, late of the city, counditional flO.
ty and state of NEW YORK,
During the year, licenses were issued to deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
Not being residents of the State of Mains,
2,100 guides; 127 camp proprietors; 424 we have
appointed Luere B. Deasy, of Eden,
hunters and trappers; forty-three marketHancock county. State of Maine, whose postoffice address is Bar Harbor, Maine, oar agent
men; twenty-three market dealers in and attorney for
purposes specified in revised
hides and fur skins; eighty-two county statutes of Maine, chapter 66, section 48. All
persons having demands against the estate of
dealers in the same; thirteen non-resident said
deceased are desired to make settlement,
and unnaturalized persons to buy and sell and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
hides and fur-bearing
taxi-

non-resident hunters prior to Oct. 1,
and 2,106 after that date; also that 130
hunters who held $5 licenses exchanged
them for big game licenses, paying the adto

dermists,

four commissions to take
eggs for scientific purposes.
The camp proprietors report that
they
entertained 6,277 resident guests and 10,686 non-resident guests during the season.
Of these 1,921 were hunters.
In
these camps there were used 274 deer, sixty-five of them being purchased.
An interesting paragraph in the document shows the number of
fur-bearing
animals which have been taken in the
State during the past year.
This paragraph follows: Sable, 136; fisher, 482;
mink, 1,381: foxes, 947; weasels, 844;
otter, 83; raccoons, 168; skunks, 312; bear,
and

December 19,1910.

Walter Trimble.
Richard Trimblb.

nests and

257; lynx or wild-cat, 75; ermine, 125; |
muskrats, 5,291; beayer, 393.

living

the kind of life she would choose
The toil of the
for her daughter
wives of the poorer laborers she did
One of the main reasons
not see.
that all through this period the country looked np to the city and the city
looked down on the country was that
country people saw only the best side

Suggestions by Commissioner Brackett In Annual Report.

skins; twenty

farmer’s wife was one of almost unrelenting toil, as was that of the
There was little to
farmer himself.
lighten the monotony of the ceaseless
grind of housework. Her horizon
was limited by the kitchen walls, and
her highest ambition was to keep the
boys out of the "best room.” it is
little wonder that she hoped for something better for her daughters. Sbe
saw unfolding in them her own girlhood. and sbe dreaded to see them
spend their lives in the hopeless task
of keeping body and soul together as
she had done.
Her Idea of city life was vague.
Most of the city women she saw
well dressed, unwriukled and
were

seemingly happy.

_EfgillTttiafc_

FISH AMD GAMK.

BOOhT!

subscriber, Mary E. Hopkinson, of
Cambridge. Middlesex connty, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, hereby gives notice
t hat she has been duly appointed executrix of
the last will and testament of
JOHN P. HOPKINSON, late of said CAM-

THE

BRIDGE,
deceased, and given bonds as the law direct*.

Not being a resident of the State of Maine
she has appointed Luere B. Deasy. of Eden,.
Hancock county. State of Maine, whose postoffice address is Bar Harbor, Maine, her agent
and attorney for purposes specified in revised
statutes of Maine, chaper 66, section 48.
All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to presem the
same
tor
and all
indebted
settlement,
thereto are requested to make payment im*
Mart E. Hope in so*.
mediately.
December 6,1910.

attjnt lament*.

Ellsworth Food Fair,
Fob. 20-25.
OAK POINT.

Alice

Minton

called

on

friends here

were

in Bar Har-

Sunday.
1HR

COUNTRY

OlhU

OUTDOORS

AT

these institutions are providing courses
in domestic science. They do not dls
pute the fact that love is the basis of
a successful marriage, but they realize
that a good digestion is the basis of n

loving disposition.
In awakening the community

to the
realization of its own duties and its
possibilities the influence of the farmer’s wife is even greater than that of
the farmer himself. It is the women
on whom the social life of the country
must
communities
largely depend.
The problem of rural life Is largely a
social one now that conditions have
solved the financial problem.

Murch and wife
few days last week.
Fred

HER

HOUR

a

Mrs. Flora Gray
left for Bucksport
Saturday for a few days.
Aubrey Alley was the week-end guest of
his mother, Mrs. Alma Alley.
Archibald Reynolds, of Bar
Harbor,
•pent Saturday and Sunday with friends

I

PROCURER »ND DEFEN DED..®?n^mo-I^»
drawing or photo, for expert search and free report.
Free advice, how to obtain iwu-uts, trade marks,
copyrights, ewe., ,N ALL COUNTRIES.
Business direct rt iih Washington saves /mm,
money and often the patent.
Patent and Infringement Practice Exclusively.
Write or come to us at
688 Klnth Street, opp. United States

j

Pateat OSes,

WASHINGTON, O. C.

here.

H. W. Ladd, who has purchased the D.
M. Ladd place, will move his
family here

Pauper Notice.

soon.

Jan. 9.

(■

contracted

with the City of Ellsworth to support and
HAVING
for thoee who
need assistance
care

For

J-aGrippe Cough, and stuffy Colds
Hooey and far. It gives quick
J»*e Foley's
expels the cold Iroui your system.
T?
°° opiates, is safe and sure.
G. A.

eVa'cHEa'8

may

during the next live
and are legal residents
• llaworth. I
years
forbid all persona trusting them on my acconut, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care for them at the City Parna
houseM. J. Dbummbtj
J

^————

■clous of the wild cheering and waving. It stay be that we all somewhat
relaxed at this time. At any tats, our
opponents, having turned the stake
boat behind ns, made a spurt and overhauled us. Then down-again we got
to work and had gained three lengths
9 —quite enough considering there was
A Boating Story la Which
of a mile remaining—to
V but a quarter
There Is > Mystery
give us the race, when”—
The narrator stopped, a pallor came
Several
over his face, and be gasped.
Y
By KINGSBURY WELCH.
us started toward him. but be waved
■f
T Copyright. mo. by America* Press T
Association.
0 us back.
6
—“something In me gave way. I fell
over Into the arms of No. 7. Our comWe were sitting in a roots above petitors shot by ns and-won the race."
I have never experienced such a dewhere tbe beats were kept la easy
not to say thrilling, sensation
chairs, all university men, talking pressing.
While
as when the narrative ended.
about boating Incidents, oarsmen and
the narrator was describing the race
tbe paraphernalia for rowing. The air
It seemed as If I could see the boats
was thick with tobacco smoke, princidashing onward and hear the cheering.
favorite
students'
tbe
pally from pipes,
When he spoke of the disaster somesmoke. We bad met to talk over prep- how my imagination pictured blood
arations for tbe coming season, which ■pouting from bis mouth and nose.
was soon to begin.
Having finished Not a man among us but appeared to
that subject, we dropped, aa 1 have, be similarly shocked.
“Come.” said one of our number.
said. Into general chat on aqnatlc sub“let’s adjourn to the-and get some
jects and from this into stories of feats
that bad been performed at contests supper."
“Agreed!” cried the rest, glad to
A colon tbe water in days gone by.
the spell and eager for somelege, being a constantly changing com- break
us after listening to the
munity. Is not a good place for banding thing t« brace
weird narrative.
down legends, but occasionally a gradWe went out Into the darkness, the
uate will return to tell of some episode
When we reached
that happened in bis day and waa at stranger with us.
the-some one asked. “Where’s Mr.
tbe time tbe talk of tbe Institution.
Wo bad with os on this occasion a —Mr. Stroke?"
"Don’t know.” replied one behind.
man who bad dropped In unannounced,
felremarking that be was a graduate of “I thought he was ahead with you
tbe college of ten years' standing and lows.”
Every one thought be was with some
been a member of tbe
bad In bis

p^iT&rokc|
Y
Y

?

day

university crew. He most have been
graduated very young, for be looked
scarcely thirty. A cast or some imperfection In bis eye gave him an uncanny
look, and from tbe moment of bla apour spirpearance be waa a damper
its.
“These old men,” whispered TomMas, a sophomore, to me, “who were
la college before tbe flood are a nuisance.
They’re always trying to feel
that they are In their teens again,
and they only succeed la malting us
feel as old as they are.”
“DM you ever poll In a regatta?" I
asked tbe alumnus.
“les,” was the reply, “I pulled In
ose."
“What year was that?" 1 Inquired.
“It’s not a pleasant subject to talk
about; we lost tbe race.”
Te what did you attribute tbe failwtr asked one of our number. “There
la always a reason for every beating a
crew gets.
One time It la tbe stroke,
another the training, another tbe cockswain.”
“I was tbe cause of the failure on
that occasion,” replied tbe stranger.
Never were words spoken In a more
There was not a
melancholy tone.
man in tbe party who did not take his
pipe out of his mouth, fli his eyes ou
the speaker and feel a cold chill pass
over Mm. Tbe stranger continued:
“We had been beaten by our great
rival In two successive seasons, and
for this regatta bad made every preparation, taken every precaution to secure a triumph.
We bad the best
coach tbe country afforded, a Dew boat
made on tbe most approved model our
system of training was perfect and our
practice constant The betting began
at 3 to 2 on our crew, and before the
raee was on there were no takers at
2 to 1.
“Tbe day of tbe race was beautiful;
not a cloud In the sky; just enough
breese with plenty of ozone In it for
invigoratlon. When the hour for the
race came the temperature was quite
hot enough to limber our joints and
muscles.
“The scene along the river banks was
entrancing. The bright colors of tbe
girls’ dresses and parasols made a perfect flower garden, while on the river
boats bearing both girls and boys were
shooting back and forth like water

sprites.
“When we went out on the floating
platform to get into tbe boat there was
a mighty cheer from our backers that
I can bear to this day.
Babcock was
No. t. Ayer 2, Cameron 3. Bos worth 4.
Will mart b 5. Frost 6, Mayo 7.”
“Singular,” remarked one of us, “that
yen should remember their names so
well.”
I shall Defer forget them.’
“Yes left oat the stroke,” I said.
“1 was tbe stroke.”
Why it was that bone of os could
muster pluck to ask tbe mao his came
I don't know. We all wished to know
It, bnt not a mao chirped.
“We stepped tuto tbe boat,” continued tbe strauger. "stripped to tbe
waist.
Eight good men with not a
pound of fat on any of us and lb all
other respects In perfect coudltloo. 1
had for mouths been absorbed In what
had now come. Kor It my studies bad
been neglected, and I would bare to
*boae‘ all summer to make up 'rood!ttona.’
Rut I cared nothing for that.
My whole soul was merged In tbe Idea
of beating onr opponents.
“We polled Into position, tbe shot
was fired, and we made a good start
on the drat trial, our boat half a
length behind orer tbe line. But we
made this up wttbln a minute and
were soon half a length ahead.
1
heard none of tbe wild cheers. I saw
■either tbe boat, tbe water nor lbs
shore dotted with waring handkerchiefs.
I was conscious only of tbe
mighty effort I was making to get
the bust oeer tbe course. Ooce only
1 saw drops of water tossed Into tbe
sir when tbe oar blade of one of our
opponents struck tbe surface Instead
of sinking to Its proper depth.
I
would not bare been conscious of this
had It not been rbat such splashing
would retard tbe other ls>st.
“We gained steadily, turning tbs
stake boat—It was that kind of a
As we
course two lengths ahead
began to pull back down the course,
feeling sure of winning. I was con-

one else.

Mr. Stroke, as we called him. had evidently taken advantage of the darkness to steal away unobserved. We
were quite relieved at his doing so.
The effect of his story was. to say the
least depressing, and we were glad to
We ordered some
get rid of him.
supper and while waiting for It talked
about him. wondering who he could
have been and wbat race it was that
be had lost for his crew. Since be bad
not given us bis name, we did not feel
that we possessed sufficient data upon
WUK

U

IU

UIURU

luqunicB.

As tbe season advanced we forgot
all about Ur. Stroke and bis story. I
was much interested In tbe coining regatta and tbe preparations for It,
though I was not a member of tbe
university crew. Our college bad been
doing bad work at boating for a long
period. In ten years 1 think we bad
beaten onr principal adversary but
twice. This year we hoped for and expected better things. All went well
till tbe day of tbe race, when one of
tbe crew fell suddenly ill and coold
not row.
Unfortunately all tbe available material bad been utilized. There
were substitutes galore, but the man
wbo had dropped out was one of the
two most important men of the crew.
To put any one in his place would be
to surely lose tbe race.
A few minutes before the crews
went out to tbe water 1 asked about
tbe substitute and was told that a
freshman was to row.
1 could not
learn bow or why be bad been chosen,
but. wishing to have a look at him. 1
went down on to tbe Boat Tbe men
were getting into tbe boat.
The substitute’s face was familiar to me, but
I could not tell where 1 bad seen him.
Then suddenly it rushed upon me that
be was tbe man we bad called Ur.
Stroke.
Bad a freshman been smart enough
to sell us all out as a graduate of ten
years' standing with a marvelous story
of which be was the central figure?
I took a position where 1 could see
the race all tbe way and had with me
a powerful fieldglasa.
Our crew took
tbe lead almost Immediately after tbe
start. I noticed when tbe crew got into
tbe boat tbe substitute took tbe place
of No. 6. All through tbe race I could
see that, while be did not appear to be
making a herculean effort, be was doing splendid work. Our crew kept tbe
lead they had taken, gradually but
slowly drawing away from their competitors. From a length It grew to two
lengths, then three lengths, and at tbe
flnisb tbe race was won by Sve and a
half lengths.

-o-o-o-o-o-oo-o-o
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A Man Pkfi the Part of
Another Who Cnonot

O

A

Appear
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B? GEORGE L. BYINGTON
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One morning after gnaM mounting
tbe commandant’s orderly came to my
quarters and said that Mrs. Commandant (aUgs Mrs Colonel) Seymour
woold Uke to see me. 1 obeyed wbat I
considered an order and betook myself
to tbe most pretentions bonne In tbe
garrison, where tbe lady lived.
"Mr. Boynton,” she said, “my nephAlf Rogers, la In a lot of trouble.
At tbe supper table after tbe bop tbe
other nlgbt be drank too much wine—
he’s just out of West Point, you know,

ew.

and baa no practice at wlneblbbing—
insulted Major Wblpple aod is now
UDder arrest. I bave Invited LMcla
Edgerton. a girl In wbom 1 am much
Interested, to visit me especially to
meet Alf. To confess 1 wish to make
a match between tbe two. This stnpld
business of Alfs getting tipsy on two
or three glasses of wine bas spoiled

everything.
“To tell a girt that the man I bave
been praising to her and have Indicated 1 wanted her to marry is under
arrest for drunkenness wonld be an
Irreparable blow to my matrimonial
plan. 1 bave thought out a scheme for
Would you mind persona substitute.
ating Alf for a abort time?”
“Anything to please you, Mrs. Seymoor.

“I could tel) Lucia that Alf had been
ordered away on special doty, but I‘ve
thought It over and have concluded
that such a subterfuge wouldn't be
wise. I would rather post the offlcers
and their families that you are to act
as Alf. and as soon as be Is restored to
duty we can turn It off as a joke.”
Our little post was so dull that not
only I. but the offlcers and the * families. were quite pleased with I
Seymour's plan. We all enjoyed tie prospect of fooling ber protegee, watching
ber while we were doing so and observing ber actions while receiving the
attentions of the wrong mao.
Miss Edgerton arrived, was welcomed by ber hostess, and 1 was Invited to
dinner. It seemed queer to be addressed as Mr. Rogers, but It was very nice
to be expected to make myself agreeable to one qf the most winsome young
girls 1 ever met. She was barely eighteen. innocent, unsopbistocated and ap-

parently

very easy person to perpetrate any fraud upon. It did not seem
possible to me that the deception could
be carried on very long, but 1 bad no
sooner made Miss Edgerton’s acquaintance tban I hoped It might be Interminable.
While 1 found myself in one respect
In clover. In another 1 wbb troubled.
It was fine to be daDctng attendance
on a girl Intended for Rogers while be
was languishing In bis quarters, but
the fact was ever present that the day
would come when 1 must resign ber to
her rightful owner. 1 attended her at
a

Sunday morning Inspection, guard
mounting and such ceremonials as
were possible at a small post
1 galloped by ber side over hill and dale; I
danced with ber. sang duets with her
—In short, did everything except make
love to ber. which under the circumstances would have been dishonorable.
Every one who came In contact with
Miss Edgerton enjoyed Immensely the
Innocent ruse that was being perpetrated upon her. They were all very
punctilious In addressing me In ber
presence as Mr Rogers. He was very
popular, and there was not one person
at the post who would for the world
have balked the plan to bide the fact
that he was under arrest for Intoxication. I had expected Mrs. Seymour to
Ond some way out of the matter with...

•>

tv O

unjo,

uui

our

uiu

uvh,

little to do and still less to talk shoot
Here was
and often no amusement
! a case well calculated for both.
It
! aeemed to me that the especial pains
>
every one took to perpetrate tbe fraud
would defeat It
Top many people
were going out of ttakr way to call
me Rogers, making all sorts of very
thin excuses to do so, then often stuffing
their handkerchiefs Into their months
to avoid exploding with laughter.
Miss Bdgertoo seemed oblivions to
But she was such a childlike
It all.
little thing that no one bad much fear
of her suspecting any deception, and if
■he did suspect it there was no way of
confirming It Was not Rogers shut
np In his quarters, not daring to show
his face outside, both on account of
military discipline and because be did
not wish to spoil Mrs. Seymour’s matrimonial plans for blm?
Notwithstanding Mias Edgerton's Innocence it struck me that sbe was a
bit of a flirt At any rate. It seemed t,o
me at times that sbe was flirting wltb
me. I suppose In such affairs there Is
more or less of a game going on between the parties Interested. I mention this as some excuse for myself for
entering upon a process calculated to
win tbe heart of an Innocent girl, especially when I was not sure that I
was doing It for pastime.
One morning the mall brongbt an
order from Washington to dismiss the
charges against Lieutenant Rogers and
release him from arrest A bombshell
thrown iDto the garrison could uot
have produced as much consternation.
Mrs. Seymour was In a terrible quandary, having .laid no plan for such a
Juncture. All the officers and officers’
ram lues, woo naa oeen
'ailing me
Rogers, began to think of the position
the; would occupy toward the girl
they bad conspired to fool.
As soon as Rogers appeared for duty
he solved the problem. He was to be
Lieutenant Boynton, and 1 was to remain Lieutenant Rogers This satisfied
Mrs. Seymour, who Invited us both to
dinner, and so great was the Interest
of the others In this complicated affair
that before the dinner came off she invited all the officers and their wives.
1 was still supposed to be in especial
attendance upon Mias Edgerton and
took her In to dinner. The first words
spoken by Rogers caused consternation.
“1 say. Rogers." he said to me. “1
congratudate yon on your release from
arrest. What did you want to make a
beast of yourself for?*
As soon as 1 could regain my equanimity I turned upon him with feigned
severity and said:
“What do yon mean, sir, by thus accusing a brother officer?'
“1 mean that Lieutenant Alfred Rogers at the last hop got tipsy on three
glasses of champagne and a pony of
brandy, called the major names and
arrested and confined to bis
was
quarters. Charges were preferred, and
Lieutenant Rogers' father, being a
succeeded in having them
senator,
dropped. Now. who is Lieutenant Rogers If be Is not you? Are you In the
army under an assumed name to hide
some former disgrace?’
Dp spoke Miss Edgerton. During
this harangue she had drawn away
from me as far as possible, regarding
Then
me with a singular eipresslon.
she Turned to Mrs. Seymour.
“What does this mean?' she demanded.
Mrs. Seymour was so agonised that
she couldn't find either voice or words
for reply. Miss Edgerton left her seat
went to her friend and put her arms
about her. Then, standing by her, she
said:
"The farce Is ended. Let those laugh
best who laugh last. Soon after my
arrival here I saw at a window an officer whom 1 bad met last summer at
West I'olnt and whose name 1 knew to
be Alfred Rogers. We chatted, and he
confessed that be was confined to his
room under arrest for getting tipsy
and being disrespectful to the major.
1 bad no difficulty In getting out of
him this scheme to substitute Lieutenant Boynton in bis place.
Since that
time the real Lieutenant Rogers and 1
have been carrying on a clandestine

9 I

O

T
O

|i

mold art be Mamed. 1 think she com
(erred with Begem.
By this time the whole garrison had
b^ome absorbed la the gaNa. This to
one who knows anything a boat army
life at a frontier post will net be askmlshlng. Day after day goes by with

auu

Ik

went on. An order for tbe convening
of a court martial to try tbe real Rog-

never uao we oeen Deaten ny such
odds. 1 questioned tbe crew as to bow ers for conduct unbecoming an oOcer
It happened, tor our adversaries bad and a gentleman waa daily expected,
made better time than ever before, au-i but did not arrive. However, tbere
correspondence.”
was told that it was all on account of
were few of ns at tbe post, and
every
During inis revria non to [none woo
tbe substitute. Every time be put bis one be am* so used to palming me off bad
auppoaed themselves to have been
oar in tbe water tbe boat seemed to as Lieutenant Rogers that It seemed
deriving amusement at Miss Edgermove forward whether the rest of the
tbe substitution might go on IndeS- ton'a expense, of how she and Rogers
crew exerted themselves or uot
nltely.
had outwitted tbe whole of us. there
I became Interested In the freshman
One evening Miss Rdgerton. who bad was ao attentive audience. When abe
substitute
Determined to Qnd ont been very shy. surprised me by Inti- ceased speaking some smiled, others
more about him. I made inquiries
Hut mating In a delicate though unmistak- blushed, while a few looked irritated.
it was at tbe close of tbe term, with able way that she was cogulxaot of
“My friends." said Rogers, "accept
tbe summer vacation abead. and I dis- Mrs. Seymour's matchmaking scheme my heartfelt thanks for yonr kindness
covered nothing. Returning In tbe so and showed disappointment at my not In shielding me from tbe
consequences
rum a, 1 looked for him among tbe
baring evinced a lender Interest In her. of my weak bead for wine. And to
sophomores. Be was not to be found. It was bard enough before for me to yon. Boynton. 1 am under especial
Some said he bad uot returned to col- get on wltnont making love, but after obligations for personating a winelege. Tbe singular feature of tbe rase this It was Impossible.
I don't mesn bibber "
was that I couldn't learn bis name.
I that I bad fallen to love with Mias Ed |
I arose, placed my hand on my heart
went to the man wbo was responsible gertoo. We soldiers, prune to extremes,
and bowed
for bis acceptance on tbe crew and are given as mncb to lovemmklng
Then Gaylord of my company spoke
found him disposed to busb tbe martet as to Ughriug.
It la. however, rather op:
|
up. Be admitted to me that tbe pro- I lovemaking than love, for we have a • “In every well constructed comedy
ceeding bad been Irregular, that tbe faculty for cbonelng sweethearts as tbere, la a heart Interest, tbe denouesubstitute bad come to bim at tbe mat tifteri aa we are transferred between ment of which Is reserved for the third
minute, begged bard to be accepted statlous.
My lovemaklug with Mias act I trust we are not going to be
and promised to win tbe race if allow- Kdgerton was more like tbat we were left without this Important part. Two
ed to poll. My informant said that be used to practicing wblle at West Point Rogerses have been in tbe Held—two
bad acted hastily, taking tbe mao’s dnrlng tbe summer encampment, when leading gentlemen and bnt one leading
we met swarms of girl visitors, each
own representation that be was In collady. Which ia the Rogers to carry off
lege. Of course where there are sev- one ot whom would have considered the prtieT"
eral thousand undergraduates one is the corps ungallant If she were permltRemembering my position In thin reI ted to go Isick borne without having spect. I felt nneasy. Mlsa Rdgerton
■ot expected to know them all.
at
one
me
received
least
now
to
to
examine
It
occurred
proposal.
blushed. Rogers appeared triumphant
Hnt before being carried a way I of- He looked at Miss Rdgerton. her eyes
tbe college record of tbe man we bad
to
fered
went
to
tbe
Mrs.
dubhed Mr. Stroke. I
Seymour my resignation brimming with merriment and naked:
register and made Inquiries abont the race as Rogers' substitute, telling her that
“May Ir
In which be had figured. The records I refused further to act unless she and
"ftllenee gives consent.” be added,
from
would
exonerate
me
mentioned the uatnes of the crew be Rogers
any
receiving no reply. “ladles and genshould
matrimonial
tlieir
criminality
bad given, his own being Cbamplln.
tlemen. I have to annonure my engagelie Interfered with.
Mrs. Sey- ment to Miss Rdgerton
'That race.” said my informant plans
to
mour trsik time
consider: then she
‘‘was lost by Champlin's breaking a
Hearty congratulation followed. I beblood vessel agd dying In the boat”
f agreed that under the drcumatauoee 1 ing first congrstniator.
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NEITHER

TOO YEARSOLD.

.

WAS JEALOUS

Grandma Sanderson, ef DaWitt, kft.
Has Linod n Long and UsafiU Ufs,'

By F. TOWNSEND SMITH
Copyright, 1910. by American Frees

Grandma 8andenon to a raduft)

Association.

woman. She to in as good health t*.
day u ever in her lift, atthoagh m*
to over one hundred yean old.

“Prank,” said Lucy to me, “marriage la a very serious matter.”
“How

did

you

find

out

that

at

In

eighteen?”
“1 am much older at eighteen than
gome

girls

there are

at

Sorely

might possess which I would not be
able to endure, but others wouldn’t
trouble me. Before we take the final
step 1 propose to test you to discover
If you have one especial fault that I
am sure would separate us.”
"But If you tell me you’re going to
test me Isn’t that giving away the

such

taken a few weeks before jay hundredth birthday.
*1 am n true Mend of the Penas
Company. I have derived great benefit from Peruna many times I cat
my I regard Parana a very groat medictna I found out the merit of it t

understand f

good many years ago.

“Certainly. And I suppose that I
bad better tell you that I’m going to
test you. too, so that If I behave badly
you'll understand.”
“H'm! 1 supposed when yon told me
that I was far too good for you you
meant It”
“And I supposed that when you said
I was the best felow In the-world and
you were proud to be loved by”—
I sometimes think
"Don’t be silly.
that yon at twenty-three are younger
than I am at eighteen. How are you
going to test me?”
“How are you going to test me? I

“A little more than two yean age I
contracted a very severe oold, which
resulted in la grippa Owing to tha
severity of the disease, and my extreme ago, my case was oo aside red *»
be very critical. I employed no doctor, but Peruna was the remedy I
used, and to-day my health to as good
as it over was in my life.

“However, I still oontinns to take
Peruna, a spoonful every night befars

retiring.”

Peruaa to an ideal tonic for oid
is a eompound of herbal
remedies that has been known to the
medical profession for many yean.

people It

what for?

She aid some ray n«ra mincing in
that youthful bead of hers and then
said: “It won't do any barm If I tell
yon I’m going to make you jealous.

Jealousy separates

more

married

ples than any other cause."
“Did you get that from

a

Peruna operates as a tonic by cl earning and invigorating the mucous mem
branes This explains why Peruna
has become so extensively known as i
catarrh remedy. Catarrh to simply a
condition of depraved mucous menbranas Peruna changes this depravity into healthful vigor.
Agnatmany old people use Peruna,
and would not bo deprived of it for sc/

cou-

statis-

tician?”
“Now you’re talking absurd again.”
“Very well; go ahead: make me
jealous. But I warn yoa that your
plan will be a failure. Suppose you
succeed?”
“In that case 1 shall consider that
It wouldn't bo safe to marry you.”
“I shall test yoa for the same fault
But If I don’t succeed I shall consider
that It won't be safe to marry yaw.”
“Why not?"
“It will Indicate that yen don’t tors
me.
No one can lore another without

consideration.
People who object to liquid medicines can now secure Peruna tablets.
Ask Your Druggist for s Pro# Pmum
Almanac for 1911.

BOOST!

jealousy."
“Except baring perfect confldenee

"You talk about posters

to common

ads.

i,*i Iks

sense;

cm be found?
But within the cosy homestead, when the peetor
•tore’s aglow.
The newspaper Is read alood to everyone w*
know."

Good News,
Every Suflerer from Catarrh, Coughs,

mine.”
“Do you call It a lest to select a
girl like that and go about all the
while with her looking as If you were
about to kiss her? It was disgusting."
“And didn't you go about looking up
lovingly at Scrlmser? I didn't cars
for the other
fellows—they were
blonds. Scrlmser wss the real thing."
rtn glad I bare biro to ran Daca
upon now It’s all over wltb you."
“And I suppose Camilla will help
roe out"
"1 wish you to understand that no
roan to whom I am engaged shall pay
tbe slightest attention to such • girl.”
“Not for a teat?”
"Not oo any account 1 consider It
If you had taken
an Insult to me.
some of tbe other girls, such as Grace
or Alice or Bess"—
**No ooe ot those girls would do for
a teat.
Grace la homely as a hedge
fence. Alice la cold as as Icicle, and
aa for Reas”"Tbey are all at least to be respected
"Yes. and they are yoer friends.
They're so much to be respected that
they wouldn't take yonr flanee away
from you. because”—
"Because?"
“Both you and they know they
*
«>uldnt,’
I was getting tired of this and resolved to bring It to a close.
”1 say. Lucy. I am delighted at the
success of my test on you."

Colds and Sore Throat Should
Read

It.

So many hundreds of catarrh victims who have, taken the HY0MK1
treatment, have written us letten

us
for
publishing our
method of taking the HYOMEI vapor

thanking

treatment in connection with the inhaler that we gladly publish it again.
The vapor treatment is especially
recommended in stubborn cases of
chronic catarrh of long standing, but
remember that the inhaler should bs
used daily as usual.
This is the simplejvapor treatment,
and only takee Uve minutes of your
time betore going to bed. Pour a tea
spoonful of HYOMEi into a bowl of
boiling water, cover bead and bowl
with towel and breathe for several
minutes the vapor that arises.
You will be surprised at the resalt
ot this treatmeut; it makes the head
feel li>>e and clear; you will sleep better, and that stuffed-up feeling In the
head will gradually disappear.
This same method will break up the
worst cold iu the head or chest iu oaf

night.

A bottle of HYOMEI Costs 60 cents
at G. A. Parcher’s, who guarantees it
If you want the complete outit,
which Includes the little hard rubber
pocket inhaler, the price Is 61.Q0.
No stomach dosing; ju»t breathe
HYOMEI and cure catarrh and ail
diseases of the breathing organs.

The

Delighted?”

|

Human

Body
is

just

toe same now

as

sixty years ago. Use the
remedy that brought

good results at that
time for there is nothing better. Abort
j all, keep strong and wall. When the
| liter, stomach and bowels fail in their fiincI turns, the whole system demands L.K.”
I Atwood’s Medicine.
lia
I

Harthurd,

*7 am taking the sixth bottle of your *L. F'
Atwood's Medicine and am entirely cured of
those fearful sick headaches.
U. J. BROOKS
** tb« biir red letters "L. F.” on the
label. U all Healers, SA cents fora
larcebottla
—

Write 1st liberal ..—I. t.
THE “L f.' MEDICINE CO- P.^1—■ Me.

“Nor was L"
—

jo«r

Too may talk about your dodgers, aad yoir
circular* and such,
But 1 calculate they don't assist an aJ?«*wa»or
much;
And especially In winter, when the saow Is •*
the ground,
I wonder where your poster* and your dedpert

two.”
“1 flirted with half a doxen.”
“It wasn't for me to tell you how to
test a dance."
“I should think not. I couldn't hare
acted on your advice If It was to act
aa scandalously as you bare acted.”
“It seems to me that 1 hare stood
haven’t stood
and
you
your test

you?"
-certainly ootr

*na

fence.
But they ain't the kind o’ mediums that appeal*

In an Injured tone.
Ton haven't
“I should think not
spoken a word to me for a week.”
“1 was testing you.”
“Was it necessary to test me by constantly sailing past here with that one
! girl—a girl you know 1 despise?”
i “It wouldn’t be any test to dirt with

"Yea.
Didn't 1 tell ysa that love
begets Jealoniyy
"Jealousy: You flatter yourself If
you suppose you can make me Jealous
of that creature"
‘*1 am awfully Jealous of Hcrlmaer."
"Because he Is such a perfect gentleman. 1 suppose.”
“He wouldn't kiss and tell. I admit
Come; we're each tested the other
with
remarkable
success lhat
Is.
we've proved we love each other.”
I took Her In my arms.
8 be wsa
mounted.
“I knew yon loved me,” I said. "The
test
didn't
amount
to
anything,
You weraat Jealous, wars
though.

Food Fair,

Ellsworth

Feb. 20-20.

In that other.”
“Very well. Well try It”
And we did try It with a vengeance.
When we came together again W*
i resumed our dialogue.
“It's all over between ns.” said Lwcy,
both sad and angry.
“Didn’t I stand the test?” I asked

'*

the evident* promoted by
these ought not only te

cases as

dispel prejudice against Peruna, but
inspire confidence in it
“1 will send yon a picture that was

whole thing?”
“My object In telling you beforehand
Is that I shall have to seem to act
wrongfully to you. 1 shall be able
to tell you that I bad an object. Yon

mean

letter to the Perann Drag Kb,

rana for her excellent health and extreme old ago. Bond what she says.

twenty-five. Now,
certain faults my husband
are

n

Co., she gives the highest credit top*,

—

....

j

